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Abstract

The objective of this dissertation is to develop analytical tools for the design and evaluation of
feedback compensators for dynamic vision-based robot control.
Sensory systems, such as computer vision, can be used to measure relative robot end-effector (or

tool) positions to derive feedback signals for control of end-effector positioning. The role of vision as
the feedback transducer affects closed-loop dynamics, and a visual feedback compensator is
required. Vision-based robot control research has focused on vision processing issues (e.g., image
filtering, structured lighting environments, and image feature interpretation), while control system
design has been limited to ad-hoc strategies or linear single degree-of-freedom (DOF) systems. This
dissertation formalizes an analytical approach to dynamic robot visual servo control systems by
organizing and categorizing visual control strategies into position-based structures and image-based
structures. The image-based structure represents a new approach to visual servo control, which uses
image features (e.g., image areas, and centroids) as feedback control signals, thus eliminating a
complex interpretation step (Le., interpretation of image features to derive world-space coordinates).
This approach also facilitates robot task training by a "teach-by-showing" strategy for specification of
the control system reference signal commands. The dissertation includes an in-depth analysis,
design, and evaluation of image-based control.
Image-based visual Servo (IBVS) control

presents formidable engineering problems for

compensator design, including coupled and nonlinear dynamics, kinematics, and feedback gains,
unknown pxameters, and measurement noise and delays. To satisfy these requirements, a model
ieference adaptive control (MRAC) feedback system and a fixed linear model following S;ontroller

(LMFC) are designed and evaluated using mainframe simulation models of two and three DOF
systems, incorporating both nonlinear kinematics and dynamics. The MRAC is found to provide
superior performance to the LMFC for large-signal trajectories of systems with unknown or nonlinear
feature sensitivity gains. The issue

of

selecting features for image-based control is addressed by

defining and evaluating an index of feature coupling.

The dissertation focuses on compensator

designs based on multiple uncoupled Single-jnput Single-putput (SISO) controllers, for coupled
systems, to simplify the design complexity and implementation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.I . Overview
The piirpose of this chapter is to present an overview of the dissertation. In Section 1.2. the

background and problems of dynamic visual servo control of rohots are outlined, and a novel
inlaye-based approach to visual servo control is introduced. Section 1.3 includes a suriimary
of the dissertation goals and design approach as well as a chapter-by-chapter outline.
Detailed tiackground and literature surveys are included in Chapter 2, in which the problem

areas a;id design a p p r o x h e s are cicscribed in detail.

1.2.In t roductiw: t o Visual Servo Control
A conver.tional robot arm which is programmed to pick. up an object from a tab12 must be

"taught" the position and orientation of that object before it can carry out the task. This
process of tencliinq a robot positions and updating them for each new object or location is a
routine part of current robot system development, and has become a major limitation in the
adaptation of robots to unstructured tasks including many routine industrial applications.
Flexible robotic systems would provide a capability to automatically modify positions and
trajectories to accommodate changes in the task or task environment. Such flexibility is
achievable only through the integration of sensors into robotic systems, and visual sensing, in
particular. wo: rld appear ,:t

provide fundamental capabilities i r i the adaptation of robots to

mstructured tasks. This disssrta!ion will analyze and evaluate strategies which integrate
visual smsing with robot movements, and will emphasize the design of such "visual servo
coritrol systems" in order to achieve stable and pfadictable system dynamics.
Figure 1 - 1 illustrates a visual servo control application for a robot. An object is placed on the
table in a position which is unkriuwn to the robot. The robot has not been preprogrammed
with kriowledge or the cbject position. In this sense, the task environment is said to be
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Figure 1 1: Robot Acquiring Object Using Computer Vision
"unstructured". A television camera is at!ached to the robot arm and provides visual sensing
capability. The image acquired by the camera must be processed by a computer vision system
in order to identify the object in the picture. The vision system extracts information from the
image and may infer relationships between the spatial position of the object and camera
position. Such relative position information may be used

lo guide the robot to acquire the

object from the table.
Figure 1-2 shows a second typical application of visual servo control. In this case, a
stationary camera is used to observe the lead tip of an electronic component which is held by
the robot hand. The exact position of the lead tip relative to the robot hand is unknown due to
the uncertainty in the forming of the component leads. The camera also observes the hole in
the ptinted circuit board where the lead will be inserted. The vision system is used to resolve
the uncertainty in lend position relative to the hole position. The robot controller then
repositions the robot arm to correctly align the lead with the hole.
Several key issues arise in the design of

visual

servo control systems such

as

those

described above. Processing and interpretation of image information to infer object position
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Figure 1-2: Robot Assembling PC Boards Using Computer Vision
and orientation are difficult and conputationally complex tasks. The resulting estimates may
be uncertain and require computational time delays. The robot controller, in turn, must
compensate for these properties of the vision system as well as those of the robot. The
resulting integrated system should have dynamic properties which are predictahle and stable
even in the face of unknown task conditions. In this dissertation, an adaptive controller is
proposed to provide this consistent dynamic system response under unknown conditions.
The interpretation

of image information to estimate object position normally requires the

extraction ol quantitative image features which are related to a stored object model. The
resulting position estimates may be used to design a "position-based'' visual servo control
system. In this dissertation,

an alternative strategy i s explored. Image features which are

monotonically related to spatial position may be used

as a basis for control in place of

position estimates. Such an "image-based" visual servo control strategy may offer
advantages in terms of reduced delay and estimation noise, but require special attention to
control strategies which accommodate position-to-feature relationships. The image-based
visual servo control strategy is formalized for the first time in this dissertation and control
strategies are examined in detail.
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Figure 1-3: Basic Robot Positioning Control
In order to understand the relationship between conventional robot position control and

visual servo control, it is useful to examine a robot positioning system in a bit more detail.
Such a system may be described by the block diagram in Figure 1-3. The desired position of
the robot hand or end-effector is specified by the reference position vector

&
.,

The robot

and a model of
moves by displacement of individual joint angles described by the vector gREF,
the robot geometry, called the kinematic arm solution, must be used to find QREFwhen XREFis
specified. An approximate kinematic arm solution is always available for a real robot though
variations between individual robots may result in significant inaccuracies

of final arm

positioning.
The desired joint angles described by

BREFare expressed as input

reference signals to

individual joint angle control systems. Each joint controller uses position feedback to
accurately position the joint motor to the desired angle. The resulting vector

of joint angles 0

is therefore obtained b y independent closed-loop control of the joints with respect to the
desired gREF.
The position of the robot end-effector when the joints are set at angles

is determined by

the robot geometry. In general, the robot geometry may be slightly different than the robot

model, and therefore the actual end-effector position X may differ from the desired position
X
-REF’

In real systems, there is

no

way to determine this final positioning error since no

measurement or feedback of final end-effector position is available. In this sense, the control

7
loop is never closed around the end-effector position itself leading to inherent limitations in
the ability of such a system to compensate for inaccurate modeling of the arm or to derive
positioning error signals relative to unstructured environments.
The addition of visual sensing as a measurement system for relative end-effector position
provides a basis for overcoming some of these limitations. However. the use of computer
vision to infer position and orientalion of objects, or interpret general three-dimensional
relatinnships in a scene, is in general a complex task requiring extensive computing
resources. Techniques which may exploit simplier sensors or minimize processing for image
interpi etalion offer major advantages for visual servo control inipleinentations.
Figure 1 - 4 illustrates schema!ically some approaches to the interpretation of a twodimensional image for inference of three-dimmsioiral position and orientation. In the block
diagram, a sensor. such as a TV camera, is used to acquire a two-dimensional array of
brightness values from the three-dimensional scene. This image array may undergo various
types of computer processing to enhance image properties and enable the extraction of both
lGcal 3ncl global image features These featlires typically include structural components of the
image such as points, lines, and areas, as well as quantitative parametcrs atiached to them. In
reali!y there is a con!inuurn of possiblt? itnag" features and their available transformations,
and their choice depend!:

on the purpose arid requirements of their subsequent use or

interpretation. The relationship between

SUCti

structural components or image features is

then used to interpret the observed scene. The resulting iriterpretation provides an estimate of
h

the relative position

21 which may be used for visual servo control. Such position estimates

may contain object model inaccuracies as well as feature measurement inaccuracies and
therefore may introdirce measurement noise into a visual feedback control system.
Figure 1.5 slrows a simple example of a visual servo control structirre. This system is called
a "static look and move" structure for visual servo control and is described in more detail in
Chapter 2. Tlie system operation consists of a sequence of independent steps:
1. Step 1: The vision sy,stem "looks" at the scene, or object, and estimates the

end-effector position &

2. Step 2: The position estimate is sent to a task computer. The task computer
computes the difference, AX,between where the end-effector should be,
and the current position estimate. The task computer then issues a command to
the robot positioning system to "move" by the incremental distance AX;and
3. Step 3: Tlie r c b t moves to the new position. Step 1 is not repeated until the robot
completes the motion specilicd by the "move" command.
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Figure 1-4: Computer Vision
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F i g u r e 1-5: Static "Look and Move" Control
The sequence of operations is repeated until a specified accuracy is achieved, that is,

AX

is

reduced to some small quantity. The number of iterations will depend upon the particular task.
The "static look and move" structure demonstrates the concept of interactive sensing for
robot positioning, but is not a dynamic control system since each step

is executed

independently and in sequence.

Vieual

-

1

Feedback
controller

c

Robot

bX
-

Computer
Vision

-

Figure 1-6: Dynamic Visual Servo Control
If the visual feedback system is structured so that the three steps outlined above are
A

executed in parallel (Le., positions estimates, .& and position errors,

AX,are updated as fast

10

as they are measured, and position corrections are commanded to the robot while it is
moving). then dynamic visual servo control systems such as that illustrated in Figure 1.6 can
be synthesized. The role of campiiter vision as the feedback ttansducer now affects the
over-all, or closed-loop, system dynamics, and a visual feedback ccntroller is required for
stability and acceptable transient response. While dynamic control has the potential to
achieve faster resporises than "static" systems, dynamic visual control presents a variety of
difficult d?sign problcnis which are not currently addressed in the literature. This dissertation
focuses on two of these issues: the use of image features as feedback parameters in "image-

baseci" visual servo coritrol, and the implementation of adap!ive control strategies for visual
servo control.
In jn!age-_based_visualservo (IBVS) control , the image features, as described in Figure 1-4,
are used to contrcl robot motion directly without inferring position in the spatial coordinate
frame. This approach relies on the svstematic variation of image features with relative object
position. Such a rzlaticmship is illustrated in Figure 1-7. In this case, the task is specified by
pnrtraying the current camera image and &hedesired camera iinaye. The image features
corresponding to an image trajectory as :he camera moves may be plotted as shown in the
figirrc. t,Imctot?ir, ?.!tlmigh r:mIin&ir, fenture-to-position realtions arc obtained in this case
usiny ;I-ea, relative ;rea, an:!

ccnter.of-r;ravity as features.

In an IRVS systeln, t!be reference and feedback signals are defined in terms of these image
feature values which cor:espond to current and desired robot positions. The feature error
may be derived at every ineasiirernent time and used to drive the robot in a direction which
decreases the error. The subsystem which converts the feature error to a robot control signal
con-prises the h w r t of the IBVS controller. This dissertation will address the analysis and
desisn of such controllers for IBVS systems.
The IBVS approach to visual servo control presents a number of issues which require
careful formillation and analysis. Solection of features is closely tied to the problem of image
interpretation siilc2 fcaturcs which are closely related to object position will be useful for both
interpretation and servo control. Criteria for feature selectiop are developed in this
dissertation based on feature sensitivity and feature coupling measures. The feature
sensitivity (or slope of the feature-to-position curve) appears in the control structure as a
small-signal gain term. The feature sensitivities are iypically tinknown a'priori and change
nonlinearly with robot movements. These properties of the feature sensitivity lead to our use
of adaptive control strategies in this sludy.
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Since an IBVS system controls image feature signals rather than position signals, it is
difficul! to design a system with precisely predictable position trajectories. The relationship
between desired feature trajectory and resulting position trajectory is strongly dependent on
the choice of features. An important result of the simulation studies carried out in this
dissertation is the denionstration that position trajectories are typically well-behaved for
smooth monotonic feature setisitivity relations.
Flexible robotic system will most likely incorporate different modes of control for different
tasks or subtasks. Visual servo control is one such mode of control which may be useful in

sensor-based systems. Position-based and image-based visual sprvo controls, in turn,
represent alternative h i t complementary strategies within this framework. As pointed out
earlier, theie is a continuum of fzatures which may be derived by measurement and
transformation from an image, and any combination of these may be useful as control
parameters. In this sense, spatial position estimates are one set of transiornied image
features. They are partici;lnrly useful when available and reliable since an approximate model
of robot geometry is typicail) known. The use of alternative features in the IBVS approach
niay have advantayes in t e r m of speed and reliability when model based inforniation is not
available.
I:] more y w e i a l terms, IB'JS represents a case study of robot control in unstructwed

environments where model^ based information is either unavailable or unreliable. In this
sei:se. the adap!ive conlr.ol strategy may be viewed as a "learning mode" in which interactive
sensing of the environment defines an updated model of the world and provides a basis for
consistent control strategies. A mobile robot, for example, consistently must predict and
verify its nwtion using unreliable models of the world and robot itself. The identific3tion phase

of adaptive control provides a mechanism to test and update dynamic models, and the imagebased approach can be used inversely to identify and confirrii image features based on
cornp?tibtlity of predicted and observed dynamic changes.
Another example of adaptive robot control using sensors arises in relation to force and
tactile sensing. Again, a consistent model relating robot control commands to desired force
signals may exist, and performance may depend on identification of transformation matrices
and on-line synthesis of an appropriate controller. Manipulation ot structures with nonlinear
compliarit elements raises exactly these questions.
Visual servo control is n fundamental component of sensor-based robotic systems, and the

analysis and design o! systems using image-based control demonstrates the feasibility of a
new approach which may provide improved performance as one mode of an integrated
system. Analysis of the IBVS prcblern and incorporation of adaptive control

as a design

solution have led us to derive principles with much broader applicability than to visual servo
control.

An increasing number of problems require rnultiple sensory modalities for robot

control in irnstructured environments, arid adaptive nmdes of interactive sensing will become
increasingly importan1. The research reported i r l this dissertation provides a basis for
exploration of many such adaptive sensor-based strategies.

1.3. Outline of Dissertation
This section presents a brief summary of the goals and design approach of this dissertation

as well as a chapter-by-chapter outline of the teciinical content. A table of acronyms used is
included as Table 1 - 1 for reference.

1.3.1. Disserlaticn Goals

The goals of the dissertation are to address the ;s:oblenis of clynxnic visual servo coritrol of
robo:s, and provide i n s i ~ r ;!n!o
l visiizl scrvo control by:
1. Organizing and categorizing visual servo control systems into weli-de!ined

classical feedback control structures. Such an orgmzalion facilitates the
malysis aixl design of a servo controller, by showirig the role of computer vision
as thc feed!mck transducer, and by accounting fcr the static and dynamic
properties of the robot and measurement systems, which must be compensated.
The categorization can also serve as a framework for comparative evaluation of
different control approaches.
2 Analyzing, d3sigriing. and evaluating the IBVS approach to visual servo control.
Tlie objectives are to show that IBVS can produce stable systems, with good
traxient responses, aqd suitable path performance: and to provide analytic tools
to design real systems. In the dissertation, IBVS systems are evaluated using
computet simulation models.

In the next section, a controller design approach for IBVS control is proposed.
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1.3.2. Design Approach

Feedback controllers can ba categorized as being either fixed or adaptive. It is a formidable
engineering task to design effective fixed feedback controllers to compensate for nonlinear
and unknown systems.

The gains of an adaptive controller are adjustable and are

dynamically changed during control from on-line parameter identification of the unknown
system.

The model Ieference adaptive &ontrot (MRAC) approach has been extensively

studied for the control of unknown linear systems, and empirically evaluated for dynamic
nonlinear systems. Based on these studies, MRAC appears to be well suited for IBVS control,
and is the design approach clevelopecl in the dissertation. An enhanced MHAC (with seriesparallel reference model and control penalty) is selected for IBVS control to suppress noise,
and be less sensitive to control signal saturation. In the dissertation, the author modifies the
MRAC to account for measurement delay, and identifies the requirement of a control penalty
for use with nonlinear IBVS systems. The dissertation also includes a comparative evaluation
3f

fixed versus adaptive conti 01. The fixed controllers are synthesized by fixing the adjustable

gains of the adaptive controller (i.e., linear model following control (LMFC) ).
Feedback control of a 3ulti.jnput Eulti._qutput (MlhlO) system (with m iriouts and m outputs)
cart be based on either m intkpender,t Single-jnput single-pltplli (SISO) coritrolla s, or on a
single MlMO controller design. MIMO control, of coupled sy:;tems,

seeiris lo have an

inherently greater potential to achieve the desired coritrol system performance criieria. SlSO
controllers are simplier to implement, since they are computationally less complex, and can
be modularized. A modular system can easily be extended to increasing DOF,and distributed
processing. In the dissertation, the author has selected to investigate an SlSO approach,
since it would be easier to in;plement (in future research) with current laboratory and factory
computing environments.

With iccreasingiy powerful and less expensive processors, an

MlMO approach may be more suitable for future research investigations.

1.3.3. Oiitline of Dissertation

In Chapter 2, visual servo control is discussed in detail. The chapter begins by reviewing
robot kinematics, dynamics, and control. The formal categorization and organization of
previously implemented and proposed visual servoing strategies, into classical feedback
control structures, is then presented. The control requirements for IBVS are described, and
the MRAC approach is proposed to meet these requirements.
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In Chapter 3, the enhanced SlSO MRAC algorithm is reviewed. The algorithm is modified for
systems with measurement delay and coupling. The chapter concludes with guidelines for
MRAC parameter selection.
? l i e purpose of Chapter 4 is to specify the visual servoing tasks configurations (including 1,

2, and 3 DOF systems) which are evaluated, in simulations, using f i x e d and adaptive IBVS

control. Mathematical models, required for the computer simulations and control evaluations,
are developed, and incorporate robot kinematics and dynamics, camera picture taking, and
feature transformations.
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 include the evaluation of LMFC and MRAC control of progressively
more cnmplex systems. The complexity relates to
0

UOF: 1, 2, and 3 DOF (in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, respectively);

0

Dynamics: linear uncoupled vs. nonlinear coupled;

0

Kinematics: linear uncoupled vs. nonlinear coupled; and

0

Features' miiiimal features (i.e., the number of features available for control
equals the number of DOF to control) vs. excessive features ( i e , feature
selectioii required when there are more features availabk than there are DOF to
coctrol).

The e1::nluation

includes a sensitivity analysis of the feature transformation coupling;

comparative study of fixed vs. adaptive control; isolation of problern areas associated with

SlSO control of ccupled systems; evaluation of a path constraint strategy: and, evaluation of a
feature selection strategy to discriminate among candidate features.
In Chapter 8 , the results and contributions of the dissertation are sumrnarized, and
directions for future research are suggested. Preliminary investigations of MlMO control,
issues of physical implementations, and simulated control of a 5 DOF IBVS system, are
described.
The principal contributions of the dissertation are:
0

Formalization of dynamic visual servo control of robots.

0

Introduction of a novel "teach-by-showing" imagc-based control approach.

0

In-depth analysis, design, and evaluatiori of fixed and adaptive control of IBVS
systems.
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0

0

0

Extension of enhanced
gains.

SP EVtRAC to control of systenis wit!] delay and nonlinear

Demonstration of enhanced SP h4RAC for direct joint-level control of a simulated
articulated robot arm.
Identification of the applications and limitations of SlSO adaptive control of
coupled systems.
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DOF

-degree -of-_freed
om

FP
I BVS

full-parallel
image based visual-servoing
linear model following control
-.
multiple-jnput multiple-output
model leference _adaptiveControl
put.of-field of view
Single-jnputsingle-putput
.series earallel
Qosition-basedvisual-servoing
Table 1 - 1 : Acronym Table

LMFC
MlMO
MRAC
OFV
SlSO
SP
PBVS
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Chapter 2
Visual Servo Control
2 . 1 . Overview
The objective of this chapter is to fornialize an analysis and design approach for dynamic
robotic control using computer vision for sensory feedback information. Controller dcsign will
focus on an adaptive approach to compensate for nonlinear robot dynamics, and nonlinear
and unknown gaiiis introduced by the sensory feedback.
Th,s chapter is organized as follows. Control system analysis and desigai requires kinematic
and dyiianiic models of the robot under control. In Section 2.2, manipulator kinematics and
dynaniics are review&.

Detailed modcl develuprwnts for specific cases .?re presented in

Chapter 4. In Section 2.3, a review of contw! is presmted, describing staridaid non-setisor
based control at the joint and world levels when fecdback measurenients are limited to joint
level space. The problem of controlling highly coupled, nonlinear, and possibly unknown
dynamic systems is described. Coiltrot law approaches for these systems, including model
Ieference adative sontrot (MRAC). are discussed since similar problems arise in sensory
based systems.
The remainder of tlie cliapter summarizes the contributions of the dissertation. In Section
2.4, previously implemented and proposed visual servoing strategies are forinally organized

and categorized into classicial feedback control structures. Such organization has not
previously appeared in the literature. While the scope of the dissertation is limited to a
detailed design and evaluation for one of these s!ructuras, this formalization will provide a
framework for future investigations.

The control structures are based on feedback

measurements which are extended to include world coordinate measurements. Previously
implemented structures derive control laws based on relative world space position
information. A novel structure is proposed, which uses imzye features for feedback. The
image-based approach has potential advantages. including being able to teach a task by
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visually "showing" the robot what to do.

Design of the image-based visual feedback

controller requires compensation of robot dynamics and kinematics, and of the feedback
properties including delay, cc)upling. nonlinearity, noise and unknown parameters. In Section
2.5, an adaptive control la.8 approach is proposed to meet these requirements.

The

remainder of the dissertation includes an analysis, design, and evaluation, in simulations, of
image-based visual servoing.

2.2. Robot Kinematics and Dynamics
A robot consists of a sequence of links connected in series or parallel b y revolute (Le.,
rotational) or prismatic (i.e , translational) joints [Lee 82a]. Each joint is independently
actuated by electrical. hydraulic. or pneumatic devices resulting in relative motion of the links.
The firs! link is attached to a reference frame, which can be either fixed or mobile. while the
end of the final link is equipped with an end-effector (e.g. mechanical hand or tool) to
manipulate objects or perform assembly tasks. Each joint.link combination constitutes one
cJegree-of.freedom (DOF). For general purpose tasks, six dsgrlies-of-freedoin are required;
three for positioning and three for orienting.

Fewer degrees-of-freedom may be used to

accamplish specific tasks.
A block disynrn of an N DC+Frobot is shown in Figure 2- 1.

Actuators

Manipulator .
Dynam ic s

Geoine t ry Kinematics

Figure 2- 1: Robot Block Diagram
The control vector u(t)= {ul(t) ,...,un(t)JT represents the actuating or control signals.
response to

In

u(t),the actuatcrs develop forces or torques, E(t), which drive the manipulator

links. The resiiltant joint positions, g(t),are called the generalized coordinates [Paul 811. Each
joint position, q,(t), is referenced to the coordinate system of the previous link in the chain.
The position and orientation (or pose) of the end-effector,
referenced with respect to a world coordinate frame.

X(t) = { Xl(t)...X6(t))T,

is
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2 . 2 . 1 . Kinematics

Robot kinematics deals with the static modeling of the spatial relationships of the links with
respect to a world reference frame or coordinate system. Robot kinematics thus relates joint
variable space, g,to world space 11. World space can be defined in many possible coordinate
systems including Cartesian. spherical, and cylindrical. While typical robotic tasks are defined
in Cartesian space, psrticcrlar robo! geometries may lead to more natural definitions in other
cocrdmate frames.
Kinematic modeling consists of two problems:
1 . The direct kinematic problem: given gqfind

11,and

2. Tlie inverse kinematic problem, or "arm-solution": given X,find 9.

To solve these problems, kinematic modeling and analysis have been defined in terms of
homogeneous tracsformation matrices [Paul 811.

A brief description of homogeneous

transforrnations, for developing robot and visual servo control models, is presented hcre.
Homogencous transformation matrices, which define postiorts and orientation of Coordinate
systems, hair2 the following in1po:tant property. If matrix transformation Ti,,k describes the ith
cozrdinate frame relative to the kl!' frame and Tj,i describes lhe jth frnnie with respect to the i"'
:rame. then
T.j/k = T.1 4 7 TiIk

and cor?sequently,

.-'

TiIk = T.111 T.j/k
For robotic manipulators, a Cartesian coordinate system is established for each link
according to the systematic convention proposed by Denavit and Hartenberg [Denavit 551.
The homogeneous transforrnation matricies, or A matricies, describe the relative translation
and rotation between successive link coordinate frames. Thus, A, describes the pose of the
first link relative to the reference base, and A i describes the pose of the i'h link with respect to
the ( i - l ) t hlink. For a six degree-of-freedonl manipulator,
T6 = A,A2A3A,A,A6

(2.1)

where T, describes the pose of the final link relative to the world reference frame. The direct
kinematic problem is then to solve for g according to (2.1). Tlie inverse "arm-solution" is
more complex. Methods for finding g given T, are presented in [Paul 811.
And end-effector (or tool) can be fixed and referenced lo the final link according to the
transformation matrix Ttoo,. When

qo0,
is the tool pose relative to the reference frame, then
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T, Tlool = T t o o l / w o r l d ~ " [ ~ l o o l ~
where H[]maps a 6 DOF vector into the equivalent (4x4) homogeneous matrix transformation.
Thus, the T, matrix, which must be evaluated b y the "arm-solution", becomes
T6

(2.2)

= Ttool" Ttool/world

In practice, the "aim-solution" produces only estimates of the joint positions, g,which are

required to produce a desired T.,
0

The following error sources can lead to inaccuracies:

Inaccuracies in the geometric modeling of link or tool dimensions, or tool
moil nti ng di iiiensions;

0

Unmodeled link conipliance;

0

Non-ideal joint coupling between links such as gearing backlash; and

0

Computer quantization and round-off in the "arm-solution" evaluation.

While these error sources can be reduced by careful design and analysis, they can deteriorate
task perform3rice as the required accuracy increases.

2.2.2. Rigid Cody Dynamics
Ginarnic modeling of t h e robot arii) is required fcr designins t h e coiitwl dgori!hm to
zchieve a desired system performance. Dynamic equations model the motion of the robot
!ipks in generalized cooidinale space. 7his motion can then be reldted to world space by the

kinemztic eqiiationc;

Several approaches are available for formulation of the arm

dynamics [Hollerbach

W].The Lagrangian method [Paul 81, Uicker 671,which is reviewed

below and derived for a specific case in Appendix 6 , has the advantages that it is a systematic
approach (utilizing the A matrices), and the equations have easily intsrprcted physical
meaning which have significance when applied to control law design (Section 2.3).
The Layraiqian fomulation for rigid body kinematic linkeages can be written as

where D(Q)is the (n x n) inertial matrix, C ( Q , ~is
) the (n x 1) centrifugal and Coriolis vector,

G(g)is the gravitaicnal vector, and Eit) are the joint forces

or torques. Equation (2.3) signifies

that the robot dynamics are characterized by a system of of n second order, coupled, and
nonlinear differential

equations whose

parameters are dependent

on the robot's

instantaneous configuration (generalized coordinate positions and velocities). The model
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does not include frictional components, which may be significant for some robot designs.

- Ktrictionq.
Viscous friction can often be modeled by additional linear terms of the form Ffriction
It is more difficult to derive simple models for Coulomb frictioiis. Whether or not they are
included in the dynamic model, the control engineer must be aware of their effects.
Independent actuators develop the required force or torque to cause link motion. While the
actuator can often be modeled by a linear system when operating in nominal regions, the
control engineer must be aware of the nonlinearities and time-varying phenomena in the
device. For example,

DC. motors have torque offset nonlinearities when operating in low

torque regions. Power arnp!ifiers exhibit current limiting saturalioii nonlinearities, and the
gain drifts with time and temperature. While the control law design is based on the linear
actuator model, the control engineer must choose a design which can still perform adequately
in nonlinear regions and be relatively insensitive to parameter variations.

2.3.Control
Robot tasks (e.g., put the peg in the hole) nus! ultimately be defined in terms of a set of
refel-e,?ceor commarid sigrial iriputs to a control system. The control problem &to design a
control law, based on dynsmic models, so that the system is stable and the output tracks the
reference signal according to a predefined perforriiance specitication.
Witt: respect to robot positioning control, two levels of tasks caii be identified:
1. Dynamic joint control, and

2. Kinematic (or end-effector positioning), path and trajectory control
While joint control deals directly with the issue of plant dynamics and control lriw design for
reference signal tracking, kinematic control deals with generation of the reference signal
required for end-effector positioning and motion afong a specified path or trajectory.
De2ending on the approach to control law design, dynamic and kinematic control can be
coupled or treated as independent problems.
In robotic control applications, the reference signal can be specified in terms of the
generalized coordinate or world coordinate parameters, depending tipon the required task.
For example, when a robot is taught a desired position, or trajectory, through the "teachmode" operation [Luh 831, joint positions are directly recorded and can be "played-back" as
the desired reference signals. If the task requires that the end-effector move in a straight line
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path to the end-point, then the reference signal must first be specified in Cartesian space.
Without sensor-based control, with which the position of the end-effector can be measured
directly, controller designs are constrained to use feedback measurements limited to the
generalized coordinates (Le., joint displacements). Thus, reference signals defined in
Cartesian space must be mapped into estimated joint level reference signals by the inverse
kinematic "arm-solution." This approach results in open-loop control of the end-effec'tor.
This section includes a review of control at the joint and world levels when the feedback
measurements are limited to the generalized coordinate space. In Section 2.4, visual servo
control structures are described which extend tlre measurement space to include world
coo 1-dinates.

2.3.1.Joint Level Control
Practical approaches to control law design for robotic manipulators include:
I . Feed-forward open-loop control [Lee

Wb, Luh 80,Hollerbach $0, Raibert

78, Albus 751;

3. Linear Servo contrcl [Paul 81, I A i 83,Willianis 831; and
3. Adaptive servo conirol [Chung e2,Duhowsky 79, ticrowitz 60, Koivo 80,Kobo
83, LeBorgne 811.
These controllers can be applied independently, or in combination,

as each has certain

advantages and disatlvatitages.
A block diagram of a robot under computer control is shown in Figure 2-2. The control

system represents a sampled-data system in which g(k)&u(kT). where T is the constant
sampling period. The control signals are applied through digital-to-analog Gonverters (DAC)
which can be modeled by the cascade of an ideal impulse sampler and a zero-order hold with
saturation nonlinearity [Neuman 79al. Over the interval kT

I

ui(kT)

u,(t)

= +V=,

-Vmt

5 t 5 (k + 1)T,

for lui(kt)l<Vmt
for ui(kT)>Vs,,
for ui(kT)<-Vsat

where Vsat is the maximum DAC output signal

(2.4)

For simplicity, the block diagram in Figure

2-2 shows position feedback. The following discussions do not preclude the use of
tachometers and observers to measure and estimate joint velocity and acceleration.

Adaptive
Control
1

q(k)

Posit i o n
~

I
1 ADC
Transducer

4-t
Computer

Figure 2-2: Robot Control Block Diagram

2.3.1.l.
Feed-Forward Open-Loop Control
In feed-forward open-loop control, the reference signals are specified as a sequence of joint

..

position, velocity and acceleration values {g,,,(k),g,,,(k),g,e,(k)}.

Feed-forward open-loop

controllers use the nonlinear dynamic equations of motion to conipute the joint torques or
forces, E(k), to track the reference signals. (In practice the dynamic equations include the
actuator dynamics so that g(k) is computcd). Since this method supplies a dhect solution to
these equations, it has the advantage of precision tracking 01 the refererice commands. It has,
however, three significant disadvantages. First, this open-loop controllar

is sensitive to

parameter variations in the actuators, robot, and DAC convericrs. and to unmeasurable
external torque or force disturbances. Second, this technique is cornputationally intensive.
The on-line computational complexity can constrain the sampling interval, T, thus limiting the
maximum aliowed joint velocities.

While the Lagrange-Euler approach is siiiiple and

systematic, it is inefficient for on-line computation 2nd control. More efficient algorithm for
on-line computation are available. These include recursive Newton-Euler formulations [Lee

82b, Luh 801, recursive Lagrangian formulations [Hollerbach 801, and table look-up
methods [Rnibert 78, Albus 751. Finally the computed torques are only

as accurate as the

model in (2.3). Uncertainties in the model parameters, including the pavload, and phenomena
which are difficult to model, such as backlash, Coulomb friction, voltage offsets, and linkcompliance. will introduce deviations from the reference signals. The relative mechanical
simplicity of the CMU Dircct-Drive Arm is an attempt to reduce such uncertainty [Asada 821.
To compensate for tracking errors due to imprecise models and controller sensitivity to
parameter variation and uncertainty, these controllers can be augmented b y conventional
linear feedback controllet s.

2 . 3 . 1 . 2 . Fixed Linear Servo Control
Linear feedback or servo controllers compute control signals from the servo errors,
including both position errors g(k) and velocity errors. In fixed control, the controller gains
are constant.
In fixed controiler design synthesis, it is assumeti that the rcibol dynamics are time-invariant

or can be lirieatized about a nominal ope:ating point or trajectory. Llpon examination of the
dynamic equations (2.3), the robot can be aswmed to have linear dynnnics if the Corioliscentrifugal terms are neglected, and if the interial matrix and gravitational torques are
comtant.

When the Coriolscentrifugal torque components are neglected, they can be

view?d as external !orque c'isturbances which must be rejected b y the feedback control
compensation. At low operating speeds, the magnitude of these apparent disturbances are
often assumed to be small. However, the relative contribution of these terms may still be
significant during typical movements at low velocities. If the actuators are coupled to the
joints by gear-reducing mechanisms, then the Coriolis-centrifugalforces reflected back to the
actuator are reduced by the gear ratio. In present industrial manipulators, gearing is used to
optimize power transfer from the motor to the link, and mirlimize the required motor size.
Gravitational forces reflected back to the motor are divided by the year ratio and reflected link
inertias are reduced by a factor of the gear ratio squared.'Thus, apparent variations in the
inertial and gravitational forces are reduced. Under the assumptions that Coriolis-centrifugal
torques are neglected, and inertial and gravitational changes remain small, the control
engineer designs a fixed controller using mzthods derived from classical and modern control
engineering. Ideally, the fixed control design is insensitive to small parameter variations and
small external torque disturbance sources. In practice, it is a formedable engineering task to
design a robust fixed controller for such systems.
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Feedback controller designs can either be uncoupled or coupled. Coupled, or multi-jnput

mtilti-output (MIMO), control laws derive ul(k) as a linear combination of the entire reference
and feedback vectors.

Independent uncoupled, or 8ingle-jnput Single-putput (SISO),

controllers produce u,(k) based only on the ithreference and feedback signals (Le., ei(k) ). For
an n DOF robot, n independent SlSO controllers are used. There are no syslematic rules for
design of SlSO controllers for coupled systems.

MIMO control design is more straight-

forward, and can, in theory, achieve a larger degree of dynamic uncoupling than SlSO
control. tlowever. SISO controllers facilitate implementation because they are:
1. Computationally less complex than a coupled controller;

2. Modular. and ccjiiiputation can be distributed; and

3. Simpler to !une than a coupled controller.
Commercially available industrial robots use SlSO controllers. To the best of the authors
knowledge, most use SlSO control which is not augmented by feedforward control, because
of gearing and their lower speed and tracking precision requirements.
A typical linear SlSO controller is the proportional + 3ummation +_Difference(PSD) regulator

derii ed as
ul(k) = I(,el(k)

k

+K

s E e,(k) t KD[el(k)-e,(k-l)]
i =1

Fixed

controller

gains

are

selected

using

root-locus

01’

frequency

response

techniques [Williains 831 (and jiitimatel\/ maniiallv tuned) to achieve an acceptable trade-off
between transient speed of response and steady-state velocity errors to ramp inputs. The
gain selection process is based be on a nominal robot configuration and neglecting inertial
coupling. It has beerl suggested that improved performance results i f n gain-scheduling
approach is utilized, where the adjustable fixed gains are selected as a tunction of the robot
configuration [Paul 811.
Relative to feedforward control, fixed linear controllers have the advantages of being
simpler to implement in real-time and can be less sensitive to panmeter variations and
uncertainty. Fixed controllers cannot achieve adequate dynamic response at higher speeds,
and over a broad range Df arm configurations.
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2.3.1.3.Adaptive Feedback Control
Recently researchers have sought a controller approach which can compensate for
parameter uncertainty and variation over a wide range, while operating at high joint speeds. In
addition. the controller should be compatible with microprocessor impleinentation to make it

a feasible solution for common industrial application. To this end, initial research has been
conducted, based on computer simulations, into the application of adaptive contrcl to robotic
manipulators [Chuny 82, Dubowsky 70,Horowitz 80, Koivo 80,Koivo

LeBorgne 811. While

adaptive control theory has been in existence for twenty years, high speed digital computing
has now made it a viable option for on-line robotic control applications. Adaptive controllers
have adjustable gains which are automatically tuned, on-line, based on measurement of
system

performance

and/or

characteristics.

Modern

approaches

to

adaptive

control [Goodwin 841 can be categorized as either
1. Self.luning FJecjulators (STR) [Astrom 771, or
2. Model &ference Adaptive Sontrol (MRAC) [Landau 79).

Both approaches derive linear models of the manipulator, whose inadcqi!acies are
compensated b y permanent parameter adaptation [LeBorgne 811. While both STFI a d MRAC
approaches lead to similar algori!hns [Shah 801, ttie MRAC appoach provides a 5rq)Ie and
flexible means of specifying closed-loop system performance. STH and

MRAC configwition

block diagrams are shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4. STR's derive a linear controller, whose
gains are a function of identified robot parameters, under the assumption that the robot is
linear and constant, but has unknown parameters. An on-line identifier estimates parameters
of an equivalent jnput/putput (VO) linear model of the robot based on the I10 information
vectorsy(k) and g(k). An equivalent I/O model predicts the output g(k) from past and present

I/O inforniatiorl independent of the physical model of the robot. The estimated parameter
val~iesare then used in the linear controller as though they where the actual parameters. Both
SlSO and MlMO equivalent model formulations can be used. Neuman and Stone [Neuman

831 have jus!ified the latter modeling approach b y demonstratiny that individual joints of a
coupled and nonlinear robot can be modeled by linear time-varying second-order SlSO
transfer functions. They show that the transfer function parameters vary smoothly in the work
space as a function of the joint positions, velocities, and accelerations.
In MRAC control, the reference model output &k)

specifies a stable and realizable

closed loop dynamic response of the ttie output g(k) to the reference signal k e f ( k ) , The
difference belween the reference model output and the process is called the full-earallel (FP)
output error:
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Figure 2-3: Self-Tuning Regulator

Figure 2-4: Model Reference Adsptive Control

g9w = sR(k)-n!k).
The adjustable controller utilizes I/O information to adjust the gains on-line to drive the FP
error to zero, thus forcing the robot output to track the reference signal in accordance with
the performance specifisd by the model. Within the framework of robot control, two methods
have been applied [LeBorgne 811:
1. Identification-errw method, and

2.Output-error method

In the identification-error method (which is developed in detail in Chapter 4), an identifier
predicts the robot joint outputs, !(k), based upon parameter estimates of an equivalent linear

110model. The identification error

e,#)

= Q(k)-!(k)

drives the adjustment mechanism which updates the estimates of the equivalent parameters.
These estimates are then used to adjust the gains of a linear controller which is driven by the
model output. In the output-error method, the FP error drives an adjustment mechanism
which directly adjusts the controller gains. From a physical implementation point-of-view,the
identification error approach has the advantage that the adjustment mechanism need not be
turned off during control signal saturation [Morris 791.
The adjustment mechanisms of STR or MRAC controllers can be designed from either
parametric optimization or stability viewpoints. Parametric optimization techniques include
[ecursive least zquares (RLS) and gradient (or "steepest-descent") methods. The stability
approaches derive adjustment mechanisms using stability theory to assure that the
identification .errors are asymptotically stable. Since the adjustment mechanisms are
nonlinear, either Popov's hyperstabilty or Lyapunov's stability criteria have been used. Both
the optimization and stability approaches make the assumption that the systern under control
is linear and tiine-invariant (or slow!y time-varying).
For the optimization approach, stability analysis of the over-all closed-loop system is
demonstrated

through

the

theory

of

stochastic

convergence

of

optimization

mechanisms [Astrotn 771. When hyperstabilty or Lyapunov mechanisms are used, stability of
the identification error is related directly to the FP error. Beacuse of the assumptions of
linearity and time-invariance, stability of adaptive controllers applied to nonlinear and timevarying robot dynamics has not been proven, and it remains an open question as to whether it
can. Control engineers rely on ad-hoc assumptions that fast adaptation speeds and the ability
to model the robot as an equivalent time-varying linear system will lead to stable systems.

STRs and MRACs can be formulated as either SlSO or MlMO controllers, depending
whether the robot is modeled as an equivalent SlSO or a MlMO system. The adaptive
controllers can be used independently or augmented by feedforward control. When used
independently, niinimal a'priori knowledge of the dynamics is required.
STRs applied to multi-DOF manipulators have been reported to control arm simulations over
a wide range of speeds and configurations [Chung 82, Koivo 80, Koivo 83, LeBorgne €311.
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Koivo and Guo [Koivo 831 applied both coupled and uncoupled STRs (using RLS) to control a
6 DOF arm. They observed that the MIMO algorithm required a longer time to converge and,

at least in tne simulated trajectories, they showed no improvement in response relative to the

SlSO controllers.

LeBorgr?e[LeBorgne 811 applied SlSO STRs and output error MRACs

(using a RLS adjustnient mechanism) to control of a 3 DOF arm, aild found that the STR was
computationally less complex, but that the MRAC showed better overall perforrnance. Chung
and Lee [Chung 821 use feedforward control augniented by an RLS STH. In tnis approach the
dynamic robot model is linearized about a nominal trajectory to obtain a sniall signal
perturbation model. The adaptive controller then identifies a small-signal model and drives the
perturbations to zero.
Successful simulation results of MRAC control have also been reported [Dubowsky
79, Horowitz 80, LeBorgne 811. Le Borgne [LeRorgne 811 applied SlSO identification error

and output error methods (using RLS adjustment mechanisms) and observed that the
idmtification error

approach displayed better overall performance.

Neuman and

Morris [Neuman 80, Neuman 79b] performed extensive analysis and evaluation of uncoupled
MRAC applied to linear SlSO plants, with emphasis on implementation and computational
complexities. They suggest that tllese uncoupled algorittwr, can also be applied to robolic
control [Morris 811. Enhanceniciits to the basic MFbK aIgorit5m are included to reduce the
effects of controller saturation and measurement noise. Added stability constraints limit the
adjustable controller gains to assure a bounded and stable controller. They conclude that an
enhanced identilication-error MRAC, with a hyperstable adjustment mechanism, produce the
best results with respect to convergence speeds, noise supression, recovery from control
signal saturation, estimated parameter accuracy, and propagation delays [Morris 811.

2.3.2.Kinematic Control
Robotic positioning tasks require that the end-effectol' move between specified points in
space, and along specified paths and trajectories. This kinematic control problem can be
separated from the dynamic control problem if it can be assumed that the joint level
controllers can assure reference signal tracking. Other approaches, including optimal and
adaptive control, combined the kinematic and dynamic control problem.

Kahn and

Roth [Kahn 711 address the near-minimum-time optimal control problem for a nominal
trajectory. This and other optimization techniques are still too complex to be practical. More
recently, it as been suggested to extend joint level adaptive controllers to world-level
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tracking [Koivo 83, Takegaki 811. Measurement of the world level positions must still be
predicted by the direct kinematic solution. Takegaki [Takeyaki 811 has reported effective
perforinliace of an output-error type controller in initial simulation studies. In practice, the
kinematic problem is still considered lo be independent of robot dyndmics.
End-points and paths for the end-effector can be specified in three ways:
1. Teach-mode' (points defined at joint-level);

2. Pre-defined task (point:; generally defined in world space); and

3. On-linedecisions (information supplied by external sensors, and points defined in
world space).
Points defined in world space must first be mapped into joint space using the "arm.solution".
Contrcl of the world reference signal Xre,(k) is depicted in Figure 2-5, where the closed-loop
block represents the joint-level control system depicted in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2 - 5 : Open-Loop Kinematic Control
If the end-effector, or tool, is referenced to the final link b y Ttool, then the arm-solution must
evaluate T, according to
T&k)

= TtAo,H[X{&l
A

The resultant joint level reference signal,

qe,(k),

is an estimate due to any of the

aforementioned inaccuracies in the "arm-solution."

In real systems, there is no way to

determine the final positioning error since no measurement or feedback of final end-effector
position is available. In ihis sense, the control loop is never closed around the end-effector
postion itself leading to inherent limitations in the ability of such a system to compensate for

'The "teach.mode" operation, for programing industrial robots, includes manually guiding the manipulator to
desired locations and recordmg the joint positions at each point. The stored points can then be used to derive the
reference signals.
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inaccurate modeling of the 31m or to derive positioning error signals relative to unstructured
environments.
The tiine-amplitude profile of the reference signal dictates end-effector path motion
between task points.

For example, when a well-defined path is required (e.g., to avoid

obstacles). straight-line motion is specified.

The points on a straight-line (including

orientations) are mzpped int9 joint level commands via the arm-solution. To compensa!e for
speed Iiniitations in coinpitting the "arm-solution", linear interpolation of the resultant joint
positions are used to supply intermediate points. When the task requires that the robot
cannot stop between end-points of a path (e.r~.,welding). trajectory control deals witti
specificatioii of smooth transitions between path segments. One apprcach is spline function
fitting [Paul 811 to the endpaints of adjacent path segments.

2.3.2.1.lncrenientat Motion Control
Roboiic: 1 x 4 s often require the end-effector to move by increments,

rather than to

ahsolcttp pusitioris. I f an absolute positinnirrg control systein is used, then the "arni-solution"

must eva!uatc T6,:,: according to
A

A

I

T6.,e,(k; = Tij(kj Tiocl Tlnc(iOTiool

where T6(k) is t h c t:s:iiitated present positior? t i ai isfu, rna!ion bascri on ihe d i r x t kinematic
solution, and Ti,,c& H [A Xinc 1.
A

mwe efficieat approach

control [Whitney 721.

to incremental motion is Lesvlveil-Late-motion (RHM)

In this approach the inverse arm Jacobian is used to find the

incremental joint velocities which .are required to achieve motion in the specified directions. If
the direct kinematic solbticrn, K , maps CJ into X according to X = K(g),where K can be derived
from T6, then the arm Jacobian, Jarm,is defined by

World incrernents are then related to joint increments according to

SX = Jarmag
and the joint increments are

SCJ= J&,,

SX

These joint increments then drive closed-loop velocity servo mechanisms.

An incremental robot system, using either the direct "arrn.solution" or the RPM approach, is
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Figure 2-6: lncreniental Robot System
represe:ited by the block in Figure 2-6 for reference in Section 2.4. The system in Figure

2-6includes internal joint level feedback and kinematic decoupling. Such a system is ideally
linear uncoupled, without discrete time delays; Le., each DOF can be represented by a
transfer function of the form

The next section extends dynamic robot control to closed-loop control of world-space
w o r d inates.

2 4. Visual Servo Control Structur-es
Research in cornpu tcrized vision for automation is directed toward fasi system which can
interpret image features for
0

Object recogr,iticn [Myers 80, Fu 62, Vuylsteke 811;
Inspection [Jarvis 80, Porter 801; and

0

Measurement of object positions relative to the vision transducer, or relative
positions between objects [Hall 82, Tani 77, Birk 79, Agin 791.

Such capabilities may be combined into more general niodes of scene interpretation.
Complete functional systems are not yet available. If such a system were used in conjunction
with a robotic system, then direct world space measurements of relative end-effector
positions could be achieved. For example, the vision transducer can be fixed to the endeffector and move with the manipulator as it observes an object's pose relative to itself [Agin
791; or equivalently, it can be stationary while observing the relative pose between an endeffector and object [Ward 791. Also, the transducer can be stationary while observing the
relative pose between itself, or equivalently the world, and an object being manipulated or the
end-effectoritself [Birk 791. These integrated systems have the potential for improving robot
accuracy, and extend the robot's capability to operate in unstructured environments
containing objects which can be in random poses or possibly moving.

When visioii systems are integrated with robots, the measurement space is extended to
include relative the erid-effector pose. Positioning control systems, which directly utilize such
measurements, can be synthesized using visual feedback [Sanderson m a ] . The resulting
visual servo system is depicted in Figure 2-7, where

and z'represent the reference and

feedback signals.

camera

z

V i sua1
Feedback
Controller

,REF

Computer

:&

Vision
/\

Figure 2-7: Robotic Visual Servo Control
The rol2 of computer vision as the measurement process affects the overall system dynamics,
and a visual feedback controller is required. The linearity, noise properties, coupling, and
coinputational delays of this measurement process become essential considerations for
controller design. Formal analysis and design of feedback controllers for visual servoing, in
terms of well-defined control theory, has not appeared in literature except for a siniple
case [Coulon 831. Visual servo controllers have been designed using ad-hoc strategies [Ayin
791. In this section, t h e dissertation contributes to the basic understanding of visual servo

control by organizing previously iniplemerited and proposed visual servo control strategies
into clearly defined control struc;tures. It is shown, in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, tliat the task
and feedback signa!.
reference signal, ?le,,

can be based on either image feature space or

position space measurcments. The robot under control can be either open-loop (i.e, without
joint level feedback - Figure 2-1). or an incremental system (i.e., with internal joint level
feedback, and kinematic decoupling - Figure 2-6). The formalization of visual servo control
structures is based on these feedback signal and robot categorizations. The formalization
clarifies the requirements placed on the visual servo controller, and facilitates the design
process. In Section 2.5, a controller design for image-based structures is proposed. The
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formalization also provides a framework for evaluating different visual servo control
structures. It is beyood the scope of this dissertation to make such comparative evaulation.
The characteristics of a general vision system are reviewed in the next section. The
objective of the dissertation does not include presention or proposal of a detailed design for
such a system.

2.4.1.Computer Vision
A computer based vision system is represented in figure 2-8.
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Figure 2 - 0 : Computer Dased Vision System
Vision transducers typically include vidicms. chdrglt?coqiled devices

(2CD).pnotoaens;live

diode ar; ays, and structured fiber optic sensors [Agrzwal 631. The transducer produces a
N

2-dimc-1isionalarray, A, of light intensities. The array can be disto:?ed from an ideal image, A,
due to:
0

rransducer resolution;

0

Transducer nonlinearities such as optical aberrations and out of beiog locus;

0

Background lighting conditions; and

0

Electronic noise and drift.

The transduction process car] have tinie-dependant dynamics such as the persistence effects
associated with CCD and vidicon devices. At slower sampling rates these effects can be
neglected [Coulon 831.
1he image is preprocessed by filtering operations to enhance image quality. The enhanced

image is then segmented into connected regions. A one-dimensional feature vector,

f, or a

relational feature description, EJL, which describe segmented regions of the image are then
extracted. Features include areas, angles, center-of-gravity, and intensities. Feature
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extractors are typically digital computer algorithms. High-speed optical processors can also
be used for preprocessing, segmentation, and feature extraction [Merkle 83, Stermer 831.
A

Feature space representations must be interpreted (signified by I in Figure 2-8)to
A

recognize both the object and its pose &Jk-nd).

Interpretation is based on 3-dimensional

models of the object and transduction process, and can inclxle statistical modeling
considerations. Transduction noise and modeling inaccuracies can degrade the estimzte.
The interpretation process can be facilitated b y operating within structured lighting
environments [Agin 791. The measurement delay, ndT, which is the total time required to
acquire, process, extiact, and inteipret the image, can vary over wide ranges depending on
the ccjmplexity of the image.

High-speed feature extractols (33-100msec) for simple

structured images have been built or proposed [Braclio 82, Vuylsteke 811 slid systems which
can operate on more complex scenes can be envisioned using optical processors [Merkle 831.
Additionally, special purpose optical proxiniity sensors have been constructed which can
measure positions and orientations of a plane in about 1 msec [Kanade 831.
Visual control structures, based on both image feature space and position space
measurernents, wil! now be d e s c r h d Conto1 structures can be categorized as either
position-based or image-based. Tbis formalization was first introduced b y Sanderson and
Weiss [Sanderson 821.While individual structures are described ds au!onomous processes,
the possibility of a complete system implementation which uses combinations and
augmentations of these structures is a viable concept.

2.4.2. Position Based Visual Control Structures
Position-based control structures define task reference signals in world space position
coordinates. The image interpretation step provides feedback by producing position
estimates whose expectations are generally linearly related to actual positions.
2.4.2.1. Static Position Based "Look and Move"

The static position based "look and move" structure (Figure 2-9) is used most often in
present industrial applications [Tani 77, Birk 79, Kashioka 771. In the "look" stage, the vision
system estimates the object pose. The control computer calculates the error,

AX,between a

reference and the measured pose. A "move" by the incremental error command is then
issued to an incremental robot system. In this structure, the increnicntal robot system only
accepts new commands after it has completed the previous commanded motion. This
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characteristic is typical of commercially available robots where the programnier can only
access higher level control functions. The control operation is sequential and asynchronous,
and the sequence is repeated until AX is within specified tolerance bounds.
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Figure 2-9: Static Fosition-Based"Look S Mow"
When the camera is attached to the robot end-effector (according to the transformation
Tcan,).then X,.,,
bccomes the relative position between the camera and object. In this case the

tool transform is assigned according to:
Ttoo~+Tcarn

When the camera is stationary, Ttoo,can be either the position of the end-effector tool
mounting or the object held by the manipulator.
The static "look and move" structure is not a dynamic closed-loop control system because
each operation is perfornied sequentially and independently. Thus, the dynamics of each
operation does not affect the overall system. No additional .control law, except that used by
the robot, is required. The resulting control system is slow, unable to track moving objects,
and may require many iterations

to achieve desired accuracy. Implementations of these

structures have demonstrated the basic concept of interactive sensing.
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2.4.2.2. Dynamic Position-Based "Look and Move"
In the static "look and move" structure, the reference signal to the robot can be updated
only after the robot has reached a previously commanded goal. When the robot system is
designed so that command inputs can be synchronously updated. independent of the robot's
position and velocity (Le., robot can be moving), then the "look and move" structure can be
configured as a dynamic closed-loop sninpkd data system (Figure 2-10 ).

no is c
Figure 2-10: Dynamic Position-Based "Look 8 Move"
The closed-loop visual servo system requires a feedback controller, C,, to compensate for
system dynamics, with the added complexity presented by feedback delays and measurement
noise. For applications requiring tracking of moving objects, prediction algorithms have been
studied [Hunt 821 to improve system steady-state performance. When the vision system is
viewed as a single process, then nd = 1 (where nd is the number of discrete feedbzck delays)
and the sampling period is chosen to be the net time required by the individual vision
processes. Alternatively, shorter intcrvals can be chosen b y considering the vision system as
a pipe-line of the individual processes. In this case, n,>l

and the time interval is determined

by the maximum individual vision component processiny time. From a control viewpoint,
systems become more difficult to control with added delays, even if the sampling period is
reduced. Sampling periods of 100 ms have been suggested as being sufficient for visual servo
control: shorter sampling periods would be required for high-speed control.
Agin [Agin 791 was the first to implement dynamic visual control of a multi-DOF manipulator.

The camera was mounted to the end-effector and interpreta!iov was facilitated b y the use of
structured light-striping techniques.

Simple proportional controllerc;, sampling at between

150 to 500 msec, were manually tuned to achieve the desired response. Control system

analysis did not accompany these experimnts. Geschke [Geschke 821, who has imp!emented
similar multi.DOF visual servoing erpcriments, at 100 ms sampling periods, noted that the
independent closed-loop joint-level robot servo controllcrs required high damping at these
sampling periods, supposedly to avoid exciting structural resonances. Other examples of
dynamic corctrol are reported in [Albus 811 and [Ward 791. To the best of the author's
knowledge, t h e only reported research which uses control system analysis to design a
dynamic visual servoing system is prcsented by Coulon [Coulori 831. In this research, a fixed
proportionid + summation controller is designed for single-DOF linear system.
2.4.2.3. Position Based Visual Sarvoiny

Since visual sensors provide direct world space information, and thus world space servo
eri.0i.s.it should ke possible to control the open-loop robot dynamics a i d kinematics directly
and eliminate the "arm.solution" or Jacobian required by the "move" commands to a closedloop robot positioning system This confiyirration is termed Position-Based Visual Servoing
(Figure 2-11).
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Figure 2- 1 1 : Position-Based Visual Servoing

This configuration may have potential advantages including:
1. Elimination of added computational delays, required by the "arm-solution"

evaluation period, wliich detracl from relative stability;
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2. Elimination of "arm-solution" inaccuracies; and

3.Increased efficiency, since the "arm-solution'' does not have to be evaluated, and
independent joint controllers are not required. However, the sampling period
dictated b y the vision system may be too long to control the robot, depending
upon the robot's dynamic and mechanical properties. In these cases,
independent joint-level velocity feedback controllers, which operate at higher
sampling rates, can be used. These cases are discussed in Chapters 3 and 8.
In addition to measurement delays and noise, the visual feedback controller, C,, must
compensate for possibly nonlinear and coupled robot dynamics and kinematics.
lmplementions or simitlations of this structure have not appeared in literature, in
relationship to visual servo control. While Koivo [Koivo 811 and iakeyaki [Tnkegalti 011 did
not mention visual servoing , they did propose adaptive feedback controllers for combined
dynamic and kinematic control. They assumed that the world coordinate position of the endeffector, as predicted by a direct kinematic solution, could be used as the feedback signals,
but they did not consider measurement delays. Takegaki reported "effective" control with this
approach in limited simulations of an output-error type controller using a Lyapunov
adjustment mechanism.

2.4.3. Imaged Based Visual Control Structures

In the position-based approaches, the image interpretation step can be complex and affect
control system design and performance by
1. Adding additional time delays, and

2. Introducing measurement noise resulting from inaccuracies of the object and
transduction modeling.

As discussed in the remainder of this chapter, image features are often continuous functions

of object position, and for fixed ranges of control, could provide sufficient information for
robot control without carrying out the interpretation process. Thus, the continuity of feature
representations of time-varying imagery can lead to potential simplifications of the control
strategy including task training by a "teach-by-showing" operation.
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2 . 4 . 3 . 1 . Dynamic Irnage-Based "Look and Move"
The feedback path of the dynamic position-based "look and niove" structure (Le, the vision
measurement system in Figure 2-8) can be deccmposed into two nonlinear transformations.
The transduction and feature extraction functions, or world-to-feature space transformation,
can be viewed as the inverse of an ideal interpretation, in the absence of noise, according to:

where 1 is "ideal" in the sense of being based on exact models. The feedback path is then
mapped to world space by the interpretation transformation:
A

x

-re1

h

=I

[i]

If the ideal interpretation has a unique inverse mapping, over the control region of interest,

such that

~,,, are single-valued functions of 1, then this suggests that the system can be

controlled, to unique end-points, using f(k) direclly as the feedback and reference signals,
thus eliminating the interpretation step. This condition must also be satisfied for achieving
unique solutions with the position-based approaches. The uniqueness condition is satisfied,

for the control region of interest, when [Wylie 611:
1. Tl-lt? firs! partial derivdtives of

f a1.e continuous, and

2. II the Jacobian of the i ~ l c aillverse
l
ir1terpretr:tion is nonsinyular; !.e.,
det

'['re''

ax,,,

& det[J,,,,]

wiiere Jfeatis de!ined

*O

as the feature sensitivity matrix.

In practice, Jfeatcould be measured on-line to test the condition in (2.6). This condition must
be true for both position and image-based approaches.

Since the dissertation does not

directly address the imaging problem, features which Ere unique will be chosen. Further,
since the determinant is only defined for square matrices, then the permitted number of
degrees-of-freedommust equal the number of measured features.
The dynamic image-based "look and move" structure, shown in Figure 2-12, which uses
feature feedback, was first proposed b y Sanderson and Wdiss [Sanderson 821. In addition to
compensating for robot dynamics, measurement noise, and feedback delays, the feedback
controller,

C, must also compensate for the nonlinear and coupled Feature transformations.

Reference signals, fre,(k), must now be defined in feature-space. The task could first be
defined in world space,

and then mapped into,,f

according to an idealized inverse

interpretation. Equivalently, if

Jfcat(Xrcl)
is known, or can be measured, and the initial
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Figu re 2- 12: Dynamic Image-Based "Look 8 Move"
displacement

Xr:I

is known, then the feature signal can be derived b y evaluating the feature

sensitivity matrix along

a:cl+ SXre,.refaccording to

61 = Jfe3$X,,,
Both approaches stil! require ail interpretation step, but may have potential advantages by
eliminating inaccuracies of the aclual interpretation, in tlie feedback path, and by requiring
smaller sampling periods

as a restilt of the elimination of the feedback interpretation delay.

Alternatively !he reference signal could be defined directly in image feature space using a
"teach-by showing" strategy whereby an image is transduced in the desired reference
position and the corresponding extracted features represent the reference features. When the
task is repetitive and the desired path or trajectory remains constant, the reference feature
signals can be defined a'priori

as a "moving" or time-varying image along the path. If the

object is allowed to be in random poses, then only the final feature values can be defined
a'priori.

h'hile the path cannot be directly specified, absolute positioning can still be

achieved. The most useful applications of image-based system might be for tasks requiring
fast and accurate corrective motions, where exact path is not critical (e.g., for precision
assembly including random part aquisi!ion and parts alignment).
While path cannot be directly controlled with the IBVS "teach-by-showing'' strategy,
interesting relationships between predicted pathes (Le., the path that would result if the
control system achieved perfect tracking of the feature reference signals) and feature control
are:
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1. If the coupled feature sensitivity matrix Jfeat is constant, and each feature is
specified to have identical tiine responses, the predicted path is straight-line
(Section 2.5.2.2).

2. For the 2 DOF system evaluated in Chapter 6, for which Jfea,is coupled and varys
dramatically over the trajectories, the predicied pathes are either straight-line, or
approach straight-lines (Section 6.2.1.1).

3. For the 3 DOF system evaluated in Chapter 7, for which Jfeatis also coupled and
varys, the observed palhes are smooth (Le., not tortuous), and approach straightlines as features are selected which reduce system coupling. (The index of
system coupliny is described iri Section 2.5.2.)
Such results are encouraging for future investigatim of more general systems, and suggest
that features may be found which can be used to achieve some degree of path control. As an
alternative to path control, a path constraint strategy is proposed in Section 2.5, and
evaluated in Chapters 6 and 7.
Th? "teach.by-showing" approach presents additional requirements for controller design.

This approach assumes that the inverse transformation 1.'
controller

is unknown.

Therefore, the

C, rnust be based on a design apprcach which not only ccmpensates for the

nonlinear and couplecl properties of I-'! but also for iinknovin values Tiiese control
requirements are disr,t:r,sc'ci

That is, llow should

h

ir-1

detail in Section 2.5, alcng with thc issire of selection process.

subsel oi n features be selected for control froin a set of m extracted

image feztures fi (i= 1....n), where m>n?

In any of the visual based control structures, some a'priori knowledge of object geometry
may be required for feature identification and a level of interpretation may be required for
object recognition. In many industrial vision applications, identification and recognition is
based on the "teach-by-showing" principle using statistical feature information generated by
image training sets. Other approaches may only require qualitative and relational inforination
fcr identification and recognition. Thus. detailed a'priori modeling would not bc required at

this level of vision processing.

2.4.3.2.Image-Based Visual Servoing
An image-based version of the position-based visual servoing structure can also be
formulated

by

controlling

the

open-loop

robot

directly

and

eliminating

the

"arm-solution'' [Sanderson ma]. This approach is called jmage-based visual Servoing (IBVS)
(Figure 2-13).The physical variable under control, q(k), can be related to f(k) by
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Figure 2-13: Image-BasedVisual Servoing

f = I.'{&,)

= I'{xo,,-r.(g)~~F(g.Xobi).

The feedback path is characterized by an overall small-signal sensitivity matrix J givcri b y
J A Jfcat Jaiw

where

The IHVS approach is similar to the dynamic "look arid move" structure except that the
design of the feedback controller, C,, is further complicated by having to compensate for any
nonlinear and coupled robot dynamics and kinematics. In the "look and move" structures, the
robot system is ideally linear and uncoupled, thus simplifying control system design.
The image-based strxtures are representative of sensor based control structures which
include:
1. A measurement system which generates sensory information that is difficult to
interpret;

2. A sensory feedback path which can be nonlinear, coupled, noisy, contain
unknown parameters, and include delays; and

3. A robot under control which can be dynamically and kinematically nonlinear and
coupled.
A control approach for image-based systems may then have potential for application to other
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sensory modalities (e.g., touch and acoustic). Because of this potential and the novelty of this
approach, the remainder of the dissertation is concerned with a detailed analysis, design and
evaluation of "teach-by-showing" image-based systems. The "teach-by showing" approach
is analogous to the basic robot control "teach-mode" operation. In the author's experience,
the "teach-mode'' strategy for robot task definition has greatly facilitated the incorporation of
robots into the industrial environment by providing a simple means for task training. Similarly,
the "teach-by showing" approach has the poteiitial of simplifying applications of visual
servoing .

2.5.Control Of Image-Based Systems
A control law approach for image-based control structures is presented in this section.

Several charactaristics of these structures, which are noted in Section 2.4, will present
particular challenges for design of a suitable controller. These include:
1. Nonlinearities: dynamics (including actuator), kinematics. and feature-space

transformations:

2. Unknown pwameters: limited a'priori knowledge (e.g., in "teach-~y-showiny").
parameter variatioii and uncertainty,
3. Measiiremelit delay;
4. Measurement noise;

5. Featue selection and assignment (the feature assignment process addresses
issues in uncoupled control of coupled plants):

6. Path control: when tasks are specified directly in feature space; and

7.Tasks requiring tracking of moving objects.
The filial aspect implies that, in designing the control system, a distinction is made between
visual xrvoing applications where the object and camera are stationary versus moving in the
steady-state. An example is the case of an object moving with velocity V which is tracked a b y

a system which does not include a prediction algorithm and has a m i t feedback delay of T
seconds. If the steady-state error between the reference and delayed feedback signals can
be driven to zero, then an actual tracking error of VT remains. Steady-state servo errors can
be made small with a sufliciently large bandwidth controller, but controller design trade-offs
are usually made between transient response and steady-state errors. As T increases (due to
vision processing constraints), the controller bandwidth is forced to be smaller, The steady-
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state servo error and actual tracking error increase, and a predic!ion algorithm is required to
reduce tracking errors. For tasks involving stationary objects, a controller can always be
designed to reduce steady-state position errors to

%era,

irrespective of controller bandwidth

or the use of prediction algorithms. For these applications, transient performance becomes
the important design goal. As an initial step in understanding imagc-based control, prediction
algorithms are not included in this dissertation and only tasks involving stationary steadystates are considered. Step input reference signals, defined b y the "teach-by-showing"
strategy, provide a suitable measure of system performance.
In this section, a control law approach is in!roduced. and the controller is designed in
Chapter 3. The feature selection and assignment issues are addressed by defininy a measure
of feature transformalion coupling. And, finally, methods for path constraint are si.iggested.

2.5.1. Control Approach

To design a controller, it is useful to consider small-signal nioclels of the system. Smallsiyial models (about a nominal operating point or trajzctory) of "look and move" and IBVS
structures are represmted in Figures 2-14 and 2-15. respectively.

Controller .

Robot

c3

.no ise

Figure 2- 14: Small-Signal Image-Based "Look and Move"

In these figures, Jfeatis defined in (2.6),
and Jar, in (2.5). In Figure 2-15, Jar,,, is assigned a
negative sign. Since

x -- x-obi .-&

-re1

then

Figure 2-15: Small-Signal Image-BasedVisual Servoing

mX,,
= -611,
for a staticnary object or camera. The system output is the undelayed feature, while the
feedback path is modeled by discrete unit delays. The incremental robot system is WO(z.')
(Section 2.3.2.1). Linearized open-loop robot dynaniics [Chung 821, or equivalent linear I10
modeles [Stone &I].
are represented by W (z-'). In addition to the control requirements of the
P

robot dynamics, described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the design of the controller,
depends

011

C,

or C,, also

the "J" sensitivity matricies, feedback delays, and measurement noise.

In

Chapters 5, 6, and 7, the sensitivity matricies are shown to be nonlinear and coupled
functions of g and

thus, J varies as

C
J

varies, and feature-space transformations are

manifested by time-varying open-loop gains. Predicted values of J can deviate from actual
values due to inaccuracies in the modeling of the three dimensional object and transduction
process, and from drift and variation in the transducer parameters. At the extreme, t h e values
may be completely unknown a'priori when minimal knowledge of the inverse interpretation
transforinations 1 - l are available, such

as arises when task programing is limited to the

"teach by-showing" strategy.
Fixed feedback controller designs have limitations in the control of such nonlinear and
unknown systems. Even i f the nonlinearities are known, a fixed controller design for these
systems is a formidable engineering problem. In contrast, the adaptive approach to controller
design appears to be applicable for these requirements. The adaptive approach has already
been suggested and studied in application to nonlinear dynamic and kinematic control of
It would appear that this approach is also capable
possibly unknown plants (Section 2.3.1.3).
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of adapting to nonlinear and unknown feature gains (Jfe,, or J). The IBVS controller design
developed in ttie dissertation will therefore emphasize the adaptive approach. Performance
limitations and application of fixed controllers are also evaluated b y fixing the adjustable
gains of the adaptive controller (derived from initial adaptive learning trials) in the simulation
experiments.
Adaptivc and fixed controilers can be coupled or ancoupled. Coupled Lontrollcrs have ail
inherently greater potential for being able to uncouple a coupled system. Uncoupling of a
fentiire based tnput/output systern, however, does not, in general, uncouple the world space
variables. Coupled ccjntroilers have several potential disadvantages, including:
I. They are computationally complex relative to uncoupled controllers.

For
example, it is shown in Chapter 8.that the coniputatiowl ccpmplexity of an minput, m-output n"' order MlMO MRAC controller' is crder "ion2, versus []in2 lor m
independent SlSO controllers;

2. MlMO controllers do not lend themselves to modularity. A modular system can
easily be e%tendedto increasing degrees-oi-freedoin,and distributed processing;
and

3. MIMc3 feed:iack controllers rnak.e available extra degrees-of freedom in the
controller, such 1h:lt iton-unique cv!nlinaticr;s uf ccjntrcller gains can specify
desired pole iocalions. Adcicd coatro!lcr degiees-of.!rPetloln essentially
complicate the nianual tuning process, a i d parameter initializations.
lhcoupled adaptive controllers have already demonstrated the potential to control
dynzmixdly coupled robots. They are modular, and computaticnally simpler, and would thus
be easier to implement (in future research) in current laboratory and factory computing
environments. For these reasons, the approach developed in this dissertation will emphasize
uncoupled control of coupled system, using the concept of equivalent SlSO plants (See
section 2.3.1.3). For example, a 2 DOF IBVS system is controlled by independent MRAC
is included in the
controllers in Figure 2-16. The small-signai seilsitivity matrix, J in (2.7),
From the adaptive controller ( A , and

figure to clarify its role in system coupling.

A2)

viewpoints, the system is equivalent to controlling two independent plsnts, depicted in Figure
A

2-17. In the figure,

h

y.cq,(z-')
and q.e,l
( 2 . ' ) are equivalent SlSO linear prediction models with
A

parameters that may be time-varying. That is, Wi.eq(z.') predicts fi(k), from past and present
values of u,(k) and fi(k), independent of actual physical plant models.

A coupled controller, which estimates coupled models, is outlined in Chapter 8 for
computational complexity analysis and possible future implementation. Problem areas of
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J

Fiyu re 2- 16: MRAC Control of an IBVS System

SlSO control, whicli are isolated in Chapters 6 and 7 , suggest the potential performance
advan?agesgained by M M O control.
The approach to adaptive control will follow the enhanced identification error MRAC
developed by Morris and Neuman [Neuman 801.While similar approaches have appeared in
literature, their research focused on details of physical implementation including control
signal saturation and controller stability, measurement noise, and computational complexity
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Figure 2 - 17: Equivalent IBVS Control
for microprocessor implementation. Since the algorithm does not include control of systems
with discrete ineasurement delays, the algorithm is e~tendeclin Chapter 3 to include control of
systems with delay. Additimal modificslions for applying uncoupled MRAC to the control of
coupied rmilineai’ s$!;tr.ms are also developed.

2 . 5 . 2 . Feature Selection and Rssirjnment
Featurs transformation coupling (i.e., represented by the small-signal feature sensitibity
matrix J) leads to related problems of feature selection and assignment. The featiira selection
process asks the question: How should a subset of n features be selected from a set of m
possible control features f, (i = 1,....,m), where m>n? And, the feature assignment process
asks: Since the uncoupled controllers are used to ccntrol coupled plants, which feiiture
should be used to coritrol each actuator? Botli issues are related to the degree-of-coupling of
the feature transformation. A measurement of coupling is proposed to help answer these
questions.
2 . 5 . 2 . 1 . Feature Assignment Using Diagonal Dominance
In applications, where uncoupled controllers are used to control coupled plants. there is
always tlie prob!em of choosing which servo error will control which actuator; that is, for a set
of n outputs yi (i = 1....,n), which servo error, Ayi, should be filtered and coupled to the jt”
actuator as u,? The control engineer tackles this prr,blem with insight into the physical nature

of the system and forrnulates qualitative notions of tlie degree-of-coupling between the
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independent actuators and the system output. For joint-level robot control, Aql should be
used to derive uI.

For other systems, such as IBVS control, the assignment may riot be

straight forward. To formalize this procedure let the open-loop linear system be defined b y

Y(S) = H(s)u(s)
where H ( s ) is an (n x n) transfer function matrix. When the system is uncoupled, H(s) can be
transformed into a diagonal matrix by switching the jth and kth columns of H(s), and therefore

.
all off diagonal elements of H(s) are zero. When H(s) is
the j"' and kth rows of ~ ( s ) until
diagonal. the only choice for servo error/actuator assignment is itl--AyI. When the system is
coupled, then H(s) cannot be transformed into a diagonal matrix. Servo error/actuator
assignment selection can be accwnplished b y organizing H(sj in a "diagonally dominant"
fashion [nosentrock 741, such that the diagonal eleinents dominate the off-diagonal
elements. Diagonal dominance is defined as
n

I H , , ( s ) l > X IHl,(s)l

for i = I , ...n; and all s on a desired contour.

(2.8)

j= 1

jti

Wher; H ( s ) can be organized according to this definition of dominance, then limited stability
properties of both coupled and iincoupled fixed ccn!rol

of t h e system can be

tarniulated [Rosenhroc;k 7.11. Wkcn 2pplind to irnage-hsed systems, w i l l , IJ W I.
P

-

t-l(s), it v d l

bz s h o w in Cliapter 6, that for limited degrees-of freedom, the ssnsitivity matrices cannot in
general satisfy this dPfinitiGn of dominance.
An alternative approacn is tc organize JW to maximize the inequality (2.8) over all possible
P

column arrangements.

This criterion reduces to defining the dimensionless measure of

diagonal dominance as
n

i=l
D(k)='ogC

n
j= 1

IJW D-ii(k)I

I ,JWp-ii(k)I

(dimensionless)

jti

and tlwri minimizing D(JW ) over all n! possible column arrangements. The logarithm of the
P

dominance is used since the ratios change by orders of magnitude.

The suitability of

minimizing D(JW ) to predict a suitable featureljoint assignment2 will be evaluated in
P

Chapters 6 and 7. In these evaluations, it is assumed that the open-loop plant time constants

The nomenclature "feature/joint assignment", throughout the dissetation, is used to mean the feature to actuator
servo error assiGnment issue.
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are much smaller than the closed.loop system time constants. The plant W p will be
approximated by its low freq:iency gains for calcuiatior: of dominance. This corresponds to
the DC gains for Type 0 plants. For Type I p l a m , the low-frequency gain of the open-loop
integratcr is used.
Since J, and possibly Wp, are time-varying, the assignment might require on-line
reassigiirnenl during cuntrol. This would require J 2nd W to be known a'priori or estimated
P

on-line. In the 2 DCF evaluations (in Chapter 6), J and Wp are derived analytically for
specilicatiori of feature assignment over the trajectory. In the 3 DOF evaluations (in Chapter
?), I J W ! it is r-:v=?asured
at the stort of the control task by sequentially i.wviny each degtee-ofc,

freedom by small increments, and measuring the change in features. The resulting feature
joint assiqmi;ent is then fixed over the entire control trajectory. Evaluation of lirnited degrceof-fI.eeclorn systems sugyests, for a set of features, the featureljoint assignment remains
constant over large regions of control for uncoupled kinematic configurations (e.g., Cartesian
robot and "look and RIove" structures). For coupled kinematic configurations (e.g., an
articulated arm), a featureljoint reassignment is predicted when controlli,q over large
distances in space?. Thus, tneascrrenie!it of JbV at the start of the control task may only be
I?

suitpble f c r feature/joiiit aTsignrnc i!t applicriticre- requiring smc?li corrective motions.

A

general iiiiasc bas& ?;stein wcdd rcqiii:c on-!irc estirliation of JW to determine suitable
P

assicjnnlerils. A rtie?hodfor accoinplisliiiig this task is proposed in C!izpter 8.
2.5.2.2. Feat3re Selcction

The image of a typical scene generally contains more features than there are degrees-offreedom to control. The number of features must equal the number of degrees-of-freedomin
an image based system since the feature sensitivi!y matrix is constrained to be square. Ths
feature selxtion questioti is then: How should a subset of n features be selected, for an
n - D O f robot, from a set of m features, where m z n ? The possible number of candidate
subsets is

If a coupled control law is used, then the ordering of the feature subset is not an issue. The
process of feature selection becoincs more complex when an independent control law
strateg;t is used. The feature/joint assignment issiie increases the total number of ordered
cancil. xtc subsets to
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m!

p(m,n) =

(m-n)!

How can a subset be chosen from p(m,n) potential candidates? To arrive at a strategy, it is
useful to first describe the idealized attributes for a feature subset. While such attributes may
not be expected in practice, they can serve as guidelines.

To arrive at a criterion for feature selection, two aspects of feature-based control are
analyzed:
1. Abilty to specify world space path using feature based trajectories (assuming that

the control system can achieve il specified feature space performance), and
2. The control effort required to achieve the specified feature space dynamic
performance.

It is shown below that the attributes of the feature sensitivity matrix, Jfeat,relate to path
performance, while the attributes of JW relate to the control effort aspects.
P

With respect to world spaco path, it is desireable to be able to control independently each
world level DOF. To achieve this gcal, an ideal subset of featwes should yield a feature
sensitivity Jfeatwhich is dictGona! and coilstarit. Then,

Af.

AXI = A
Jfeat i ,i
wliere, AX, is the path error for the it" DOF. Af, is the ithfeature error, and ,Ifeat-l,iis the ((ifh
element of Jteat.If straight-lilie motion is desireable, and all of the features exhibit the same
dynamic response, then straight-line motion would be achieved. For example, assume that the

ithfeature response is specified b y the critically damped response
f,'(t)&fI(t)-fi(O) = Afi(l -e'117)
and all feature responses have the s a m e time constant

7.

The response of the ithDOF is

X,"(t)&Xi(t)-X(o) = JiAal.,,if,O(t)
The relationship between any two Cartesian degrees-of-freedom becomes

X.'
J;'31-i Af, l-e.tlT
I
= Constant
Xio - J;:at-i Afi l-e-'I7
which is constant and specifies the equation of a straight-line in Cartesian coordinates. It thus
becomes straightforward to specify straight-line motion!
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If an ideal feature sensitivity matrix could be synthesized, then it still remains to control
dynamically the system to achieve the desired feature response. Attributes of the overall
sensitivity, JWp. can be used to describe the control effort required to achieve the desired
response. Similar to the feature sensitivity attributes, the idealized overall sensitivity matrix
should be diagonal and constant. Diagonalization permits the unqualified use of independent
controllers. And, constant elements would permit the use of fixed controllers, or using an
adaptive approach, would require lower sanipliny-to-baridwidth ratios (Section 3.6.2).
The evaluations, in Chapters 6 and 7, demonstrate that the idealized sensitivity attributes
cannot be expected in practice. The niatricies are coupled (i.e., not diagonal) and typically are
time-varying. Feature sensitivity changes are minimized for sinal1 motion tasks, and for
configurations with large magnifications. If the feature sensitivity were constant, but coupled,
the predicted path woirld still be straight-line motion! Since
1
_X_0 = J,eatf

then

where K, is a constant. The constant relationship between any two Cartesian DOF bacomes
Xp/Xo=
I Ki/Ki
From the dynamic control viewpoint, it will be shown that SlSO independent controllers can
be used to control these feature coupled systems, with limitations. An h4MO control law might
produce superior performance, but with added computational complexities.
Since we may not expect to find feature subsets which yield idealized sentitivity attributes, a
feature selection strategy could seek a subset which best approximates these ideals; i.e.,
select features which minimize the coupling and senitivity changes along a trajectory. The
dissertation will limit its scope by focusing on feature coupling issues for feature selection.
The question which again arises is how to quantify degree-of-coupling. In the dissertation, the
will be used to quantify system coupling. The
diagonal dominace measure, D(JWp), in (2.9),
feature selection strategy then becomes minimizing D(JW ) and D(Jreat) over the set of
P

candidate features. By minimzing D(JWp), improved dynamic response is expected with SlSO
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controllers. And. by minimizing D(Jteat),closer to monotonic path performance woiild be
expected.

Each strategy may not produce mutually exclusive decisions, and arbitration

between them would be based on the relative importance of each attribute. For example, a
system could be feature uncoupled i r i the joirit space of an articulated robot arm, but not
uncoupled in Cartesian space. Since the deyree-of-couplingplays such an important role in
the independent control approach, the dissertation will limit the evaluations to feature
selection based on minimization of D(JW ).
P

Finally, when designing an irnage-based "look and move" system, the feature selection
process can equivalently be viewed as a world coordinate system seleclion process. That is,
the "arm-solution" could be based on Cartesian. cylindrical, or spherical reference frames.
For a subset of features. Jleatmay he less coupled in one world frame than in others. While
this approach is not evaluated in this dissertation, this is an important topic for future
research.

3.5.3.Path Constraint
h i this section, the issue of path co;istrainl is addressed, when tlie task is specified direclly

in feature space rind obiects can he in raridir;ii poscs s'3 that oiily the cnd-points of the
reference cornmands are kno:vrt a'priori.

In Illis case the exact path cannot be specified. For

example, for a "look and move" structure, with .Iteatuncoupled (Le., D = -m), a monotonic
path can be predicted. When Jfeat is coupled, the pa!h which produces asymptotic feature
errors need not be n1onofonic. When this occurs, task performance can be affected as
follows:
1. A n object image can

be driven out of the field-of-view, and the feature control

must be stopped;
2. A potential for collisions with other objects in the surrounding environment can
arise:

3. Longer distances to travel increase the response time; and
4. Overshoot can occur, resulting in physically bumping into the object.

The alternative to path control becomes path constraint. In this approach, independent
robot degrees-of-freedom (i.e., joint level in IBVS and world level in "look and move")

are

constrained b y dynamic braking (by position servoing), disabling (by mechanical braking), or
by forcing direction reversal along that degree-of-freedoin. Constraint is based on on-line
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measurenients of path pcrformance. For example, path performance can be specified in robot
world space by requiring that either boundaries and/or directions of travel are constrained to
limits defined by a'priori task knowledge. Directional constraints may arise naturally from the
task requirement (e.g., the object is always in front of or to the right of the initial robot
position). Work cell boundaries can also be specified. During control, 9 is measured and
robot world coordinate positions are predicted using the direct kinematic solution. Dcviatiorx
from specified directions or across boundaries siyilal the requirement to constrain motion
along the responsihle clegrees-of.freedoin. In the "look and move" structures, it is
straightforward to command independent world coordinates. In the IBVS structure, the
problem becomes more difficult without the internal compensation for nonlinear kinematics,
and only the generalized (or joint) degrees-of-freedomwhich "dominate" the specified world
coordinates can be constrained. Generalized coordinate doinination is then predicted based
upon the diagonal dominance minimization of Jar, (Le., qi dominates Xi when Jar", is
organized to minimize D(Jarm). Directional constraints might also be evaluated b y using
feature space measurements and on-line estimates of Jfea,according to
=
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If a'p; tori task cormraints are net spscified, czii

kature mcaslire:rlen!s aloile be used to

constir:iij moticn, ant! i f so how? 'AWr B yenerrjl cjJpronch tcr fcatirrc based p7t.h constraint
has not becn developed, a potential strategy has evolved, and is evaluated in the dissertation.

In this approach, a hierarchy of control is established (Figure 2-18).At the tcjp level of control,

limited degrees-of-freedomare under feature control, while the remaining are constrained. In
proceeding from top to bottom, additional degrees-of-freedom become available for feature
control. At the bottom level, all degrees-of-freedom are under feature control. At each
sampling instant, deckions are made to determine the operatirig level. These decisions are
based on feature performance indices, PI (defined below), compared with a threshold

E.

By

not forciriy all degrees-of-freedomto be turned-on initially, this strategy may minimize nonmonotonic path deviations. It remains to specify how to select the degrees-of-freedom which
comprise each level, and performance nieasures which dictate which level is operational.
The object pose,

B.re,,is defined

modes according to:
1. position: Xre,, Zre,

2. orientation: cp,e,+

in Cartesian space and is divided into three movement
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Figure 2- 18: Control Hierarchy

3.depth: Yre,
It appears logical to control first the position degrees-of-freedom which grossly align the
perceived object image with the desired view. Depth control would be operational at the
lowest level of the hierarchy, only after gross positioning and orientation have been achieved.
Individual feature measurements are assigned to each degree-of-freedomaccording to the
diagonal dominance organization of Jfeat,and movement in each mode is evaluated
according to the corresponding percentage feature error used as the PI:
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PI&-

Af

x 100%

Afrn,7x

This measure attempts to normalize the feature eri or relative to the image boundaries. In IBVS
structures, generalized coordinatos which dominate movement in the world modes are
selected according to the diagonal dominance of J,,,

(i.e., minimization of D(Jar,)).

The

resulting hieiarchy is represented in Figlire 2-19.
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+ R e s t r i c t a l l o t h e r DOF

>

* C o n t r o l a l l DOF

Figure 2 - 19: Hierarchical Control Example
In the experimental simulations, joints are assumed to be constrained by mechanical
breaking, and :he threshold levels are determined experimentally.
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2.6. Summary
The central theme of this chapter is the dynamic control of robot end-effectors. Non-sensor
based robotic systems are limited to control systems which use generalized coordinate
measurements for feedback. while end-effector position is. then predicted using kinematic
models. The control issues involve compensation of nonlinear, coupled, and possibly
unknown robot dynamics. Feedforward control

leads to

precise tracking,

computationally intensive and relies on accurate robot models.

but

is

Fixed linear feedback

controllers are simple to implement, but their dynamic performance can degrade with
increasing joint speeds, and over broad ranges of arm configurations. Applica!ion of adaptive
controllers has only recently be evaluated, but initial simulation studies suggest that they are
suitable for robot control over a wide range of speeds and configurations, and can be
implemented using currently available microprocessor technology.
Computer vision extends the feedback measurement space to include relative end-effector
position. This capability permits the synthesis of control systems which utilize such
mEtasurements for control of end-effector positioning. These integrated visual servo systems
have the potential for improving robot :ccurscy and extending theii capabilities for operating

in unknown environments (e.g., objects to be aquirecl, or worked on, are in random positions).
Control structures for visual servoing are formally organized, and summarized in Figure 2-20.
The image-based approaches are novel structures and facilitate robrjt task training by using a
"teach-by.sl lowing" s!rategy.

They may also exhibit supericr accuracy, relative to the

position-based approaches, since they do not require explicit interpretation, of image
features, to measure world coordinates.
For each control structure (with the exception of "static" position-based), a visual feedback
con!ro!ler is required since the role of computer vision as c? measurement process affects the
closed-loop system dynamics. In addition to robot dynamics and kinematics, the linearity,
noise properties, coupling. unknowp parameters, and computational delays of the
mensurement process must lie considered in the design of the control system. To meet the
requirements for image-based control, an adaptive SlSO MRAC approach for control system
design is proposed. Issues of feature selection and assignment are addressed by defining an
image feature transformation coupling measure based on "diagonal dominance" of the
transformation Jacobian. While the analysis (in this chapter and Chapters 6 and 7 ) shows that
the predicted position trajectories, for image-based control, can be straight-lines or approach
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Figure 2 - 20: Visual Based Control Structiires
straiytll-lines (for the sysitms evaluated in the dissartation), the end.effector pat11 cannot be
directly specified. Path control reduces to a problsni of palh constraint. A hierarchical control
strakgy, using feature based performance measurernents, is proposed to minimize deviations
from a non-monotonic path.
The model-referenceadaptive controller is developed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, simulation
models are presented for the visual servcing tasks to be eva1uati.d (in Chapters 5, 6, and 7)
using the IBVS approach.
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Chapter 3
Model Reference Adaptive Control
3.1. Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to review the uncoupled MRAC control algorithm, and modify
it for systems with nieasursment delay.

Additional rnodificctliuns for applyiny uncoL:pled

MRAC to control of coupled systems are presented. Interpretation of MRAC control of a
constant linear plant, and selection of MRAC parameters are also discussed. The controller
described here is based on the algorithm developeJ at Cornegie-Mellon University by Neurnan
and Morris [Neuman 30,Morris 811. Their research concentrates on microprocessor adaptive
control of linear SlSO processes with slowly tilne-vatying parameters. Similar algarithrns have
been applied in the li!eratuix [Dubowsky 7 3 Horowitz 80. LeBorgm 811 to coritrol si1:icriations
of nonliiiear and coupled robot dynamics, but have not utilized the enhancements, st:;bility
viewpoints, aad attention to irnplenientation presented in this dissertstion.
The SlSO MRAC controller, developed at CMU, is reviewed in Section 3.2. A contribution of
this dissertation is the extension (in Section 3.3) of this controller to control systems with
measurement delay. In Section 3.5, steady-state analysis of this system predicts a minimum
requirement for a control penalty enhancement to insure relative stabilty.

Additional

modifications for applying uncouplad MRAC to control of coupled systems, including signal
biasing and gravity compensation, are presented i r i Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.6 includes
guidelines for selection of MRAC parameters.

3.2. MRAC for Systems Without Measurement Delay
The purpose of this section is to review the SlSO MRAC controller developed by Neuman
and Morris [Neuman 801. A detailed derivation and discussion of this controller is included in
Appendix A.
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A block diagrani for a SlSO plant under discrete computer MRAC control is shown in Figure

3-1[Neuman Po]

I

I

I
Adaptive
)de 1

Cont r o I 1 e r

1

1

I>fi
Compute r

Figure 3-1 : Analog Process Under MRAC Control

The hlRAC. system comprises three basic compo,ients:
1. Analog plant under conirol;

2. Full-parallel iefcrence i ~ ~ o d ean3
l;

3. Ar.!aplive controller
The reference model transfel- function M(z.') specifies the desired closed-loop resaonse of
the sampled plant output, y(k), to a reference signal r(k). The adaptive controller is a digital
feedback controller. The controller p i n s are adjusted to drive the closed-loop response cif
the system to that of the reference model. The controller uses both plant and model input and
output inlcrmation to generate the control signal u(k).
At the heart of tlie MRAC is the controller adjustment mechanism. If the !ull-parallcl (FP)

output error is defined as
e!&) = XW-YP.),

the adjustment mechanism must be designed so that

1. e!yk)

asymptotically approaches zero, and

2. The closed-loop system is stable.

(3.1)
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Adjustable controller design is based on the identification-error [Neuman 801. The plant
input-output information generates estimates of the plant parameters and are used by an
identifier to predict the plant output. The identification error is
e,#

= Y(k)-t',k)

(3.2)

where tlie identifier output t(k) is the predicted plant output. This error drives the adjustment
mechanism which updates the estimates of the plant parameters. In turn, these estimates are
used to adjust the controller gains. The adjustment mechanisrn is designed so that e,(k)

is

globally asyniptotically stable for a SlSO linear system. The controller is then designed to
guarantee tlie asymptotic stability of the full-parallel error.
The matheinatical structure of the MFIAC, without measurement delay, is described in
Appendix A.

3.3.MRAC Control With Measurement Delay
The ndaptive control algorithm,

reviewed in Section 3.2, assumes instantaneous

transduc3ion of the teedback signal. Control systems, such as IBVS, have time delays in the
feedback path. Thess delays. which increase the order of thz system under control (by adding
discrete open-loop poles at

z = l ) , make the sy'stern more difficult

to control and reduce ille

margins of relative stability.

Otie approach to the adaptive control of systems with delay miglit be to apply the algorithm
reviewed in Sec?ion 3.2, with higher-order estimators. Preliminary simulation evaluation with
this approach resulted in unstable systems.
Another approach is to make the order of the system equal to that of the platil by using a
predictive algorithm to estimate the undelayed process output. For example, Bahill [Bahi!l 831
suggests the use of a Smith predictor control scheme which includes an adaptive controller.
This approach adds another level of complexity to tlie control law design and evaluation. The
approach fcllowed in this dissertation is to use the delayed output directly

as the feedback

signal by extertding the basic MRAC algorithm to include known time delays in the control
law. Extension of the MRAC algorithm to include measitrernent delays follows.
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3.3.1.M R A C Controller with Delay
The functional arrangement for a system, with nd unit time delays in the feedback path,
under MRAC control is shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2: blRAC with Mecqsurement Delay
To modify the control Jgorithin. t h e ineasiirable sigr-ial at t = kT, yd(k), is assumed to be the

variable iir,c!er control. The actual precess output, delayed by nd sampling periods, is yd(k). If
y (k) is st;lt;fe, then yp.) rnus: be stsble since yJk) is related to y(k) by the stable polynomial
'(Id

2

.

The process under control becomes G(s) in cascade with nd time delays. The discrete
process transfer function Wd(z.') is

where W(z-') is specified in (11.8).
Thus,

The input-output difference equation of the process under control becomes

(3.3)
i=1

or

i=1
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-d
0

(k-l)&[u(k-1.nd)...it(k-n-nd)yd(k-1)...y,( k.nd)]' is the (2n X 1) information vector

modified to reflect the measurement delay. The adjustment mechanism in (A.15), (A.16), and
(A.17) becomes

1

P(k) = --P(k- 1) --

A

1

[-3s(k)

P(k-1)$d(k- 1)*Td(k- 1)P(k- 1)

A2 e#)

The identifier is chosen to represent an input-output model of the process with delay, and
(A. 1 1) becomes
n

t,(k) =

[

&(k- 1-nd)q.(' "d)] a(k) +
+

i=1

where t,(k)

[

"

A

ai(k-1-nd)q-i] yd(k)

(3.7)

i =1

is the cstiinaled process output delayed b y nd sampling instants.

The ideritificstion error beccmes
(3.8)

The identifier in (3.7) is inverted to derive the control law. From (3.7),
A

td(k) = b,(k.l-nd)u(k-l-nd)

+[

"

[x

A

"

b,(k-l-nd)q-('+"d)]u(k)+

i=2

A

a,(k-l-nd)q-']yd(k).

i =1

Solving for the control signal u(k-nd) that would have been requited to force the one-step

ahead identifier output t,(k + 1) to follow the reference model signal leads to
n

1
u(k-n,)=-(X"(k)-[X

ii(k-1-nd)q*('.'+"d)]u(k)

(3.9)

i=2

bl(k-nd)

-[

"

A

ai(k-1-II~)~-(~-')]
yd(k))

i =1

This approach specifies what the control signal should have been nd sampling instants in the
with the left-hand side of the
past. The actiial control signal is formulated according to (3.9),
equation replaced by u(k):
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1
u(k) = -(X'(k)bl(k-nd)

[

n

Ci(k.nd)q.("

+"d)]

u(k)

i=2

[

n

li(k-nd)q*'-']yd(k))

(3.10)

i=1

3.3.2.Control Penalty
The control penalty is reformulated to account for control delays. The Z-transform of (3.10),
with tlie control penalty included, is

and the controller characteristic equation is
(3.11)
The Jury conditions are applied to (3.1.I) for the case of n = 2 and nd= 1. Upon applying the
transformation z = yz ,
A

For this quadratic equation, the Jury conditions lead to
A

A

I,r (k)b,(k)/b

(k)l<y2.

The control penalty is computed as
A

1 for

A

Ib,/bll<y2
(3.12)

h

A

[b (k)/b,(k)]y2

A

h

for Ib2/b, I> y2

3.3.3.Reference Model

is modified in Figure 3-3 to include nd unit delays in the
output. In Figure 3-3, Wmode,(z.') is specified in (A.7), and the root-locus as a function of the
The reference model in Figure A - 1

gain (for nd = 1) is shown in Figure 3-4. There are two dominant righi-half z-plane poles and a
fast pole on the negative real axis. The gain is tuned to achieve critical damping of the two
dominant poles. The critical gain is found as follows. The Characteristic equation is
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Figure 3-3: Reference Model With Delays

1

Real [Z]

-1

Figure 3-4: Reference Model Root-Locus with One Delay
1+K

b,z

+ b,

=O

Pz(z -a,z-ii2)

(3.13)

Differentiating (3.13) with respect to the gain, KP results in the third order polynomial

2b1z3+(3b2-a1b,)z2-2a,b2z-a2b2=0
The roots are found with the Fortran IMSL [IMSL 821 library routine ZPOLR, and the root lying
between 1 and -a2 corresponds to zbreak. The critical gain is determined by evaluating

(3.13) at z = zbreak:
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The clossd-loop !ransfer function becomes
M,,(z.')=

K
P

blz" + b2z.2
l - a , z . '+ (K b
+ K Pb2i-3
P l

and the model parameters of ( A . 13) are

3.4. Sjcjrial Bizsing anri Gravity Compensation
To apply t!;e uncoupled MRAC controller to a coupled rloillinear system, two r:iodi!i;.,ations
are required:
1. Giasing of the rcfererce and output measurement signals so tliat the operating

pnirit is numerically zero, and
2. Addition of gravity coinpensation if tlw plant under contrc.1 is type zero.

3.4.1. Signal Biasing

To asslire that the FP steady-state errors go to zero, the control operating points must be
ieferenccd to zero l o deinonstrate this requirement, a step input, r(k) = R, is applied to the
conlrcller and the steady-state FP error is calciila!ed.

In steady-stat?. it is assumcd that the

reterence, output, and control signals have the fdlowing constant values:
XR(k) = R
Y W ) = yss
u(k) = Us.
In addition the estimated parameter vector is assumed to be in steedy-state:
A

B=
If n = 1, the controller i r i (A.12) or (8.10)reduces to:
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u ss =

(3.14)

i= 1

i=1

Upon solving (3.14) for I?,the steady-state FP error, eFp.ss= R-Yss,is

(3.15)
i= 1
A

where W(1), the estimated DC gain of the equivalent SlSO system, is
n

c 6s-i

i=1

A

W(1) =
"

A

1 - C as.,
i= 1

If the open-loop plants are type I (ie: there is an open-loop pole ai z = l ) , then Ussmust be zero
A

for t h e system to be at rest. For ess=O, then Yss/W(l) must be zero. Tlius, either Yss or
r.

l / V J ( 1 ) mus! bz zero. Type I systems have ir,fini?e open-loop Gains. Hswever, simulations

using type I p!ants with i>oni;tiza' gdins (Swtion 5.4) produce s!eady-state eqc!ivalent SlSO
model cstimatcs whicli can be type 0. Type 0 rmccss.?!s liave finite open-loop gains. 'ihus,

the operating point, Yss,must be forced to be zero. To accomplish this, th.2 reference signal

is forced to m - 0 , and the output signal is biased by the reference:
1. XC'(k)+O;

2. y(k)+ [y(k)-XR(k)]; and

3. Initial model conditions: x(0)--[y(O)-x(O)].

3.4.2. Gravily Compensation

Let a type 0 SlSO process be under MRAC control. When the gravity component is zero, no
actuating force is required and Us = 0. From (3.15), the measured output signal must then be
referenced s m h

that YS=O when Uss=O. In contrast, each type 0 process in a coupled

an articulated robot arm) has an equilibrium point which is configuration
dependent. The zero reference point canriot be assigned in advance. To overcome this
problem, tli? identifier in (3.7) is modified to include the bias a. as follows:
system (such as

td(k) =

[

"

i=1

A

bi(k-l-nd)q-(i+nd)]u(k) +

n

[
i=1

A

i i ( k - l- r ~ ~ ) qyd(k)
. ~ ] + ao(k-l-nd)

(3.16)
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The infomation and piirarneter vectors, respectively, are redefined to be
% ( k - l ) t [ u ( k - l -nd)...u(k-n-nd ) 1 yd(k-l)...yd( k-nd)lT([2n + 11 X 1) inform. vector,

e &(bl...bnaoal...an)
T

([2n + 1) X 1) parameter vector

and the dimension of adjusteble gain matrix becomes ([2n + 11 X [2n + 11). This identification
structure has beerr used successfully by Koivo [Koivo 811, for optimal least-squares
estimation, to estimate an equivalent SlSO model for a robot joint. With this identifier, the
controller in (3.10) becomes

(k)

7J

u(k)=-(X”(k)-[z
b, (k-nd)

“

A

n

bi(k-n,)q.(’+”d)]u(k)-[~
i=2

A

a , ( k . r ~ ~ ) q . ~ ] y ~ ( k ) ) (3.17)

i= 1

A

a (k-n )

+A
b &-nd)

For control of type 0 processes, a steady-state error can occiir when a control penalty and

Uss;tO.according to ( A l a ) . Neumari and Morris siiggest that auxillary fixed PSD control can

he used to drive these errors to zero. Alrernatively, the adaptive bias term proposed in
(3.15) can also drive siea3y-state errors tu zero. 1111sa(!proacl, requires that the conirol
penalty not be ailplied to the bias terrri in (3.17). Also, when remp inputs ale applied to type I
processes (e.g..moving targats), steady-state errcrs could also be reduced to zero with this
approach.

3.5. Linear Control Interpretation
When a SlSO linear process, under adaptive control, remains constant and the adjustment
mechanism converges, the closed-loop MRAC becomes a linear time-invariant feedback
system. This is called linear model following Gontrol (LtdFC) [Landau 791.When the actual
plant is time-varying, the MFIAC atternnts to perform as if the true linear parameters were
being utilized, since the rionliriear and time-varying adjustment mechanism attempts to drive
the identification error to zero. The characteristics of the LMFC approximate those of the
MRAC even when the nonlinear and time-vzrying adjustment mechanism is active. Linear
analysis of a SlSO linear autonomous process under

LMFC control (with reference model and

control penalty enhancements included) can thus provide insight into MRAC control.
Neuman and Morris have performed extensive linear analysis to systems without
measurement delay. This section extends the linear root-locus analysis to systems with delay.
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This analysis shows that with measurement delays, the control penalty enhancement is a
reqirircinent for relative stability, and the stability margin of the SP MRAC system exceeds that

of the FP MRAC.
In the following analysis, the plant under control is assumed to be linear (described by
A

(A.8))-and the adjustable parameters have converged to their true values, that is 8=11.

3 . 5 . 1 . FP MRAC

The closed-loop trarrsfer function of the FP MRAC is derived. The Z-transform of the
controller (3.10).witti control penzlty included, is
(3.18)
where the controller gains are

XR (

il)

Y( z - ' )

Figure 3-5: FP LMFC Control

From the block-diagram, in Figure 3-5,
the closed-loop transfer function is
(3.19)
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Upon substituting the controller gains into (3.19),the closed-loop transfer function becomes

-nd

[ 1 -n(k)z

n(k)

] + --W(Zb,

(3.20)

,)-

2'"d
2-

'

When nd = 0 and n ( k )= 1 (3.20) reduces to
~

and the closed-loop transfer furtction reduces to the model in (A.3). If nd*O and n(k) = 1 ,
(3.20) becomes
1

d
Y (z.') M(z-')*

Z'"J

-W(Z.
bl

R(z")

)2.l

I
] + -W(Z.
-W(z.
bl

-nd

[ 1-z

z-"d

)-

2'

and the closed-loop response is a filtered model response. Without a control penalty, this
filter can be unstable as demonstrated by the followins root-locus analysis.

The maracterisricf equation of (3.20) is
(3.21)
Let the process tinder control be described by (A.6), and let there be a single delay. This

structure is simulated, in Chapter 5, to verify the root-locus analysis, with the parameters
= 0.072 sec

Knlode, = 26.58
T = 0.033sec
and a reference model with two closed-loop poles at z = 0.730, and one at z = -0.015. The
roots of the characteristic equation, in (3.211, as a function of the control penalty n (as n
varies from 0 to 1) are shown in Figure 3-6. When n = 0,there are two opcn-loop poles which
originate al the open-loop process poles
z1 = e-T'7m = .632 ; and z2 = 1

and a pole at the origin. As the control penalty decreases (and n approaches l ) , the dominant
poles originating from the process poles break away from the real axis (when nz0.015),
become oscillatory and eventually cross the unit circle and become unstable. A relatively

large control penalty is thus required to achieve a smooth response, at the expense of slower
tracking of the reference model.
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E

-2.00-

Figure 3-6: FP Root Locus vs. n

3.5.2.SP MRAC
The Z-transform of the SP reference model is
(3.22)
the Z-transform of the SP controller is
Upon substituting (3.22) into (3.18),

From the block diagram in Figure 3-7, the closed-loop transfer function is
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Figure 3-7 : SP LMFC Control
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b, 1-nz a

Y-.d

Z"

(3.23)
T i n d W(2.l)

1

-

1 + A,(z")

.-

b, l - n z "d

2.'

When nd = 0 and n(k) = 1, (3.23) reduces to
Y

(2.')

Bn,(z.')

d-- -R(z.')

A,(z'')

-- M(2")

and the closed-loop model reduces to the model, as predicted.

If ndfO arid n(k) = 1,

(3.23) reduces to

-

1 i n d W(z.1)

1

I*

b, 1-2 "d

l+A

1

-

"'b,

2.'

(3.21)

-n
W(Z.1)

2
I

1-2 "d

2.'

which does not reduce to the model. To understand the Characteristics of (3.24), the rootlocus is examined. TIN? chcracteristic eqiiation of (3.24) is
(3.25)

Foi. the process paramaters in Sectio?: 3.5.1, the roots of the characteristic equation, in (3.25),
as a functio!i of the contro! penalty (z varies from 0 to 1) are shown in Figure 3-8.
When n = 0,
two open-loop poles originate at the process poles, and ihere are three poles at the origin. As
the control penalty decreases, the process poles migrate toward the two dominant critically
damped modcl poles and eventually break away with a relatively small overshoot. One of the
poles at the origin migrates toward the fast model pole on the negative real axis. Even though
the system characteristics tend toward the model, two additional poles at the origin break
away from the real axis causing significant oscillatim as n decreases.
Comparison of the

SP arid FP root-loci, in Figures 3-8, and 3-6 shows that the SP MRAC

system has a significantly larger margin of stability when operating with the same control
penalty. Since it is desirable to minimize the control penalty (to keep the closed-loop
bandwidth large), the SP MRAC is recommended for control of systems with delay.
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Figure 3-8: SP Root Locus VS. n

3.6. Parameter Specification
Selection of MRAC controller parameters involves compromises among several factors. In
this section, guidelines and tools are presented to aid tlie control engineer in making suitable
choices. Optimal selections result froin the tuning of the parameters over specific regimes of
system operation. Parametets are selected in Chapters 5 through 7 to achieve acceptable
operation over a wide range of control tasks. as opposed to optimizations over local regions.

3.6.1.Model Time Constant Specification
The reference model specifies the desired closed-loop system performance. Control
performance can be defined b y time or frequency domain specifications, performance index
optimization, or pole-zero location. For s?ep-inputs,a convenient pet formance measure is
rise-time, tr, defined as the time it takes the output to go from 0 to 99% of it's final value. The
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r-ise-timecriterion is specified by s-plme pole requirements which are then mapped into the
z-plane according to z = est. The model time constant, T
'break

~ in

(A.6),
~
is then
~
selected
~
, to place

at the desired location according to the methods cutlined in Appendix A, for nd = 0, or in

Section (3.3.3),for nd = 1.
An s-plane model of a system, wi!!i a pair Gf critically damped poles at on,is

where w , , specifies the system bandwidth. The unit step response is
x(t) = 1-e.ont(l-writ)

The bandwidth vs. rise-time is found b y solving
0.01 = e.wntr(l.W,,tr)

(3.26)

Once the desired rise-time is selected, (3.26) is solved numerically for on.This bandwidth
then specifies the closed-loop reference model pole at
zbreak= e-WnT

Many constrain:s must be considered in specifying tr. Selecting too large or too sinall a
rise-time can restilt in the fcllo*.!vi:igproblems:
1. The swiplitig perioti (in Section 3.6.2) places const:aints on w f , and thus tr. A
l o w r i x ) u ~ i on
d 1, results from Icwer bound constraints on T.
2. As t. decreases, wn increases and zbreakdecreases. As zbreakbacomes smaller,

and' tlic system spceds-up. the the coiltroller gain increases, thus amplifying
noise and degrading system performance. As the controller gain increases, the
system tends to saturate more which in turn reduces relative stability. As trlse
increases and zblenk approaches the unit circle, the full-parallel error eFp
(14.23)increases, relative to any identification error since A,(z")
increases.

3.6.2.Sampliny Period Selection
While there are guidelines for thz selection of the saiiipling pericd T, the choice can be
forced upon the designer by hardwzre, software, or cost constraints. When this occurs,
control performance criteria must be evaluated in light of these constraints.
The following guidelines are used in to specify the sampling period and control performance
specifications.

3.6.2.1. Fundamental Upper Bound
When the closed-loop system bandwidth is specified to be on,the Nyquist sampling theorem
sets the upper bound on the sampling period according to
n

(3.27)

T"&-.
"n

Ifhardware, software, or cost constraints limit the sample period to Tconstralnt,where

Tcoristraint>TU.B.*
the closed-loop system bandwidth must be constrained by
n

I

on

Tconstt a n t

It is important to note that there is a distinction between the closed-loop bandwidth and the

highest frequency components of the open-loop process dynamics, since these two
frequencies can be quite different. Thus, potentially slow visual sampling rates can be used to
control fast open-loop processes, if the closed-loop bandwidth is reduced proportionally.

3.6.2.2.Performance Margin
For reasons outlined below TUB is judged to be insufficient. A performance margin (PM)
can be specified to de;re:ix

the samplt. period according to

T

T=-

PM

where

PM>1

and therefore,
n

T<-.
-PM*wn

For control of constant systems, typical values for PM are 2SPMslC, depending upon the
particular application. Adaptive control of nonlinear systems require larger margins (Section

3.6.2.3). In terms of a sampling rate to closcd-loop bandwidth ratio, this requirement is
f
1/T
A=--- 2*PM.
,,f
wn/2n
The performancz margin is specified to:
1. Reduce any delay between a reference signal command change and system

response to that change;
2 . Smooth the system response to the control inputs which are applied to the
process through a DAC;

3. Minimize aliasing effects, since the actual system may have attenuated signal
components above an;and

(3.28)
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4. Increase relative stability for MRAC with discrete delays by minimizing the
difference between the estimated control signal and the required control signal.

From (3.28), the constraint

on the closed-loop system bandwidth becomes

n

(3.29)

3.6.2.3.MRAC Identifier Requirements
The discrete time-identifier used by MRAC places additional requirements on the sampling
period.
1. If the open-loop plant to be identified is constant and linear with no complex

poles, then no additional requirement is placed on T (assuming the computer has
sufficient precision to measure smaller input-output signal changes, as T
increases and tr decreases). The plant dynamics can be identified independently
of T. If the plant has complex poles at a f j Q m a x , then the sampling theorem
requires that

If sampling period constraints cannot satisfy this requirement, then an
independent vttlocity feedback (which samples at a higher rate !han the main
ccjntrol loop) can be incorporated.
2. i f the plant is time.varyi:lg or nonlinear, theti \he sarrtplirig period musl be chosen
to be short enoilgh to track parameter variations. In evaluations in Chapters 5. 6,
and 7, performance margins of 10sPMS25 are demonstrated to be suitable for
tracking the nonlinear plant gains for IBVS tasks which require small corrective
motions. Motions over large distances, and thus larger gain changes, require
even higher margins. These requirements are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

3.6.3.Adaptive Gain Matrix Initialization and Limiting
The adaptive gain matrix P(k) in (3.6) is initialized to a non-zero value prior to the start of
control. Subsequent control tasks can then use previously learned values. To the best of the
author's knowledge, guidelines' for the initialization are not presented in literature and the
approach seems to be empirical.

This topic is an area requiring future research since

initialization of P(k) will affect the identifier's rate of convergence and thus the controller's
relative stability. The following tools and guidelines have been developed to facilitate the
experimentation.
A

1. When the estimated process gain b, is small it becomes difficult to find an

initialization which is not too sensitive. Thus, the reference and outpiit signals are
multiplied by a Scale jackor (SF) to increase the apparent process gain. The scale
factor is increased until b, execceds 0.001

.
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2. Since the operating points vary widely from one control task to the next, it
becomes difficult to find an initialization that is suitable over a wide range of
control tasks. Signal biasing (Section 3.4.1) makes it much easier to find values
which can be used over a wide range of tasks.

3. In accordaiice with Neuman and Morris’ work [Neuman 79b], P(0) is initialized to
be a diagonal matrix.
4. When the sampling interval is decreased, PfO) is also decreased.
5. Values of P(0) found to be suitable for control of uncoupled SlSO systems
appeared to be suitable for control of the coup!ed systems.

6. When P(0) is initialized with unsuitably small values, the controller would exhibit
poor stability. In these casts, i f the tQe signs of the steady-state estimated gain
ternis were opposite (e.g., /3,>0.
and P2<O), then larger gain matrix initializations,
resulted in improved stabilty and consistent signs (Appendix D).
Equally important is gain matrix limiting. If the system reaches steady-state (9= 0), the gain
matrix adjust tncn t mechanism reduces to
P(k) = (1 iX)P(k-1),

and the gain mati’ix thus becomes unbounded wher? Xcl. This presented impleinention
problzms for Nciiman anr? !<,lorris diie to aritlrtneiic overt low in tlie p-processor. To overcome
this, Neuman arid MGrI.is SIR& reset P(h) = P(0) when !he diagontl elcinent Pn,,(k) exceeded
a tht eshnld

Ptres,,.

In this dissertation, simulations are implemented on a large niainframe

where overf1o;v is not an immediate problem. However, as P(k) becomes large, the adjustment
mechmism beconies too sensitive to adaptation to changes in the plant parameters, and
decreases system relative stability. To overcome this problem, P(k) is reset to P(0) whenever
P2n,2n(k) > ‘thresh’
where the threshold is selected experimentally. Similar to the initialization of P(k), the
Or

threshold should decrease as the the sampling period decreases.

3.6.4. Parameter Vector Initialization
A

While hyperstability does not put any constraints

on the initialization of

&O),

better

initialization leads to faster convergence of the identifier. If the initialization of b, is too large,
the rate of convergence and system response are unacceptably slow. This is observed to be
more pronounced as the reference model bandwidth decreases. If b,(O) is too small, then the
system accelerates rapidly, decreasing relative stability.

P.ny a'priori k.nowledy2 of the system should be used to guide the initialization. For instance,
as the sampling period becomes smaller, the gains {bi) become smaller, and the poles
approach unity. lnitializations which are satisfactory for control of SlSO uncoupled plants
appear to be acceptable for the coupled plant initializations.

3.6.5. Weighting Factor

The least-squares weighting factor h is chosen as a compromise between sensitivity to
adaptation to process changes and over reaction to noise measurement.

For the

experimentation presented in this dissertation, and for Neuman and Morris' research, X = 0.85
provided satisfactory response.

3.6.6.Control Penalty
The controller pole bound, y, which indirectly sets the control penalty, is tuned to minimize
ringing i r i the output. Faster model responses caiise increased satiiration tendiirg to ring the
conti ollcr more. When this occurs, the control pendt.f is increased by reducing y.
Physisnl implenieiitation, by Ncuinari a n i Mor.ris [Morris 811, of MKAC positiori control of a

DC m c t x required smalkr values of y than for sirnulation trials. This resulted from the
computational delay required to actually compute u(k). The LMFC nnaiysis, in Section 3.5,
explriin: why systems with delay require increased control penaities. Since the computational
delay is only a fractioti of the sampling interval, Neuman and Morris set y in the vicinity of 0.9 .
When unit delays are present, as with IBVS, larger control penalties are needed.

3.7.Summary
In this chapter, the independent M M C controller is extended to include measurement
delays. Analysis of this controller, for control of a constant linear plant, predicts the
requirement for a control penalty to achieve relative stability. Chapter 5 includes siniulation
examples which verify the algorithm for control of SlSO plants. Analysis of independent
control of a coupled nonlinear plant shows an additional requirement for signal biasing and
gravity compensation to assure zero steady-state errors. Guidelines for the practical selection
of controller parameters are emphasized and will be used in the following chapters where
actual values are selected.
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Chapter 4
Task Modeling and Simulation
4.1. Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to specify the visual servoing task configurations which are
evaluated under fixed and MRAC control in this dissertation. Mathematical moclcls of robot
kinematics and dynamics, camera picture taking, and feature transformations (which are
required for implementation cf the task

simulation^)^

are developed. The task configurations

are selected so that the delay. nonlinear, and coupling aspects of IBVS can be studied and

evnlu?:ecl independent!y as applied to control progressively complex dynamic and kinematic
systems consisting of:
9

1 I?OF lihear tiynsn:ic and kinen:a!ic robot. with either constant or ncnlinenr
fcalw-3 sensitivity;

0

2 DOF linear, uncoupled dynamic and kinematic robot, with nonlinesr and
coupled feature sensitivity:

0

0

2 DOF nonlinear, coupled dynamic and kinematic robot, with nonlinear and
coupled feature sensitivity; and

3 DOF linear, uncou9led system dynamics, with a conibinatinii of linear and
nonlinear kinematics, and nonlinear and coupled feature sensitivity.

The 1 DOF configuration simulations are summarized in Chapter 5 to verify the basic MF{AC
algorithm (with m d without delay), and provides an initial evaluation cf a system for which the
control variable is noidinearly related to ttic physical plant variable. The 2 DOF systems, which
include coupled feature transformations, are evaluated in Chapter 6.

For these

configuraiions, the basic MRAC algorithms will be augmented by a hierarchical control
strategy, and feature/joint assignment is based on the concept of diagonal dominance. One
of the 2 DOF configurations represents an ideal "look and move" structure since the robot is
~

~~~

3All sirnulalions are implecienlcd on 8 DEC 20 processor.
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dynarnically arid kinematically linear m d uncoupled. The other configuration specifies an
articulated robot arm in order to investigate the relative contributions of nonlinear and
coupled robot dynamics and kinematics. The 3 DOF simulation represents a visual servoing
configuration,

with

planar

Cartesian

and

ro!ational

degrees-of-freedom, presently

implemented in the CMU Flexible Assembly Laboratory [Sanderson 83bI using a static
position-based "look and move" control structure. Simulations of this configuration, with
linear and uncoupled dynamics, emphasizes the feature selection process. It is natural to
impleinent IBVS for this system in future research.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the task configurations, including
transducer mounting (the transducer is assumed to be a camera), robot type, and object in
the scene are described. In Section 4.3, the dynamic modeling and simulation of the linear
and uncoupled robots is presented. The dynamic and kinematic modeling and simulation of a
2 DOF robot arm is described in Section 4.4. Modeling of picture taking and feature

measureiaent is described in Section 4.5.

4.2. Task Configurations
This scciion describes the visual szrvoing task configuratims (i.e., traiicducer mounting,
robot type, a114object in scene). The first configuration describes a 2 DOF system. This
system is than used to siniulate 1 DOF systems by restrictirlg relative rno!ion to one of the
dcgrees-of freedom.

4.2.1. Configuration 1: 2 DOF w i t h linear kinematics and dynamics

The camera is mounted on a 2 DOF linear kinematic system siich as a Cartesian robot, a set
of tran.4ationa; stages, or possibly a mobile robot. The camera is servoed relative to a fixed
line in space to control the relative position between the robot and a line (Figure 4-1) . A line in
space problem is sel%?ed because the corresponding sensitivity functions can be easily
analyzed. It

is complex enough to be both interesting and useful. The line is assumed to be

fixed in spaced so that
-

a

1. The liiie lies entirely in the plane defined by [ Xo,Yo]; and

2.Zre,= 0
The camera is mounted to the robot so that:
2

A

1. [Y C h m ] is parallel to [Yo]; and
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[ X o , Y rJ,Zo] World Coordinate Franie
,Zcaln] Carnerd Cuordinate Frame
Y'3Rl

I 3 dimensional length of2ne
Angle of line relative to X o
X(t),Y(tj Position of line relative to world
X ,Yo,. Position of center of line relative to world
obi
Xre,(t),Yre,(tj Position of line relative to camera
Figure 4- 1: Configuration 1

eo,.

A

A

2 . [Zcalr,]is parallel to [Zo]

The robot is modeled as X-Y translational stages with the Y-stage mounted on top of and
orthogonal to the X-stage. The camera is fixed to the Y-stage. The X-stage controls only x(t)
and the Y-stage controls only y(t). The actuators are armature coiitrolled DC motors with
negligible armature iiiductance. When the translaiibnal stages are orthogonal, the axes are
decoupled. In addition, it is assumed that gravity acts in the Z-axis direction so that
gravitational effects are abscent. Thus, the robot is modeled an uncoupled linear system.
It is shown, in Chapter 5, that when motion is constrained to the X-axis, and the center-of-

gravity of the line image is chosen as the control feature, this configuration becomes a 1 DOF

autonomous linear system. When motion is constrsined to the Y-axis, and the line image
length is the control feature, then the configbration becomes a nonlinear system. When both
degrees-of-freedom are free, the robot represents an idealized incremental robot system
(Section 2.3.2.1), since the dynamics and kinematics are uncoupled and linear. Thus, the
resulting control structure represents a dynamic "look and move" structure.

4.2.2. Configuration 2: 2 DOF w i t h nonlinear kinematics & dynamics

In the second configuration, the camera is mounted to a 2 DOF nonlinear kinematic
articirlated robot arm (Figure 4.2).

(1,

=

1 inch)

T I

r1,r2 Length of robot links

81(t),82(t)Link anylzs
f?,(t)

Angle of Xcam relative to the second link

Figure 4-2: Configuration 2.
The line is fixed in space so that:
2

2

1. The line lies entirely in the plane defined by [Xo,Yo]; and

2.Zre, = 0
The camera is mounted so that
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1. 8Jt) is automatically rotated to -[O,(t)
Poll
2.

[2c,,,]

+ O,(t)]

2

so that [Ycaln] is always parallel with

A

is parallel to [Zo]; and
2

-

3. The end of link 2 is coincident with the origin o! [Xcam,Ycam,Zcam
The robot is modeled as a two linkage arm, with nonlinear and coupled dynamics. The
actuators are armature controlled

DC motors with negligible arsmatiire inductance. It is

assumed that gravity acts in the 2 direction so that gt avitational effects are abscent.

4.2.3. Configuration 3: 3 DOF w i t h nonlinear kinematics, and linear and uncoupled

dynamics
This visual servoing task consists of servoing a three-dimensional object (described in
Section 4.5.2.2) relative to a stationary camera. The object is placed on a 3 DOF linear
kinernaiic manipulator consisting of the set of X.Y translational stages, described in
Configtiration 1, and an a.ldi!ional rotational stage mounted on top (Figure 4-3).
The canma is incunicd relativc to the S - Y - 6 stagcs sa :hat:
A

I [

-.

is pnrallel to [Xo];
2

-\

2

2

2 The plme defined by [Zcum,Ycam] is coplaniir with the plane defined by [Zo,Yo];
and
-..

3

2

3.The plane defined by [zturn,Yturn] is coplanar with the plane defined by [Xo,Yo].
The dynamics of this system are simplified by assuming that the inertial coupling and
centrifugal forces caused by the load are negligible This assumption is justified when the
h a d does not shift the center-of-massaway from the center of the turntable. The center-ofmass will remain in the vicinity of the turntable center when the load is centered on the
turntable

or has a weight much smaller than that of the turntable platter. The manipulator is

then modeled as a dynamically linear and uncoupled system.
The evaluation of this configuration, i r i Chapter 7, focuses on the feature selection process,
b y evaluating system Performance as a function cf the coupling index D(JWp) for various

candidate feature subsets. Since D(JWp) is the measure of overall system coupling, system
performance is evaluated at the joint level (i.e., performance of the X-Y-8 axes). The 3 DOF

..'.

X cam

R
.
.
%

[ Xo,Y O,ZO]World Coordinate Frame
[ Xcam,Ycam,Zcan,] Camera Coordinate Frame
a camera tilt (angle-betweenlZcam] tl [zO])
R distnnce along LY,,,,,] to [ZJ
-5

h intersection of [Ycanll with [Zo]
[X
*Yturrl*Ziurn] turntable Coordinate Frame
/%~bj,Yotri,Zob.] Object Coordinate Frame
(X(!),Y(t)\
turntable position relative to world
B ( t ) angle of turntable relative to world
T . Transform relating object to turntable
obi

Figure 4-3: Configuration 3

configurs!ion can be viewed as a Cartesian robot with the turntable, or @.stage,acting as the
final link (or gripper). The object, which sits on the turntable, is viewed as a tool held by the
gripper. The camera is statioriary relative to a world reference frame. The motion of the
object is not uncoupled relative to the world, because radial points on the 8-stage, upon
wliich the objects rests, are coupled to both X and Y world coordinates. Therefore, J* Jfeat,
and this is not a "look and move" system with respect to the object's frame.4 While the final
position and orientation of tlie object relative to the world can be controlled, the object path
may not correspond to the X-Y table trajectory, unless the object is centered on the O-stage.It
is of practical importance to be able to control the X-Y-0stage trajectories since their motion
must ultirnately be constrained within the boundaries of a physical workcell environment.

4.3. Piant Modeling for Translational and Rotational Stages
The X - Y - 8 stage dynamics are modeled in this section. By neglecting dynamic interactions,
e2d1 stage can be modeled independently. Newton's Second Law leads directly to the
dynamic equations of motion.

4.3.1. Rctational Stage

The rotational stage (in Configuriltion 3) consists of a ?urntable plattsr driven through a
gex-box by a CC motor with negligible aramture inductance. An equivalent diagram is shown
in Figure 4.4.

The following assumptions are made to develop the mathematical model:
1. Ideal gearing (i.e,, negligible backlash, friction, and inertia);

2. Negligible turntable bearing friction;

3. No motor voltage offsets; and
4. Amplifier (amp) bandwidth (BW) is large in comparison with the motor/turntable

mecahanical BW; thus, the amplifier dynamics can be neglected in the modeling.
The transfer function G,(s), from the applied voltage ea(t) to the motor shaft displacement
B,(t) is [Kuo 821

d

'This configuration would represent a "look and move" system if the task were configured such that the camera
was mounted and centered on the Ostage, while obsciving a statiocary object.
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applied control signal voltage
unity gain, high B.W., high impedance amplifier
artnatuIe-winding resistance
armature current
back E.M.F.
angular displacement of motor shaft
motor torque
armature moment of inertia
motor viscous-friction coefficient
gear ratio NJN,
angular displaceinent of tiirntable
!urntable torque
moment of ineltia of turntablr?4- load
k c k emf constant
motor torque constant

(volts)
(volts/volt)
(ohms)
(amps)
(volts)
(radians)
(oz-in)
(oz-in-sec*)
(02-in/rad/sec)
(motor/ turntable)
(radians)
(oz-in)
(oz-in sec2)
(volls/rad/sec)
(oz-inlamp)

Figure 4-4: Rotational Stage Model
G,(s) =

s(7,s

'"

+ 1)

where the equivalent motor gain constant Km is

..
K

K &

Raam+KtKb

and the equivalent motor tirne constant
R I
7

"'

T~~

is

&A
R&,,

+ K,K,

and the equivalent inertia, I referenced to the motor shaft is
eq'
I = I +I,/q 2
eq
in

(4.3)
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4.3.2. X - Y Stages
A translational stage (in Configurations 1 and 3) translates the load through a lead-screw

mechanism. An equivalent diagram is shown in Figure 4-5.

applied control signal voltage
unity gain, high BW amplifier
armature-winding resistance
artnature current
back E.M.F.
angular displacement of motor shaft
arniatttl e nlomwt of ineriia
L e x ! -screw I , I o n w n t of I nertin
triotor-\ iscoiis friction coefficient
lead screw pitch
linear displncement
nct load weight

(volts)
(ohms)
(amps)
(volts)
(radians)
( : v iri.:;CC2)
.
(0%in-s&j

(oz-in/rad/sec)
(threaddin)
(in)
(Ibs)

Figure 4-5: Translational Stage Model
The following additional assumptions are made to develop the model:
1. The lead-screw mechanism has zero backlash and negligible friction; and

2. Stage bearing friction is negligible.

The inertial equivalent,,,I of the load referenced to the motor is [Electro-Craft 801
W(lbs)
I =-X .0010417 (oz-in-sec2)

w

rl*
I-

= lm+ ,I

When the equivalent inertia, I

eq

+,I

is substituted into (4.3), the transfer function

model structures for the translational stages are equivalent to the rotational stage model. The
transfer functions G,&)

and G

(s), from ?he applied aratnature voltages e,(t)

m-Y

Y axes motor shaft displacements, respectively, are

to the X and

and

4.3.3.X-Y-Theta Stage Parameters
The X-Y-6' stage model parameter values are based on commercially available products
such as the AERO-TECH stages used in the Robotics Institute Flexible Assembly
and tviG model
Lab [Sanderson 83bj. The system includes a model 316 rotational (Table 4-3),
416 translational stages (Table 4-2). Each stage is driven b y a motor which is equivalent to an
ELECTRO-CRAFTE-508 (62 oz in) DC motor (Table 4-1).

lm= 0.0015 oz-in-sec*
am

= 0.00095 oz-in/rad/sec

Ra = 3.36!J

K, = 0.037volts/rad/sec
K t = 5.20 oz-in/amp
Volts(inax) = 4 0
Table 4 - 1 : Electro-Craft E-50S DC hlO'l-CR
Net-weight = 50 Ibs
Platter weight = 10 Ibs
Lead-screw type = Steel Ball-screw
Lead-screw pitch = 7 threaddin
Lead-screw dimension = 16 x .55 in
TEIble 4-2: Aerotech 416 Translational Stage
Net-weight = 29 Ibs
Platter weight = 10 Ibs
platter diameter = 10 in
gear ratio (q)= 108:l
Table 4-3: Aerotech 316 Rotational Stage
It remains to calculate the equivalent inertial values for each stage. It is assumed that the

load inertia equals the turntable platter's inertia. This assumption is not critical because of
the linear and uncoupled assumption and the large gear ratio ( q = 108).
The equivalent inertia for the 8-stage is
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The platter is modeled as a thin disc so that

'turntnblegilatter

W(lbs)r*(in)

-

48

- ~-

(oz-in-sec2)

- 5.208 (oz-in-sec2)
48

Since lload = ~t,llnlable-plalter'
leq - II = 0.0015 + (1/108)2(2x5.200) = 0.0024 oz-in-sec2

(4.6)

The equivalent inertia for the Y-stage is calculated sccoiding to

1q.v = lm + 1,s

+

1,

The lead-screw inertia is
,,I

= D4(in)xlength(in)x(0.09116G7)
= (.55)~16~(0.0011667)
= 0.0017 oz-in-sec2

For a 10 Ib. load, t h e net load on the Y-stage is 49 pounds [i.e., d-stage(29)

+ Y-platter(l0) +

load(l0)l. Thus,
1

.,I = 4 9 ~ 1 ~ 0 . 0 0 1 0 4 1 7
7
= 0.001 oz-in-scc2

Therefore,
1ec.l.Y

= 0.0015 + 0.0017 + 0.001 = 0.0042 oz-in s9c2

The net load on the X-stage is 99 pounds [Le., 8-stage(29)

(4.7)

+

Y-stage(50)

+

X-platter(l0) +

load(l0)l. Thus, the equivalent inertia of the X-stage is,
1
I, = 09~-~0.0010417
?2
= 0.0021

oz-in ssc2

Hence,

L - x = 0.0015+ 0.0017 + 0.0021 = 0.0053

oz-in-sec2

(4.8)

Upon substituting (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) into (4.3), the equivalent model parameters become
0.041
~ = sec
T
= 0.072sec
m-Y
7
=
0.091 sec
m-x

T

~

-

and Km = 26.586 rad/sec/volt, for all stages.
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4.3.4. Computer Simulation Of Uncoupled Linear Models
In this section, the computer simulation model of the linear uncoupled robots under digital
computer control are derived. The discrete control signal u(kT) is fed to the motor

by a

digital-to-analogconverter (DAC). Thus, the motor input is held constant over each sampling
period T (Figures 4 - 6 and 4-7).

Saturation
Nonlinearity

Figure 4-6: Rotational Plant Block Diagram

Saturation
Nonlinearity

Figure 4-7: Translational Plant Block Diagram
Saturation in the DAC (and equivalently current limiting to the motor amplifier) is included in
'u(kT)

ea(t)=,

+ V=t

- Vsat

for lu(kt)l<Vsat
for u(kT)>Vsat
for u (kT) < - Vsat

(4.9)

A discrete model of the analog process, which specifies the output at the sampling instants,
is appropriate for the computer simulation. However, it is important to be able to examine the
output between sampling intervals. Thus, the analog output, Om(t),

over the interval
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[to<t<to-+T], to a constant step input of magnitude V (volts) applied at to, with initial
is derived. The motor speed, wln(t), is also derived so that the
conditions Onl(to) and um(to),
initial speed can be determined at the start of each sampling period.
The transfer function in (4.1) represents the differential equation
7,,B,

+

im= Kmea(t)

which can be written as two scaler state space equations:
*Ill

(4.10)

= wfll

(4.11)

urn= ( - 1/7n1)wm + (Km/7Jea(‘)

where the inpiit e,(t)
B m ( t ) = clln(t0)

= V for to<t<to

+ T.

The solution to the system in (4.10) and (4.11) is

+ T , ~ ~ [ ~ ( ~ ~ )l-e.(t-to)’Tnl)
- K , ~ V ] ( + KmV(t-to)

for to<t<t

+T

and

If the motw displacenwits for the krrnlable. X-stntje, and )’.stage are Om.#, Oln x , and Gm

y,

respectively, then
1

X ( t ) = --Om.x(t)
277p

1
Y(t) =-0
2np

inches

(t)

inches

,-y

4.4. Plant Modeling for 2 DOF Robot Arm
A 2 DOF articulated robot arm is modeled in this section. The arm is actuated by DC servo

motors which are mechanically coupled to the link joints b y gearing mechanisms. (Figure 4.8)
The motor for link 2 is mounted at the rear of IiiiI; 1 to act as a counterweight. The motor for
link 1 is mounted in the stationary base.
The following assumptions are made to derive the dyriamic model:
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M o t o r for. Link 1

Motor f o r Link

Figure 4 - 8 : 2 DOF Robot Arm
1. 1-inlc.s 1 and 2 are modeled as thin rigid rods of lengths rl and r2, and mass mrl

and mr2,respectively;
2. Any payload (including a camera) is modeled as a point mass, mp2, at the end of
link 2:

3. The gear box coupling for link 2 is modeled as a point mass, mp,, at the end of
link 1;
4. The counter-weight (nmtor) is modeled as a thin rigid rod, of length r,/k5 and
mass nit, at the rear of link 1;

5. There are no off-sets between links;
6. All gearing is ideal; and

7. AI1 bearing friction is negligible
This simplified geometric arrn model facilitates development of the mathematical model. The

-5The couiitcr-weight leiiyth is defined as 3 fraction ( l / k ) of the link length to facilitate derivation of the dynamic
equations in Appendix E.
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niodel results in a nonlinear dynamic system which exhibits the Coriolis, centrifugal,
gravitational, and inertial coupling torque components present in a real arm.

4.4.1. Kinematic Equations

The arm kinematic equations describe the motion of the arm in Cartesian space. These
equations are required to derive the arm dynamics and image transforms.
A coordinate frame diagram of the arm is shown in Fiyiii-e 4-9.

"T

z o

Figure 4-9: Arm Coordinate Frames
Each link, including the base, is assigned a Cartesian coordinate frame in accordance with
the Denavit-Hartenbctrg convention [Denavit 551. The coordinate flame associated with the
2

-A

2

reference base, [Xo,Yo,Zo], serves as the world coordinate frame. The frames associated
2

2

2

with links 1 and 2 are [ X , ! Y , 4

2

2

2

1 and [ X,.Y 2,22].

The position of the end of link 2 with respect to the world frame is derived. Let

Ti= homogeneous transformation describing the position
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of link j relative to the world frame, and
A , = homogeneous transform describing the position
of link i relative to link i-1 (where link 0
corresponds to the reference base).

Thus,
T. = A,A ,...Ai
I

For t h e two DOF arm,

where
Cl&C0S( U i )
Si& sin( B i )
Thus,
T, = A ,
r

(4.12)
10

0

' 1

0

where
CiitC0S(Ui + Oi)
S..;sin(Oi
+ 8.)
I

1:

From (4.12), the rrobot positions are

(4.13)

4 . 4 . 2 . Rigid Body Dynamics

The dynamic equations for the manipulator are developed, in Appendix B, using the
Lagrangian formulation. The dynamic rtlodels for the two revolute joint angles 0 are:
F, =D'$',

F,=

+

~

~

~

i

~ , ~+ D,,B;+
i ' , D,,,O',~

~

+
+

~S ' *, + D~ , ~
D2

e

~

0

'

~

+

~

~

~

~(4.14)
(4.15)
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where

D

r n r n

=[d+-G+rn
l1
3 3k2

Pl

+rnr2+m ]r~-~2r,r2c2[Q+rn
P2
2
p2

,

+ r r2c2[%
2 + rnp2

r:

Dl12 = -2rlr2S2[T+
rn
rnP2
D,

3

] r ~
p2

1

]

[2
2 + mp2 1

= -r I r2S2

D, = g ( [ s 2
+rn
D
,,

] + [%+rn

=

- 2k
5]rls,

p'

[rnD2+ --3
n'r2

+

[~s12+rlsl]in,.2+
[r2S12+r1~,1n~P2}

r2
2

3

D211

= 1r 2 r2 [-Q+m
~2

D,

= gr2s,,[rnp2

p2

]

+ %]
2

In the simulations, the gravity torques, D, and D, are set eqiial to zero.

4.4.3.Actuator Dynamics
The link toiqires F, arid F, are related to tile actirator dynamics. The DC motor ;ic!udtor for

t h e ithlink is modeled Figure 4-10.
The niotor torque F,i driving link i is
Fmi = Kti(ea1-Kbiflmi)/Rai= Imidmi+ anliflmi+ Fi/qi

so that the link torque Fi is

In terms of the link displacement, Ui = Un,i/qi, the link torques are
(4.16)

and
(4.17)
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e,,(t) applied control signal voltage
amp. unity gain, high D . W . , high in1pedai;ce amplifier
R ai. ai mature-winding resistance
i,,(t)
armature current
eb,(t) back E.M.F.
Om,( i) angular displacement of motor shaft
F,
motor torque
armature
moment of inertia
'In,
a , I ,i motor viscous-f r ict ior! coefficient
11, gear ratio N,/N I
Ol(t) iiiirjular displacement of link
F i link torque
Kbi back emf constant
Kti niotor torque consrarit
Figure 4-10: Robot Actuator

(volts)
(0hms)

(amps)
(volts)
(radiaiis)
(oz-in)
(oz-in-sec*)
(oz-in/rad/sec)
(rev motor/rev. turntable)
(radians)
(oz-in)
(volts/rad/sec)
(oz-in/anip)

4.4.4. Rohct A r m Parameters

In this section a manipulator is designed for the model structure assumptions specified at
the outset of tliis section. The mechanical structure is assumed to have the following
dimensions and weights;
0

Maximum payload = 5 Ibs. ( 1 pound of which is the camera)
Link lengtlis r, = r2 = 17 in.

0

Weight of link 1 = 7 Ibs

0

Weight of link 2 = 5 Ibs

0

Weight of gear-box = 1 Ib

The motors and gearing are selected according to the design criteria:

1 , Maximum individual link speed = 180 deg/sec = n rad/sec
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2. Maximurn individual link acceleration = 1800 tJeg/’sec2 = 10n radlsec2

3. Minimize motor energy dissipation while keeping the gear ratio q small enough to
reduce gearing backlash and friction.
The design steps are outlined below, and are performed for each individual link, under the
assumption of negligible dynamic coupling:
STEP 1: Find the torque (Tn,ax-acc) required l o achieve the maximum specified acceleration
for the maxiniiiin payload at the rcaximum link inertia.
STEP 2: Find the maximum torque (Tmaxeg)required to hold the maximurn payload against
gravity.
STEP 3:Specify motor torque requirements:
1. The peak motor torque, Tpeak= (Tmax.acc
+ Tmax.g)/q
2. The continuous motor stall torque, Tsta,,= Tmax-g/~j

3. The peak motor speed as 180.q deg/sec = 30’17 RPM
STEP 4: To ~ e l c c the
? gearirig, choose a motor (which is rinticipatcii to satisfy the torque
requirements in Step 3) and set

vu = (L’ii.norninal’lm)

1/2

v~hereDiu-nominal is chosen as a nominal value of the link inertia. Ttiis selection for q minimizes
the energy dissipation in the motor and maximizes the power transfer to the link. For this
design, choose Dii-nomir,alas the average of Dii evaluated at the maximum five pound load and
no load operating points. To evaluate D1,, it is assumed that 02=45(deg). If qi is too large
(eg.,q>35)), then it can be reduced by a third with only a 17% increase in motor
dis::ipation [Electro Craft 801. Finally, check if this motor/gear combination satisfy the motor
torque reqiiirenients in Step 3.
While ther are numerous motor/gear

combinations which will satisfy the stated

requirements, the following additional guidelines are used:
1. Maintain q<35 to minimize backlash, friction, weight, and cost: and

2. If possible, allow for a safety margin in the peak and stall torque ratings.
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Before proceeding, the weights are converted to mass according to
m = W/g
The units for g and W are selected so that the torques are specified in units of oz-in. Thus,
W (I bs) 16(oz / Ib)
m=
32(ft/sec2) 12(in/ft j
W(lbs)

---

24

(oz/in/sec2)

and
mr, = 0.29167
1 1 1=
~ 0.20833
~

m =0.04167
PI
mp2= 0.20833 (with 5 Ib. load)
m ~ 0 . 0 4 1 6 7(with 1 Ib. load)
P2
mc = (to be deiermined in motor selection process)
The motor selection process proceeds backward from the last link.
4.4.4.1. Motor 2 Selection

Step 1:
D
=
,

(m1,/3

+

m )r..2
P2 L'

D22-rnax

= 80.27 oz-in-six2

and

= 2522 oz-in

Step 2:
T = D, = gr2S,2(m
9

Trnax-g

P2

+ mr2/2)

= 2G40 oz-in (with a 5 Lb. load)

Step 3:
Tpenk/q2= (2522

+ 2040)/q2= 4562/q,

Tsta,,/q2= 2040/q,

oz-in

oz-in

q X peak motor speed = q2 -30RPM
Step 4: Before calculating the gear ratio. it is noted that the effective inertia of motor 2
includes the armature inertia and the non-negligible inertia of the motor-to-gear shaft
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coupling. This shaft is modeled as a 17x318 in round steel shaft. Assuming the density of
steel is .28 Ib/in3, the shaft weighs .52 Ibs (which is assumed to be included in the net weight
of link 2). Thus,
'shaft - '5rnshaft r2
shaft

= 0.00038 oz-in-sec*

To meet these requirements, ELECTRO-CRAFT 660-E motor is selected (Table 4-4).

lm= 0.032 oz-in-sec2
(T,,,

= 0.0065 oz-in/rad/sec

Ra = 2.15 $2
K, = 0.24 volts/rad/sec
Kt = 34.19 oz-in/anip

Volts(max) = 43
Weight = 6 Ib. 2 02. (mc = 0.2552 oz/in/sec*)
!eiigth = 5.5
Table 4-4: D. C. Motor E-660

This r::otor is over-rated for t h e peak and s!all t x q u e reqiiireiiiam, but a sinaller motor would
reqiiirc? a siyriifizmt!y Inrger gear ratio. This itlotor is chosen to achieve a reasonable gear
ratio, w!iiIe iis added weight serves as a counter-weight.
i hct ;ink inertia with no load is

D,,

= 20.07 oz-ill-sec2

and, the nominal link inertia is
(80.27 + 20.07),'2 = 50.17 oz-in-sec2
The nominal year-ratio is
q2 = (50.17/.03238)"2 = 39.36

and, reduced by 33%is
172 =26
4.4.4.2. Motor 1 Selection

Step 1:
D

11

m r n
3 3k2

=[ A + A + m

01

+ mrd, + mp2 ]r:+2r,r2~2[Q+m
2

= 424 oz-in-sec2
Dl 1 -"lax

and

] + [%+rnp,]r:
P?

3

1C6

Trnox.acc

-- Dl1-max8 niax = 13322 oz-in

Step 2:

=2723 oz-in

S t e p 4:
= 371 oz.in sec2 (at 8 = 45 deg)
=
166 oz-in sec2 (at U = 45 deg)
Dl
1-no-load
D1l.fulj-load

thus
'nominal

= (371 + 166)/2 = 269 oz-in.sec2

To satisfy these requirements, Electro-Craft motor E-701 is selected (Table 4-5).
K, = 40.77 oz-in/amp
K, = .288 v/rad/sec
R, = 2.6
I rn =U.I oz-in-sec*
= 0.048 oz-in/rad/sec
( x "I
Volts(rnax) = 46.8
Table 4-5: D.C. Motor E-701
The nominal gear ratio is

q1 = (269/0.1)"2 = 51.86
and reducing by 33%

=35

lJ1

4.4.5. Computer Simulation of the Robot Arm

The differential equations (4.14).(4.15),(4.16), and (4.17) define a fourth order coupled
noiilinezr dynamic system. The sirnulation uses the IMSL [IMSL 821 Fortran library routine

"DVERK" to numerically solve these equations. The routine is a sixth order Runge-Kutta
algorithm with an automatic variable integration step size.

To implement the algorithm, the dynamic equations are represented as the system of firstorder differential equations

= F(X), where

X'=

[Xl,X2,X,,X,]

are the state-variables. DVERK
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produces estimates of Xl(to

+ T),I

from X(to). In the simulation, Tlllc is set to T/nk (nk = integer)

to exhibit the output between sampling instants. (The integration step-size is typically much
stnailer than Tinc and is automatically adjustea in DVERK to minimize the estimation error.)
The system is represented in state-variable form according to the following assignments:

X I = 8,

x2 = o 1
3
'

x,

= 82

= e2

Thus,

x. 1 = x2
x, = x,
From (4.14),(4.15),(4. I6), and (4.17)
F, =D,1X2+D12X4+D112X2X4+D,22X42+Di

F2= D,,X2

+ D2,X,

+ D,

(4.18)

X22 + D,

(4.19)

(4.20)
(4.21)

l o simplify the notation let
Ktl

QA-(ea1

,

2

17 1 -K.bl q X2)-a1 17, 2x2

and

where e, is defined in (4.9). Equations (4.18),(4.19),(4.20), and (4.21) become

Q = (D, + lm1~1,2)X2 + D12X4+ DiI2X2X4 + D12,X,'

+ D,

(4.22)

2 = (DZ2+ lm2qz)X4
+ D12X2+ D, 1X,2 + D,
Uvon solving (4.22) and (4.23) for X2 and X,

(4.23)

the stat? model is:

xi = x,

(4.24)
(4.25)

x3 = x,
x where

(4.26)

[Q-D,X;-

D, ,X,X,-D,

] -D2

XZ-D,

)

(4.27)
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During tlierarchicnl control either links 1 or 2 can be braked. These cases are simulated as
follows:
Case 1: link 1 - free and link 2

-

braked

Eqcations (4.10) and (4.20) reduce to
F, = D,, + D,
and

F, = Q4,n1113X2
so that

x, =x2
.
C-D,
X2=D1e

x,=o
x,=o
Case 2: link 1 .braked and link 2-free

T tie state-space model becomes

x, = o
x,=o
x 3 =x,
.

Z-D2

x 4 =-

D2.3

The computer simulation of the robot arm is depicted in Figure 4-11
4.4.5.1. Linear Model

During initial analysis of IBVS, it is useful to model the arm dynamics as an uncoupled linear
system. The MRAC controller's ability to adjust to the nonlinear feature gains'can then be
evaluated independent of the nonlinear dynamics. An uncoiipled linear model is obtained by
assuming that all the coupling terms in (4.14) and (4.15) are zero, while Dii is evaluated at the
operating point. (Di is set to zero since gravity is not modeled in these simulations.)
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-

1

S a t u r a t io n

Figure 4-1 1 : Arm Simulation Block Diagram

Equations (4.14).(4.15),(4.16), and (4.17) reduce to

To apply the linear' model routines developPd iii Section 4.3, the displaceqient of the ith link,

di, is converted to 3 motor displacemert dccording to, and d 1= O m i / ~ i

.,

The corresponding transfer function Gmi(s),from the applied voltage to the motor shaft, is

where
Kmi =

7

.=

Kti

-

Raiami I. KtiKbi
Dii.eaRai

mi

"ai'mi

and

'k KtiKbi
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4.5. Modeling Picture Taking and Feature Measurement
In this section, a model for the vision system described in Chapter 2 is developed. The
transduction process (or camera and image) are modeled by defining image transformations
which map 3-dimensional object coordinates into 2-dimensional image points. The image
intensities are assumed to be binary. and image point coordinates are considered to be
analog. Image feature nieasweinents are then derived froin the image point coordinates. The
dynamics of the transcluction-to.fealure extraction process ate modeled by a unit delay (i.e.,
nd = 1 Section 3.3). Various time delay durations, and thus sampling periods T, are simulated
to evaluate the effect of different sarnpling-to-bandwidth ratios. A measurement noise model
(which can represent transducer quantization, thresholding effects, and lighting noise) is also
included .

4.5.1. lniage Transformations

The camera is modeled b y defining a transformation which maps 3 dirnensionnl object
conrdinates into 2-dimensional image coordinates.

To perform this trarisformatiorr, the

camera is modeled as a pinhole lens. with an image plane lyina at a distance F behind tile
2

-

A

lens [Duda 731. 1’0 produce a non-inverted inmge, a frontal irnar;c plane. deiiried by [Xciln,,Z

] is assurncd to lie at n distance F in front of the leris. Thus, [?can,] defines the optical axis.

can1

Tliis camera model defines the perspective transformation,

T =
P

For a three-dimensional object point (Xrel,Yre,,Zrel)measured in the camera coordinate frame,
ttic corresponding two-dirwmsional image or picture cooidinate (Xpic,Ypii)
is specified by the

homogeneous persmxtive transformation

Thus,

x
PIC

and

=-- ‘,el
1 + Yre;/F
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z.

=

zl,l

-

(4.28)

1 .1- Yrel/F

The picture points are normalized to the dimensions of the image plane so that the fealures
(derived in Section 4.5 2.1) are ciin:ensionless. If it is aSSiJniedthat the image plane (e.g., film.
or ccd chip) is a square with sides of length equal to 'retq6,then (4.28) becomes
+X pic
. /ret

'pic

ZPlC +Z PIC /ret

The fecal length, F, is adjusted so that the largcst object dimension occupies approximately
25 to 33 percent of the image in the desired view. This allows for a margin of motion of the
object within the image during control.

4.5.2. Feature Transformations

Image ieatures are derived from the idealized non-distorted two-dimensional image points
(X PIC
. ,Z
). 1m:iye di:,t.xtior,s, whicb can arise from the numerous factors iio!cd in Chapter 2,
pic

at c c!iifict.iit to iiwdel ar:c! vat y w!dely with lighting conditions, ?rar?scIircc-rresolution aiid
liiixvity.

These distortions aIi3 ttianifes!ed as rneasuremcrit noise and limit the system

acci.Jrii:.y, dyiiatnic performance, and relative stability. To evaluate characieristics of IBVS
COfiti'Ol

under noisy conditicns, simulations are performed in Chapter 5 using additive

measurement noise. Noise modeling is included in Section 4.5.2.3.
4.5.2.1. Two-Dimensional Line
Two features are derived for the line in space simulations (for Configurations 1 and 2).
AccorAing to the configuration specification, the perceived angle of the line's image remains
ca-stant, and only two features can be obtained from such a binary image:
1. length of line - larlgth;
and

2. X center-of gravity of line - X

cog

These features are derived as follows. The position of the cefiter of the line (Figure 4-1)
relative to the irriage plane is (Xrel,Yrel). The end-points of the line (Figure 4-12), measured in
the camera coordinate system, are
61n the simulations, ret =0.25 inches (c.g., approximating the dimension of a typical CCD device such as the

Fairchdd CCDPll).
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(4.29)

From (4.28) and (4.29), the perceived line length is
length

= xpic-l
. - xpic-,
.
4FI

(F -I. Yr,,)~~~0,el-Xrelsin8,,1

--0.
ret

4(F + Y,,:l)2~(losin8rel)2

(dimension less)

(4.30)

and, the perceived center-of-gravityis

(4.31)
It remains to calculate Xrel, Yrel, and Orel as a function of the object and robot positions. For

the Cartesian system (Figure 4-1):

(4.32)

For the articulated arm (Figure 4-2), coordinate transformations are used.

The basic

t riln sf 0r mat i0 n is
T2TcamTrei

= Tobi

(4.33)

where
T, = end of arm relative to world
Tcam= image plane relative to end of arm
Trel= line relative to image plane
T . = line relative to world
ob!

From (4.33)
Trei

= T2ai~iT;Tobj

(4.34)

Tcanl is specified by the assumptions of Section 4.2.2 to be a rotation about the 2 axis of the

arm. Thus,

(4.35)
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Ycan

Y,.el

--

-

F

Figure 4-12: Line-linage
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and

Sirice T, is defined in (4.12),

S , 2 0 -(rlC2+r2)

C,,
T
=:

S 12 c12 O
0
0
1
0
0

lo

'lS2

0
1

1

Since

o

0

o

i J

then according to (4.34)

1

r

Hence

(4.36)

During the siniulation experiments, three conditions are evaluated to assure that the derived
features are valid. The conditioils determine if the line is:
1. In front of

the camera (or image plane);

2. In the field cf view; and

3. Not hidderi (it is assumed that only one side of the line is visible)
If any of these conditions are violoted, then the experiment is terminated. The conditions are
evaluated as follows:
Condition 1:

true if (Y, or Y2) > 0; else false
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Condition 2: true if IXPlc.,I or lXpic-21 < ret/2;
Condition 3: true if

else false

Bre, < arct;ln(YrelqXrel); else false

(4.37)

4 . 5 . 2 . 2 . Polyhedral Objects

The third coniic;uration uses convex polyhedral objects for the control tasks. Each object is
defined by:

1 . Labelins it's constitumt vertices and imntifying their coordinates in the object
coordinate system; and
2. Defining the object planes b y assigning to each an ordered listing of the
bounding vertices.

Three objects (a cube, pyran;id, and wedge) are shown in Figure 4-13.

Z

obi

2 Yobj

Z obj

T
r l , n . 0)

Yobj

(.!i.O.O)
(IJnits are i n inches )

Figure 4- 13: Objects
For each visible object plane, two features arc obtained:
1. Perceived area of the it, plane - Area-i;and

2. Perceived X center-of-gravity(or centroid) of the it,, plane - Xcog-,
These features are typical of those extracted from binary images, in commercially available
systems, following image segmentation. It has been suggested that such features, which are

based on integral or summation operations, are preferable for visual servoing applications,
since these operations attenuate signal noise [i-iasegawa 771. Feature selections, which can
include both linear and nonlinear combinations of the extracted features, are presented in
Chapter 7.
Each object vertex is transformed into the image plane as follows: A point defined in the
object coordinate system is defined b y
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And it's position relative to the frontal image plane is

(4.38)
Then,

where the homogeneous transformation TI defines the pcjsition of the turntable coordinate
2

-

2

relative to the camera's coordinate system [ Xcam,Ycall,,Zcam].
system [ Xturn,Yturn,Zturn],

The

position of the object coordinate system, relative to the turntable coordinate system, is
defined b y Tobi.Then, TI is found b y the following transformation:
X,x(t)
TI = TRANS[Y,R]*ROT[X,IK]*TRANSX,y(t) .ROT[Z,B(t)]
Z,-h

1

-SU(t)
0
XU)
CU(t) -Sa y(t)Ca+ h S a + R
ce(t)se cn y(t)sn-hca

0

0

0

1

If the object frame is referenced to the turntable by translations in the X-Y-Z directions

corresponding to (Px,Py,Pz)and oriented according to the Eider convention by ( T , E , # )[Paul
811, then

I

CqC€C#-SCpS~C,-CCpC&S#-SqC# CTS&
Tobi = S v C & C # + C v S # -St$eS#+CqC#
SvS&
-SE.Cq,
SESV
CE
0
0
0
2

Px
Py
Pz
1

2

Finally, Vrel is mapped into homogeneous image points V via the perspective transformation,
T , according to
P
A
2
T
V = T *T,*TobioVobi&(Vx,V Y ,V Z ,S)
P

Hence,

x PIC. = v x / s

zpic= vz/s
In addition, the image points are normalized to the image plane size ('ret') according to

X . +X . /ret
'pic
p'c+Zplc/ret
pic

Once the object planes are mapped into object image planes (by finding the perceived
vertices), the features are calculated. The image plane is either a quadrilateral or triangle
(Figure 4-14). The area and centroid of the triangle are [Kindle 501
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Figure 4- 14: Image Planes

Area = -0.5(X,Z2+ X2Z,
and

+ X3Zl-XiZ3-X3Z2-X2Zl)

- x1+x2+x

xcog
3
The area of the qiindrilateral is given by
'-

A rea = -0.5(X,Z2+ X,Z,+

XZ
,,

+ X4Zl-~,Z4-X,Z3-X3Z2-X,Z,)

The centroid of the quadrilateral cart be determined by the following algorithm [Marks 781:
The quadrilateral is divided into two sets of triangles by means of the diagonals
(Figure 4-14).Find the ceiiti'oid of the four triangles belonging to the same set. The
intersection of these lines will be the centroid of area. Thus, in the figure, 0, 0,,
O, and 0, are, respectively, the centrokls of the triangles ABD, ABC, BDC, and
ACD. The intersection of O,O, with 00, give the centroid.
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In accordance with the line example, the three conditions in (4.37) are evaluated for each
plane, during the simulations. to assure that the features are valid. If the ithplane image
features are sought, the conditions are:
Condition 1: true i f Yre, (for all vertices comprising the ith
plane) > 0 ; else false
Condition 2: true if IX . I arid IY . ! (for all vertices
PlC.th
P'C
comprising the I plane) < ret12 ; else false
Condition 3: Each object plane is defined
by assignicg to it an ordered listing of the bounding
vertices. Specifically, the vertex labels are specified
in a clockwise ordering. In 3-dimensional space, when
two connected edge vectors of a plane, whose liead and
tails are defined in a clockwise fashion, are cross
multiplied then the magnitude of the resultant vector
has a positive sense according to the "right-hand"
rule. If the plane containing these edge vectors are
rotated or translated out of the field of view, then the
perceived sense of the original defining vertices
WOLM
be counter-clockwise and the vector cross-product
of the perceived edge- vectors would have a negative
sense.

4.5.2.3.Noise Signal klodeling
Sing!e DCF simulation studies (in Chzptsr 5 ) include additive feature measurement noise.

The noise signal is nlodeled as zero-mean white-noise having a uniform randorn distribution
fFiguie 4-15!, wliicli is scaled by the factor a to produce a specified signal-to-noise Iatio

(SNR).

Figure 4-15: Scaled Distribution

The noise signal, n(k), is generated according to
n(k) = a[RAN(k)-.5]
where RAN(k) is the TOPS-20 Fortran library roiitine which generates independent samples
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from the uniform random distribution. To determine (1, the SNH is specified with respect to the
average power of a step function signal:

s2 = (reference signal initial value)2
~

Thus,
(4.39)
where o x 2is the variance of the noise, and for a uniform distribution

b!cnce, for a specified SNR, the scale-factor is
2
u 2 = 12*10Uog s -snr/lOl

4.6. Summary
In this chapter, visual servoing tasks are defined for evaluation in subsequent chapters.
Mathematical a-mlels of robot kinematics arid dynamics, picture taking, s n d feature
trmstorrnatioti, wiiicli 61.erequired !or task simulations. are also dev.cIooed. The tasks w r y
from control of 1 DOF to 3 DOF systems, and are sumnarized in Table 4-6. The task
configu:ations

are selected to facilitate the IBVS evaulation of prcjyressively complex

dynamics, kiiiemntics, and image feature transformations, arid will help to understand the
relative contributions of each to the control issues. While these configurations have limited
degrees-of-freedom, which may be useful for some practical tasks, their models may be
considered representativc of more general configurations.

It is believed that the results

obtained with these examples may then be applied to more general cases.
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Robot T v p e I T a s k

Name

Conf igur.i:iun

1

( 1 igi'iic 3 1 )

* ? l)or w i t h I ine.ir u n c o u p l e d
dynamics and k i n e i n a t i c s
( c v a l u i i t e d i n Clia(Jter 6 ) . o r
1 DOF b y c c n s t r a i n i n g m o t i o n
t o one d a i s
( ( : v a l u a t e d iii C h a p t e r 5 )
*Conii.ol p o s i t . i o i i of a mobile
c m c i . a ( f i x e d t o r o b n L end t . f f e c t o r )
r v l a t i v e ~t o (I f i x e d l i n e i n s ( i d c e

Model D e r i v a t i o n

Con f i gui',i t i on f l e f iilit io n : S e c t io n 4 . 2 . 1
Robot Model: S e c t i o n 4 . 3 . 2
Feiet.uve Measul-enient: S e c t i o n s 4 . 5 . I ,
4 . 5 . 2 . and 4 . 5 . 2 . 1

' 2 fli)F

w i t h io til i n e a r c o u ~ ~ l e i l
iIyn<ii:i c s aiid 1. in t v m t ic s
( u v , i l u . i t e d iii C h n p t e r 6 )
p o s i t i o n of n m o b i l e
c ~ i i i t ~ r (i it i x u d t o i ' o l l u : e n i l - e t . f c c t o r )
r e l a t i v e t o a f i x e d l i n e i n space

'Control

nor with I I I I ~ ! ~t IJ ~t i c o t l p i e d
tl.yiiamics. and a c o m b l n n t i o n of 2
planar Cartesicen w i t h 1 r o t a t i o n a l
IIOF

Cuntigurdtion D e f i n i t i o n : Sectioii 4 . 2 2
Robot. MucleI: S e c t i o n 4 . 4
Fe.iture Measurement: S e c t i o n s 4 . 5 . 1 .
illltl 4 . 5 . 2 . 1
4.5.:.

*j

Conf i y u r a t i o n 3
(Figrue 4-3)

*Control p o s i t i o n o f a inohile
I i a l y h c t l r d l o b l e c t ( f i x e d t o 1,obot)
r e l a t i v e r o a st;i:ioiiary
ciiinei'ie

C o n t igu8.d t i o n f l i f i n i t i o n . L;ec t i on 4 . 2 . 3
R o b a t Model: S e c t i o n 4 . 3
F e a t u r e Measurement: S e c t i o n s 4 . 5 . 1 .
4 . 5 . 2 . and 4 . 5 . 2 . 2

Table 4-6: Configuration Sumrnary
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Chapter 5
Evaluation: O n e DOF Systems
5.1.Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate SP MRAC adaptive control of one DOF linear and
nonlinear systems. The evaluation analyzes examples which are relevant to t h e two and three
DOF visual servoiny tasks evaluated in Chapters 6 and 7. While single DOF IBVS systems may
be useful for specific robotic applications, these results serve to help understand MRAC

control of nonlinear IWJS systems, and as a guideline for implementing and evaluating higher
degree-of-freedorri systems required for visual servo control.
?-hechapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.3. MPAC is introduced for !he control of a
siii'ijlc motor positioning system. These examples arc then irscd for:
0

6

Verification of the basic FP and SP MRAC algorithms developed by Morris and
Neumzi] [F.leurnan 801 for constant linear systems, and
Verification of the algorithms which include a measurement delay (Section 3.3)

In Section 5.3, IBVS feature feedback is introduced, and
0

Extends SP MRAC control, with delay, to include a constant feature sensitivity
gain, and
Demonstrates the superior noise filtering performance of the fixed LMFC
corrtroller relative to MRAC control.

In Section 5.4, control is extended to include a nonlinear feature sensitivity gain, and
o
0

0

Demonstratcs the stability of SP MRAC control for this nonlinear system,
Evaluates position response when the controlled signal is nonlinearly related to
position, and
Includes a performance comparison of MRAC vs. Fixed LMFC control, which
demonstrates superiority of the adaptive approach at smaller system bandwidth's
and the superiority of the fixed approach at smaller sampling-to-bandwidth ratios.
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5.2.Baseline MRAC
The purpose of this section is to verify the SP and FP MRAC algorithms (derived in Chapter

3), for systems with and without measurement delay, by simulating a simple motor positioning
control task.

The position ot the Y-translational stage (Figure 4-7), which is measured

directly, is the variable under control. The examples included in this section focus on the SP
MRAC, since this controller is used for

4 subsequent IBVS

control. While the FP MRAC

exhibits faster tracking of the reference signal (without a delay), the SF MRAC is selected for
IBVS control fot the following reasons:
1. Relative to the FP reference model. a SP reference mcdel reduces the high
frequencjf gain of the fczdback path, reducing the noise zmplification.
2. In contrast to the FP MHAC's deadbeat response characteristic to recovery from

control signal saturation, the SP MRAC is not susceptible to deadbeat.

3. While the relative stability of the FP MRAC is susceptible to control signal
saturation, the SP MRAC is not as sensitive.
4. The SP MRAC requires a smaller control penalty with meascirernent delay.

The Y-translatiorid stage dynamics represent 8 constan! linear SlSO system. Tor this type of
system. the MHAC algoritli:ns are verified b y showing that the identifier (3.4), ( 3 3 , and
(3.6)can perfectly identity the plan! parameters, and by showing that:
1. For FP MRAC, without measirrcmer3 delay, there is perfect modeling following,
when e,(k)
= c', according to (A.14). It is also verified that relative stability with

this type of control is susceptible to control signal saturation.
2. For SP MRAC, without measurement delay, the FP error is a filtered identification
error according to (A.23). Slower tracking of the reference rriodel occurs when
identification errors exist. The SP MRAC, however, is not as sensitive to
saturation.

3. For FP MHAC, with me.%suren,ent delay, a contrd penalty is required for absolute
stability according to the root-locusanalysis in Figure 3-6.
4. For SP MHAC (with measurement delay). a control penalty is required for relative

stability according to the root-locus analysis shown in Figure 3-8.
The discrete open-loop plant model is calculated below for comparison with the parameters
estimated by the identifier. l h e open-loop system gain (in Figure 4-7) is
1
1
K = K *-*SF
= Kz(26.58) (-)(loo)
= 60.43
2np
2n7
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when the scale factor SF (Section 3.6.3) is set equal to 100. The analog rnodel (4.5) of the
process under control becomes
G ( s )=

60.43

s( .072s + 1)

and the corresponding discre!e model of is
WP(Z.’) =

b l f ’ + b2z-2
1 -a,z-1-aqz-2

where

a l = l + e-T/T

; ~=.072
a2 = - e.T/T
b, = - ( K T ~1)-T/T-e-T/T)
(
; K = 60.43
b2 = ( K ~ I (i - e - T / T - ~ / T

Since the plant dynamics has real poles (Le., at z = 1 and z = .632), there is no upper-bound
con:;traint on the sampling period selection. The sample period is selected as T = 0.033 (sec)
to correspond to the period used in initial IBVS simulations. For this sanipling period, the
actual parameter vector (A. 10) becomes

@ = l.3945 ,3387 1.63235 -.63235]”
5.2.1. MRAC Without Measurement D e l a y
Iri the first set of experiments, the MRAC algorithm for systems without delay (Le., nd = 0) is

verified. The controller parameters, listed below, are empirically selected (according to the
guidelines in Section 3.6) and the controller algorithm is implemented according to:
1. Control signal (A.12).

2. The identifier, (A.15),(A.16),and (A.17), iises second order-estimators (i.e., for a
second-order plant) with a weighting factor h =0.85 . In the first trial of each
experiment, the estimated parameter vector IS initialized to
A

b(0)= [ l o 10 1.1 -.1IT
which represents large gains and fast poles so that the system is not forced to
start out too fast, causing overshoot. The adaptive gain matrix is initialized to

P(0) = DIAG[10 10 80 801
and reset with a threshold of
Pthresh

= 2500
A

Each experiment is repealed, for a second trial, with b(0)and P(0) initialized to
the steady-state values of b a n d P learned in the first trial.
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3. SP reference model (A.22). The reference model bandwidth, or the ctosed-loop
system bandwidth, is specified by (3.29). Wi?h a performance margin PM = 10
(Section 3.6.2.2). the bandwidth is
w =

n

-= 9.52 sec”
10T

This bandwidth corresponds to a rise-time t r = .7 (sec) according to (3.26), and a
sanipling-to-bandwidth ratio of fs/f,
= 20 according to (3.28). The open-loop
reference model time constant, T
~ =0.038,
,
is
~
chosen
~
~to achieve
~
~ this
bandwidth according to the methods outlined in Section 3.6.1. Discrete model
parameters are then genetattld according to the method outlined in Appendix A.
The unit-step response of the SP MRAC is displayed in Figure 5-1. In the first trial, the
identification error goes to zero in .4 sec. Unlike an FP MRAC, the FP error does not
immediately go to zero due to the model filtering effect predicted b y (A.23). In the second
trial, t?,d(k)-O for all k, which results in perfed model following. The estimated parameter
vector, at the end of the first trial, does not correspond to the actual vector. This can be
expected since the control signal may

not be sufficiently rich in frequency content [Yuan 771

to identify a physical model. However, by at the end of the second trial theie is perfect

parariieter identification. While saturation does not occur in this experiment, the examples in
subseqclent sectiow, which exhibit saturaiim, do not display the deadbeat response
asssciated with an FP MFIAC.
The simulatioiis vetify the the baseline MRAC algorithms. The next section includes an
evaluntion of these algorithms extended to include a measurement delay.

5 . 2 . 2 . MRAC With Measurement Delay

In this section, a measurement delay is included by setting nd = 1. The controller is
implemented according to:
1. Control signal (3.10).

2. The identifim, (3.4),(3.5), and (3.6), is initialized as in Section 5.2.1.

3. SP reference models (A.22). The reference model bandwidth remains at on= 9.52
sec”. The open-loop reference model time constant becomes T
~= 0.036
~
according to the methods outlined in Section 3.6.1. And, the discrete model
parameters are generated according to the methods outlined in Section 3.3.3.
4. Control penalty (3.12). (The controller pole bound, y, will be specified for each

experiment).

~

~

,
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The root-locus in Figure 3-8predicts that the SP MRAC should be stable for all n ( k ) . In the
siniulation displayed in Figure 5-2, the controller pole bound is initially set to y = 1 . After the
initial learning trial, the system responds with a rise-time .7 (sec), with a decaying small
am;slitude oscillation superimposed.
A

By the end of this trial there is perfect identification.

h

Since Ib,/b,l<y2,

then n(k) = 1, and the dominant closed-loop poles at (.099*.931j) predict

the observed asymptotic oscillation frequency. Since t h e angle between the poles and the real
axis is

0 = o,T
thcn these poles correspond to a frequency of
f=

tan"(.93 I /.o!xI)

= 7 HZ.

277T

The magnitude of oscillation can be attenuated by decreasing the pole bound lo y .= 0.8 , thus
increasing the control penalty. The oscillation is suppressed at the expense of a larger
rise-time, tr=0.8 (sec). While increasing control penalty improves stability, it produces results
equivalent to reducing the system bandwidth, and leads to larger tracking errors.
These experiments summarized here verify tile basic SP and FP MHAC alyorithnis by
deiiioiistratiny adaptive

COriirOl

dusiyried for tliis system,

o; ii simptc positioning Syq!eri\ Whil:: fixerl cnntrollcrs car-)lie

biIt;t;.ri

on a'priori knowledge of ilic

j j l a l i l , ti!?

adaptive cc;ntrc;iler

required minimal a'priori information. Next, the SP MRAC is extended to coiitrol a linear
imaga-bnscdsystem. The SP MRAC is selected for IBVS control since it is less susceptible to
saturation ai id noise, arid requires smaller control penalties required foi. measirrement delays.

5.3.Linear IBVS
One DOF IBVS systems are simulated using Configuration 1 (Figure 4-1), and restricting
relative motion to either the X or Y directions. \Mien motion is in the X direction, either the
length (4.30) or ctzn?er-of-gravity(4.31) features can be used for control. For each case, the
fealure sensitivity scdcr, Jfeat,becomes either

or
"Jerloth

''rei

- -4FI0,

sinBrcl

ret 4(F + Yrel)2-(losinBrel)2

If Brel = 0 or n radians, then aIrncJth/~Xrel= 0 and (5.2) degenerates to zero. The center-of-
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gravity feature is thus selected for one DOF control of the X-axis. Since this system has linear
kinematics and the camera is mounted with the image plane's axis parallel to the translational
stage axis, the arm jacobian scaler is Jarm= 1 . The sensitivity (2.7) becomes
J = -Jarni Jfeat = -Jieat
Since Jfeatis independent of Xre,, the system under cofitrol is linear. The discrete open-loop

model parameters are obtained from Section 5.2 by including the feature sensitivity J in the
gain K:
1
K = J K -SF
In 2np

The value selected for SF depends upon the sampling-period and the feature sensitivity
magnitudes (since the discrete gains decrease with sampling-period and sensitivity). For all

IBVS examples in Chapters 5 and 6, the scale factors are empirically determined to be:

SF,

= ,033= 2500
SFT = ,013 = 5000
SF, = ,oo3 = 10000

(5.3)

The SP MRAC control parameters are initialized according to Table 5-1

_
_
_
I
_
-

0,033

D i a g [ l o 10 8 0 G O ]

- - ~ - -

2500

[*IO

t10 1.1 -0.11

100

ttl

.tl

1.5 -0.53

10

[-k1

tl

1.5 -0.51

-

T( sec)

0.013

D i a g [l 1 1 1 1

T

T

0. GO3

D i a g [.l

. I .01 .Ol]

T

Table 5-1 : Identifier Parameter Initialization (1 DOF)
A

In Table 5-1, the initial estimattld parameter vectors, /3(0),
represent large gains and fast

poles so that the system is not forced to start out too fast. In practice, inore accurate initial
guesses cmi be made to achieve faster convergence of the identifier. As T decreases, the
gain terms {hi} decrease, and open-loop poles move closer to the unit circle. The initial
estimated parameter vector is varied with T to reflect these changes.
A

In the initial

h

experiments, the the estimated gain terms {b,(0),b2(O)], are initialized to the incorrect sign to
demonstrate MRAC sign sensitivity.

This sensitivity becomes an important aspect of

independent MAAC control of coupled systems, and is discussed in Chapter 6.

When

y = 0.85, the linear IBVS systems still exhibit 8 decaying very low amplitude and frequency
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oscillation. By further reducing the controller pole bound to y = 0.65, a smoother response is
obtained.
In the simcilations presented in this section, the sampling period is set to T = 0.033 (sec), and
the specified close-loop bandwidth remains on = 9.53 sec-', so that the sampling-tobandwidth ratio is fs/f,,=20.

Two contic1 tasks, labeled Tasks A and B in Figure 5-3,

represent time invariant linear IBVS systems.

Figure 5-3: Linear Time-Invariant Tasks

For each task, a picture is taken when the camera is in the desired position and the extracted

XCog feature value is used as the reference step-input. The simulation of Task A is disp!ayed
in Figure 5.4. The FP output and identification errors are expressed in terms of the scaled
feature. For this configui ation, the actunl paranieter vector is
= [-3.8934 -3.45501.6958 -.6958]
A

when T = 0.033. T~ = 0.091, and .I

eq

A

= -0.4849 . In the initial trial, b,(O) = b2(0)=

+ 10, and the

system-slarts off in the wrong direction due to the incorrect sign of the initial estirnated gain
terms. As the system learns, the estimated gain becomes negative and the table reverses
direction. After this learning trial, the systen~stsrts out in t h e correct direction in the second
trial.

By the end of the second trial, the estimated parameter vector equals the actual

parameter vector. The system rise-time has increased to tr = .9(sec), and there is a larger FP
output error due to the increased control penalty. The sensitivity of the MRAC controller to
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the sign of the gain tern1 is an important aspect of adaptive control. For SlSO control of
multi-DOF systems, it is shown in Chapter 6 that sign sensitivity can degrade path trajectory
response.
Task B is specified to force control signal saturation resulting from the longer distance that
must be traveled. The position response and control signals are displayed in Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-5: IBVS with Control Signal Saturation

The camera focal length, F, is reduced so that the line does not go out of field of view ( O W ) .
Therefore, the feature sensitivity is reduced to lJXccg/i3Xre,= -0.0773, thus decreasing the
plant gain. The first trial uses parameter and adaptive gain values initialized to the values
learned from the Task A simulation. While there is control signal saturation, no deadbeat
response results. This experiment demonstrates the ability for the same adaptive controller to
operate equally well with different plant sensitivities.
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5.3.1. Noise Performance: Fixed v s . Adaptive Control
A potential drawback of any identification and feedback control strategy is susceptibility to

meascirenient noise. The control algorithm and measurement system must be designed to
reduce noise. Fixed controllers are inherently less susceptible since they do not include
on-line identification. In computerized vision measurement systems, image pre-processing
becomes tlw primary mechanism for noise reduction. Post-processing, or filtering, of the
estimated positions or features may be required for further noise ieduction.

The MRAC

algorithm provides inherent means for minimizing noise effects. Morris [Morris 791 has
demo nst rated t hat :
0

The SP reference model hits superior noise performance, relative to the FP
reference model.

0

The control penalty enhancement attenuates the gain of the feedback path, and
thus noise amplification.

0

The gain of t h e feedback path can be fdrtlier attenuated by rediiciny the closedloop system bandwidth (le.,by specifying a slower reference model).

0

The least-squares weightivy factor X provides a m i s e filtering effect for the
esti,xatiori process.

I!] the next series of expcriments, the relative noise perfcrmance of the LMFC and MRAC are
compared for two values of

X

Fixed controllers are implzmenttd by fixing the gains of the

MR.1C controller, and turning-cfi the adjustment mechanism. Fixed Goin values are derived
by fixing the estimated parameter vector to the actual parameter values.
Task A (Figure 5-3)is simulated with added measurement noise. The focal length has been
reduced, to F = 25 (mm), to keep the line in the field of view when smaller SNRs are used.
rdoise performance is evaluated at five noise levels, including infinity (i.e., no noise), 80, 60,

14,and 30 dF3. For example, the SNR = 44 d B corresponds to quantization noise due to pixel
resolution for a 512 X 512 CCD array without further prc-processing. For each SNR, an
experiment consists of live trials. The first two correspond to successive adaptive trials with

X = 0.85, the next two correspond to X = 1, and the final trial corresponds to a fixed LMFC with
the estimated parameter vector set equal to the actual parameters:
A

b(k)+-,@ = [-2.88453 -2.55645 1.69584 -.69584IT
Each trial uses the same noise sequence. The simulation results are shown in Figures 5-6 and
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5-7 for noise levels

cif

44 and 30 db, respectively. The X-stage starts off in the wrong
A

direction, for SNR = 30 db and h = 0.85, since the estimated gain b, term is positive at the end
of the first trial. At 20 dB, the line would not stay in the field of view.

- 2nd adaptive trial (A = .85)
2,d adaptive tiial (A = 1.)
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Fiyuro 5-6: MRAC vs. LMFC Noise Performarice (SNR = 44 db)

The relative noise performance is evaluated by defining the error index (E) according to

[

E = log xe2F,,(k)]

for k T 2 2 sec

which is a measure of steady-state error’, The error-index vs. SNR is plotted in Figure 5 - 8 for
the second Iexning trial at each A . The fixed controller, which exhibits a performance which
is linearly related to the noise level, performs better than the MRAC controller when A = 0.85 .
When h = 1, the LMFC and MRAC have similar performance. However, h is set to less than
one wfien controllirig the nonlinear systems described in the following sections. While other
approaches have been noted for noise reduction, such as larger control penalties and smaller
bandwidths, it appears that independent noise filters, operating on the measurement signals,
would be required to achieve suitable responses, at lower S N R s .

‘VJithout noise, thc full-parallel error is essentially zero after 2 seconds The error index, E, is thus calctrlaled for
kT>2 sec., so that that E, calculalcd without noise, approaches minus infinity, and is the reference level
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5.4. Nonlinear IBVS
When motion is restricted to the Y direction, the sensitivity Jfeal become

a'enatli
''re!

4FI 4cosOre,(F+ Yre1)2+ 8XrelsiiiBrel(F+ Yrel)-c~sOrel(losinBr~,)2
0,

~~

ret

(5.4)

[4(F + Yrel)2-(l,,~inBrel)2]

and

ax
C O R

aYrel

4~
= -0
ret

-4Xre,(F+ Yre,)2 + 8Io2(F+ Y,,I)sinB~~Icos~lel.X,,l(losin~rel)2

(5.5)

[4(F + Y,~l)2-(losi~i0,~,)2]
*

When X,el = 0 and Orel = 0, then aXcog/i3Yrel = 0 and (5.4) is degeneratc. Therefore, lenglh

is

chosen as the feature for depth control. Since Jfeal is a function of Yrelq the system under
control has linear dynamics and nonlinear gains. For example, in Figure 5-9: the camera
nioves along a trajectory specified b y Task The corresponding feature transformation, (5.4),
and the correspondi!q feature sensitivity, (aleng,,/aY), are plotted in Figure 5-10 for various
values of line angle (!lobi).These plots demonstrate tha? the gains can change r2pidly and
dramalicalli, especially as the c m e r a approaches lhc2 object.

For these systcms, stable

adaptive yerlormance is expecled (if tlic identiiier is last enougli to track the gairi changes),
with res;?onses similar to the linear cases, with the following exceptions:
0

0

Since the variable under control, feature length, is nonlinearly related to the plant
variable, Y. the time response of Y does not match the time response of the
feature.
Since the process under control is nonlinear, there is no reason to expect that the
estimated plant parameters will converge to the to the physical parameters.

e Larger values of sampling-to-bandwidth ratios and smaller va!iies of

h will be

required to track tiine-varying gain terms.

To study the behavior of these systems, the simulations of Tasks C and D (Figure 5-9) are
repeated fo, various values of Oobl. Tasks are simslatui in both the approach direction (i.e.,
camera approaches the line as indicated by the arrow in Figure 5-9), and iii the backing away
trajectory. Task C represents a relatively small motion task, with a sensitivity that changes by a
factor of 2.2 over the trajectory. Task D represents a large motion trajcctory, with sensitivity
that changes by a factor of 90. With respect to the identifier requirements, both cases can be
considered as extreme examples because the gains change very rapidly as the camera comes
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Figure 5-9: 1 DOF Nonlinear Tasks

in close proximity with the line. If the tasks had been specified so that the camera were
further away from the line, but with a larger focal length (F) to increase the magnification, the
sensitivity changes would not be as lat ge. The relationship between the sensitivity and the
focal length and relative distance (Yre,) is given by (5.4). For example, with Brcl = 0, (5.4) is

As F and Yre,increase, the sensitivity decreases.
For the initial studies, the SP MRAC is implemented according to the aforementioned linear
examples (Section 5.2.2), with h=0.85,u n = 9 . 5 sec.’, and T=0.033

.

The following

observations emerge from specific simulation studies. In all simulations, the performance is
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stable and the steady-state identification error goes to zero. Transient identification errors
always remain. Both type 0 and type I estimated plants result. Since type 0 plants may be
estimated, a signal bias (Section 3 4.1) niirst be used to the reduce s:eady-state et rors to zero.
When type I plants are estimated, the estimated poles do riot match the actual poles. In many
cases, non-minimum phase zeros are estima.ted. Thus, a control penalty is required,
irrtsspectiw of the penalty required for feedback delay.

As the least squares weighting factor h is reduced, the controller becomes too sensitive to
tracking rapidly changing gains, especially for tasks where the camera approaches the object
over large distances. The controller tries to decelerate too quickly as it estimates rapidly
increasing gains. This can cause temporary reversal of table direction. Conversely, as

X

increases, smoother responses result, but with possibly small underdamped target overshoots
and longer settling times. The author has found that the value

X = .85 provides an acceptable

tradeoff. In applications where small overshoots can be tolerated, larger values can be used.
However, the most effeclive way to track rapidly changing parameters is to increase the
sampling-to.bandwidth ratio.
When t h e feature signal is nonlinearly related to position (e.g., Tasks C or

D),the feature

and position time responses will be different. Since control of position is the goal, it is
important to understand the relationship between position and feature time-domain
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respoiises. To investigate this re!ationship, the the time response of forward arid reverse
trajectories are analyzed below, since the observed responses exhibit the following
interesting relationships:

1 . When approaching the object, feature rise-times ar-e smaller than feature risetimes when backing away from the object.
2. When approaching the object, position rise-times are less than the corresponding
feature rise-times.

3. When backing away froni the object, position rise-times are greater than tlie
corresponding feature rise-times.
4. Consequently the position rise-times associated witti approach irajectcries are

smallw than the backing away position rise-times.
The explanation for tltese ohservations are discussed in conjunction with t h e specific
examples w liic 11 follow.
First, Task C is simulated with 8

.

obi

= 45 degrees. The response, which is displayed in Figure

5-11, includes the initial and subsequent trials in tlie forwafd ciirection. The third trial. which is

iii the opposite direction, uses the es!imated parameter vector and adaptive gain matrix

initialized to vnilres tearnet.! from the secoi?d trial. The rise tiinzs for this example are
Approach Feature i7ise.Time: t :: 0.9 sec (2nd trial)
Backaway Feature !-list:-Time: tr = 1.5 sec
Approach Position Rise-Time: tr = 0.93 sec (2nd trial)
eackavny Position Rise-Tinie: tr = 1.55 sec
Since the featwe signal is controlled directly, it is expected that the approach and backing
away feature rise-times would be identical. In the approach trajectory, the feature rise-time
matches that of the linear IBVS example Task A , however in backing away, the rise-time is
much larger. The explanation for these results requires evaluation of the gain change with
time. The gain change, dJ/dt, which must be tracked by the identifier, is evaluated according
to
(5.7)

where dJ/aY is the second derivative of the feature transformation (5.4). The gain change
(5.7) for Task C is plotted in Figure 5-12 for both approach and reverse trajectories. The

maxiinuni rate of gain change is larger when backing away since the cdmera starts in a region
where aJ/aY is large, and during the initial part of the critically damped feature response
dY/dt is large. Upon approaching the line. the initial aJ/aY is smaller, and during the final
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part of the trajectory dY/dt decreases. Since dJ/dt is larger for backing away, the transient
identification errcr is larger dwirtg t f w t h e when most of the rrroti~nocciirs. A longer time is
required to rec:nver from idwitification tracking errors, and the rise time increases.
Analysis of the rela!ioiiship be!ween feature and position response follow. It is shown below
that the predicted position approach times (Le., the response that would occur for perfect
model following, or e,(k)

= 0.0 for all k) are smaller than in a reverse trajectory, irrespective of

tracking errors due to sensitivity changes. While this analysis provides insight into IBVS, it
may have potential implications for task planning to minimize cycle tinies. To derive the
position signal as a function of the feature signal, the expression for the length feature
(4.30) is solved for Yrel, with Xre, = 0:
( 3 ret leng,,,)[Yrel I- F]’-(4

F SF cos B,el)[Yrel+ FI-(ret lengt,lsin Orel) = 0

For each sampling period, (5.8) is solved for Y,.cl(k) as a function of the length feature
reference model signal le,lgl,l-rel

(k). This analysis is used to predict the position response if

perfect model following were achieved.

(Actual response will lag behind the predicted

response due to control penalties, transient identification errors, and possibly control signal
saturation). Frorn (5.8) for Task C, the predicted position rise-time in a forward trajectory

is

0.69 seconds, and 0.79 seconds in the reverse direction. While the position excursion is the
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same, the sensitivily chaiigt? differences account for the position time response differences.
These predicted results are explailied as follows. The position apprsacli rise-time is smaller
than the corresponding feature rise-time since aY/i)lPnyth decreases as the camera
approaches the line. Thus, Y can be close to it's final value. while the length feature can
change by larger amounts to reach to it's final value. Upon backing away from the object,
aY/aleny,,, increases, and larger changes in Y are required for the Sailie changes in the length

feature.
The effect of the samplincJ-to-bandwidthratio fs/fBW ori system petformance is evaluated
below. Task C is simulalud for 8
bandwidth ratio of sf,f/

.

ob

varying between 0 and 80 degrees, using a sanipling-to-

= 20 (which is the %:ne value used for the linear IBVS cmitrol in

Section 5.3). The simuls!ions all exhibit good stability, and the approach position rise-times
remain essentially constant (tr = .83 sec), while the feature rise-times increase with increasing

8

..

obi

Motions over larger distances, and thus larger gain change, require larger sampling-to-

bandwidth i atios to achieve equivalent perforrnance. Pedormance with movement over a
distance of 18 inches, represented by Task D (Figure 59), is disp1ayt.d in Figtire 5-13. Risetimes bc-cane larger because of control signal saturation. The oscillntiort in position is due to
larger identif!rA:c;n eimrs, as a result of larger gain (;!laryes (Figtire 5-19). It was noted, at
the outset of this section. that decreLsiiig h to :sdut;c

ero makths the systeii; loo sensitive to

the rapidly changing gaits. An effective rnems to smooth this response is to increase the
s~mpling-to-baridwidthratio.

For exaniple, Figrirc 5- 14 compares the response for three

ratios, which arc varied b y fixing the biindwidth at

un= 9.5 sec", and changing the sampling

period according to
1. T = 0.033 (fs/f,

= 20)

2. T = 0 013 (fs/f,

= 50)

3. T = 0.003 (fs/f,,

= 220)

Overall time i-esponsesare comparable, but become smoother as the sampling-to-bandwidth

ratio increases. At the highest ratio, the identification error becomes negligible. !n the next
section, it is shown that a n advantage of fixed control is that it can exhibit superior stability at
the lower ratios.
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5 . 4 . 1 . Adaptive Control Vs. Fixed

A perforrnance comparison of adaptive versus fixed control, for the nonlinear IBVS system,

is presented here.

Fixed controllers are implemented by fixing the gains of the MRAC
A

controller. Fixed gain values are derived from the estimated parameter values

fl

which are

identified from initial adaptive learning trials. The studies include the effects of varying the
range of motion (and thus the change in featwe gain), bandwidth, sampling-to-bandwidth
ratio, and the strategy for initial model parameter estimation. The results of these experiments
suggests the following:
0

0

0

For a specific task, and at a sufficiently large bandwidth, a fixed controller can be
tuned to achieve a time response comparable to the adaptive controller. As the
bandwidth decreases, tixed control performance becomes sluggish relative to the
adaptive tesponse.
A fixed controller tuned for a specific task cannot perform as well for another
task. Adaptive controllers can perform well over a wide range of tasks.

Fixed control perfor:nance is smoother than adaptive performance (i.e., improved
stability) at lower salnF'inl3-to-bandwidthratios.

Each task in FicJlJre5-9, iiicluding tasks at intermediate distances, are sirriulated at two
refclrenc3 model tJ~iiLwicItlis;dn= 9.5 sec-' snd on= 4.4 sec' 1 . In both cases, the saniplirjy
period is set :o T=0.033 (sec). For each task, at each bandwidth, three control modes are
evaluated:

1 . Adaptive;
A

2. Fixed Control; where

fi is fixed

to the values learned in the initial adaptive run;

and

e is fixed to the values learned from adaptive control of Task
A

3. Fixed Control; where
C.

Task performance, which is summarized in Figures 5-15 and 5-16, is evaluated b y the
measured position rise-times. At the higher bandwidth, the adaptive controller and the fixed
A

controller (with fl learned over the entire trajectory) have coriiparable pet formarice. When the
fixed system is tuned for a high gain region (i.e., Task C), it performs sluggislily when required
to track gain changes in lower gain regions. Other initial learning strategies are possible.
However, if learning is biased to the low gain region, the fixed controller becomes
underdamped, and possibly unstable, as it approaches the target. At the lower bandwidth,
fixed control performance degrades, relative to adaptive control, as AJ increases. One of the
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primary purposes for using feedback control is to reduce the Sensitivity of a closed-loop
system to open-loop parameter variations. This sensitivity, to the closed-loop bandwidth, is
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explained as follows. A plant KW(z-’) is controlled with a fixed feedback controller (Figure
5-17), where the gain term, K, varies with time. The feedback compensators are C(z-’) and

H(z-’).

Figure 5 - 17: Fixed Feedback Control
The closed-looptransfer function, M(z-’),

M(z”) =

C(2-’ ) KW(2.’)

(5.9)

1 + c(z-‘)H(z”)Kw(z-~)

is the same form as t h e LMFC represented in Figure 3-7. Over the frequency range of interest,
the transfer function (5.9) apsroaches
1

M(z- )-+-

1

(5.10)

H(z-’)

independent of the plant gain. Therefore, as the closed-loop bandwidth increases, the system
becomes less sensitive to gain variations [Kuo 821.

At the higher bandwidth (Figure 5-15), the adaptive response degrades as AJ and the
distance traveled increase, as a result of control signal saturation and larger transient
identification errors. At the lower bandwidth (Figure 5-16), the adaptive performance remains
essentially constant because the sampling-to-bandwidth ratio has increased, thus reducing
e,D(k),and because saturation is reduced for the smaller required velocities.
At the outset of this section, it is noted that, for small excursions and relatively small

changes in J, the adaptive response is smooth. As the distance traveled increases, and AJ
increases, small oscillations result unless sf,f/
smooth response even at the lower sf,f/

is increased.

Fixed control results in a

ratios. For example, Figure 5-18 compares the

adaptive versus fixed responses for Task D, with T=0.033 sec. and u n = 9 . 5 sec-’. An
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advantage of fixed control is that it extiibits superior stability at lower sampliiig-to-bandwidth
ratios. This becomes an important consideration when the hardware used in an actual
implementation constrains the sampling period.
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5.5.Summary
The experiments included

it1

this chapter verify the simulation of the MRAC adaptive

contrcllcrs (Chapter 3), for SISO systcrns. The SP MRAC is selected for IBVS control since it

less sensitlie tc) coiitiol sigr;al saturatim, has irliproved relative stability with mexwcinent
delays, and has superior noise perforrimice.
The analysis shows that for IBVS control, the system under control exhibits nonlinear openloop gains (i)r sensitivities) which can change dramatically over the task trajectory. A

contribution of this dissertation is that MRAC control of such nonlinear systems (with
measurement delay) produce dvnamically stable closed-loop systenis, in simulation, without
directly interpreting actual positions.

Achievement of acceptable siability then requires

attention to the following details:
1. A least squares weighting factor of A = 0.85 provides a suitable trade-off between

tracking feature sensitivity changes and over-reaction to those changes. Larger
values may be used to improve noise response.
2. The sampling-to-bandwidth, fs/f,
ratiG must be selected in terms of t h e
magnitude and slope of feature sensitivity change. For example, as the required
distance of travel increases, larger sensitivity changes result, which require larger
ratios. While sf,f/
= 20 is suitable for a small motion task (e.g., with a 1 inch
travel, where the sensitivity changes by a factor of 2.2), the ratio must be
increased to fs/f,,:-50
for an 18 inch excursioii task, in which the sensitivity
changes by a factor of 90. The specific sampling-to-bandwidth ratios also depend
on the features used for control and relative object orientations.

3. A controller pole bound of y = 0.65 is suitable for damping out oscillations due to
measurement delays. The control penalty is also required for stability since the
identifier can estimate non-mininium phase zeros arising from the nonlinear gain
terms.
It is straightforward to design a fixed control law for a linear system when the control

engineer has detailed knowledge of the open-loop system. The adaptive controller is
implemented with minimal a'priori knowledge. When the plant is nonlinear, or has unknown
parameters (e.g., for the 'teach-by-showing' strategy), it is a forniedable engineering task to
design a suitable fixed control law. A contribution of this dissertation is to evaluate an
approach for implementing fixed controllers for such nonlinear system. The steady-state
estimated plant parameters, derived by MRAC control, are used to specify a fixed LMFC
controller. Comparison of the adaptive and fixed control approaches suggests the following:
1. While the stabity of an adaptive controller is highly susceptible to measurement
noise, especially as h decreases, a fixed controller exhibits superior noise
performance.
2. A fixed controller exhibits a better transient response than the MRAC as the

saniplir ig-to-bandwidthratio decreases. An adaptive approach has superior time
responses s t lower closed-loop bandwidths.
3. A fixed controller tuned for one task p ? ~ ynot be suitable for anolher task. A single
adaptive controller can be sl;itable for many tasks.
The following chapter extends the evaluation of adaptive MRAC and fixed LMFC to the
independent control of multiple DOF coupled systems.
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Chapter 6
€valuation: T w o DOF Systems
6 . l . Overview
This chapter includes an evaluation for IBVS control of both linear and nonlinear kinematic
two DOF configurations. The linear kinematic configuration (Section 4.2.1) is rriodeled with
uncoupled linear robot dynamics. The kinematic structure of this configuration is uncoupled
in a Cartesian frame, permiting the camera to be mounted so that the robot’s degrees-offreedom coincide with the camera’s reference frame (i.e., the translational X arid Y axes are
parallel to the image plane’s frame of refetence). The articulated arm confiyiiration (Section
4.2) displays nonliricar and coupled kinematics and dynamics.

In this configuration, the

rtrticulatcd degrees-of-fteedom(i.e., 0 I and 02)are norilinearly relsted io the cmncra’s frame.
Because of the kincrnatic and dynamic distinctiors, these configclrations are evaluated
separately. While the evaluations focus cn imaye-based control, enhanced

SP MRAC joint-

level control of the nonlinear dynamic robot is also evaluated.
The chapter

is divided into two parts. The first part (Section 6.2) includes the evaluation of

the linear kinematic configuration. In the second part (Section 6.4), the nonlinear and coupled
kinematic and dynamic configuration is evaluated, along with the enhanced SP MRAC jointlevel controller. (The controller parameters are summarized in Appendix

C.) The evaluations

include an analysis of the sensitivity matricies, and compare the control system performance

of both ilncoupled adaptive and fixed controllers. Potential performance advantages of a
coupled controller are suggested by isolating specific problems associated with independent
control.
The chapter includes detailed explainations and interpretations of the responses observed

in the simulations. The predominant observations are:
0

Adaptive IBVS control achieves dynamically stable systems for both
configurations. The system performance exhibits good transient response, and
zero steady-state errors. This performance is achieved without explicit a’priori
knowledge of object positions or robot dynamics.
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0

For these two degrce-of-freedom systems, predicted paths (Le., those paths
which would result if perfect feature reference model following were achieved)
are nearly straicjht lire trajectories. It is encouraging, for future implementations
of iiiore general systems, that these paths do r!ot exhibit tortuous trajectories.

0

The "teach-by-sliowiny" strategy provides a convenient nieans for specifying
vistial servoing tasks when stringent path control is not required. For example, it
may be used for small motiori precision positioning (e.g.qin precision assembly,
for parts aqitistion and mating alignment), and for gross positioning when smooth
niotiori is acceptable arid the work area is free of obstacles.

0

0

0

Independent controllers produce deviations from the predicted path. Typicad
deviations are relatively small, with the exception of large motion nonlinear
kinenutic tasks. In these cases, large deviations increase the risk of obstacle
collisions, and make it difficult to keep the observed object in the field-of-view.
Thus, indepeiic!ent controllers may not be suitable for such tasks.
Another lir,iitation of Ihe independent control strategy is accentuated by the
kinematic coupling of the nonlinear kinematic configuration. In this configuration,
there is a requirement for a featureljoint reassignment strategy. In contrast, a
fixed feature/joint assignment is suitable for the linear kinematic configuration.
Ttie enhanced SP MRAC controller, with delay, yields stable systems, with good
transient response, when used as a joint-level controller. To ttia best of the
ati!hor's knowledge, this is the first simdation demonstration of an enhmced
A 4 R A C (i.e., SP MRAC, with con!rol penalty and measurement c!c?lzy) for robot
cont:ol.

a fixed LMFC control law. 7'hE fixed controllers
k v e better relative stability at lower samplinn-tc-bandwidtli ratios, and tend to
exliibit faster rise-times.Relative to the MRAC, however, they produce larger path
deviations, and are only suitable for small motion tasks which have smaller
sensitivity changes. A single fixed controller cannot achieve uniform performance
over a broad range of tiisks.

o An MRAC can be used to derive

6.2.Linear Kinematics and Dynamics
This section includes an evaluation for the h e a r kinematic and dynamic system
represented by Confiyuratior: 1 (Figure 4-1). The adaptive control approach is demonstrated
to exhibit dynamically stable responses, and zero steady-state feature and position errors.
Predicted position trajectories (i.e., the predicted pathes if perfect reference modeling were
acliieved) are smooth and approximate straight-line trajectories. Actual position trajectories
deviate from the predicted response, however, typical deviations are relatively small. The
MRAC time response lags the specified reference model rise-times. The fixed 1-MFC, which
does not include ari on-line identifier, produces larger path deviations, and faster rise-times.
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Larger path deviations limits the LMFC to tasks requiring small motions.

Potential

performance advantages gained from a coupled coritroller are suggested by isolating specific
problems associated with the independent adaptive controllers.

6.2.1. Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity matrix, J(X), is
-v

and the transfer function matrix, for the robot, is

The scnsitivity rnatricies are evaluated to address the following questions:
1. Are the elements in (6.1) continuous and non-degenerate according to condition

(X)?
2. If the controller could achieve perfect model following of the reference features
(i.e., e,,(k)
= 0 for all k), what would be the predicted Cartesian path?

3. What is the diagonal dominance Organization of JW which determines the
P'
featureljoint coupling, and over what boundaries does this organization
remained fixed?
To answer these questions, numerical maps of J were made for three line angles (0

.

ObJ

=;

0, 45,

75 degrees ) arid over the range of relativa positions
-4

5 Xrel 5 4 (in.)

and 0 5 Yrel

5 25 (in.)

in 1 in. increments

(The range of angles and positions correspond to those used in the siinula!ion examples

is shown in Figure 6-1. The matrix is
evluated in Section 6.2.2.). A typical map of - Jfeat(xre,)
not evaluated at points where the line is hidden or is put of the field-of-view (OFV). These
points are indicated b y a

'I*"

on the maps. Under these conditions, the matrix elements are

continuous and non-degenerate.
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6 . 2 . 1 . l . Predicted Path

Evaluation of control performance includes both time and path perfoi inance. Path
performance is evaluated relative to the predicted path, or trajectory, that would result if the
controller cocild achieve perfect model following. The predicted pathes are calculated in this
section. Two approaches are available foi deriving these pathes. One method is based on
numerical evaluation of the inverse of the sensitivity matrix according to:

d x = J-' df
A second approach is to analytically solve the feature-to-Cartesian space mapping (i.e., the

interpretation transformation).

Since the analytic equations for the Cartesi~n-to.featiire

space mapping (Le., the inverse interpretation transformation) have been derived (in Section
4.5), the later approach is used here.

The feature transformation equations (4.30) and

(4.31) are rewritten as:
1

xrel= -{-

ret

V F*SF

[~ 7 - ( 0 . ~ 1 , s i n ~ ~xCog
~ ~ )+2[] ( ~ . ~ ~ ~ s i n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * s i n ~ ~ a l C O(6.3)
SOr,,l]

and

where

lo+

1 (inch) and VlF,

+ Yrel

For each sampling period, (6.3) and (6.4) are solved for Xrel(k) and Yrel(k), as a function of the
feature reference model signals, Xcog-re,(k) and lengtl,.ref(k).The cubic: equation (6.4) is solved
numerically for V, and the resulting Yre, is substituted into (6.3) to obtain Xrel. The Cartesian
path is then:

The relative complexi!y of this interpretation process for even this 2 DOF system illustrates the
potentia!ity for error 2nd computational complexity which would be required in a positionbased system.
The visual servoing tasks evaluated in this section are represented in Figure 6-2. For each
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Figure 6-3: Predicted Paths
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task, the predicted path (in a forward trajectary) is displayed in Figure 6-3.8 The analysis
demonstrates that, for this limited degree-of-freedomsystem, the predicted paths are smooth
and exhibit nearly straight-line trajectories. Such motion is satisfactory for many applications.
Had this 2 DOF system yielded paths with tortuous trajectories, then it would not be very
promising to expect hetter behavior from more general systems.
6 . 2 . 1 . 2 . Feature/ Joint Assignment

Selection of the featurelioint assignment (Section 2.5.2.1) is based on the column
arrangement of the transfer function matrix JWp which minimizes D(JW ). The following
P

derivation illustrates this proc.eedure. The robot transfer lunction matrix in (6.2) is written as

and the feature sensitivily in (6.1) is written as

The ovcrall transfer function matrix c m be wriitcn as either

The feature changes

Sf= [SXcog ,81er,gth]T,

with respect to the control signal changes

su = [tiu I ,SLI,]~, become

CASE 1

CASE 2

'In Figure 6 3, predicted paths for Tasks I and L are straig!it lines, and the paths for Tasks E and F have path
deviations from the Y-axis of IS 0 002 and 0 026 inches, respectively.
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For Case 1, the feature/joint assignment would be Xcog+X-axis and

length+Y-axis.

For Case

2, the assignment would be XcogtY-axisand leiigth+-X-axis. The assignment decision is

based on the column arrangement which minimizes the coupling; Le.,
i f D(JWp)<D(JWi)then select assignment in Casel;
else choose Case 2

(6.5)

Condition ((3.5) leads to
Case 1

Maps of feature/joint assignment are derived from sensitivity maps. AI; clssignmer,t map,
which corresponds to the sensitivity map of Figure 6-1, is displayed in Figure 6.4.’ For
example.

the control structure for the assignment at Xrel = {Xrel,Yre,}T = {0,3}T is represented

in Figure 6-5. Fic,are 6-4 indicates that the feature/joint assignment may require switching
during a control task.

However, upon inspection of these maps, it is observed that the

featureljoint assir,!lment remains fixed over IarCfc3 regions of space, and there are no
“islands” where the assignment changes, but there is a distinct switching bourtdary. Further,
over most of the soace, X

cog

is assigned to the

X-axis,

and le,,gth to the

to zero, the assiqninttnt remains constant over all space. As

Y-axis.

For LJobi equal

Oobi increases, the boundary

shifts to the left, but Xcog remains assigned to the X-axis over most

of the region. These

observations are in contrast to those for the nonlinear kinematic configuration (in Section
6.3.2.1) for which the assignments do not remain constant over large regions of space.

When the sensitivity matrix is organized in a diagonally dominant fashion, the coupling (or
off-di::gonni)elements, can change by a larger percentage over space than the rnriin diagonal
elemenis. For example, if the camera were forced to move along a straight line trajectory
(represented b y Task H in Figure 6 - 2 ) ,then the corresponding percentage change in each of
the e!enients is plotied in Figure 6-6, where

’It is noted that the ynsitivity matrix did not. in general, satisfy the classic definition of dominance in (2.8). For
example, at
= (1,s) , classical dominance does not hold.

x,,,
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For other tasks, changes in sensitivity can be even larger (e.g., in Task J, J(2,2) changes by
47756 or by a factor of 5.77). The significance of this observation is that it is expected that

even larger sanipliny-to-bandwidth ratios will be required for identification and control of
these coirp!ed imaye-based systems.

When using independent controllers, the coupling

elements can be viewed as external disturbances. Thus, the sampling rate must be high
enough to reject the apparent rapidly changing disturbances.
In most of the simulations presented in this section, the featureljoint assignment is fixed to
Xcog+- X-axis, irrespective of diagonal dominance changes. In some examples, performance

is evaluated when the feature/joint assignment is switched at the boundary of diagonal
dominance changes. In these examples, control is halted at the boundary and the feature
assignment is switc!icd. When the assignnient is switched, the identifier paranieters rniist be
reset or initialized to the values used fcr that particitlar coupling. Control is then restarted
with reference model reinitialization.

In these examples, D(k) is measured during control

using analytic derivations of J ( X ) and assuming that {Xre,,Yrel) is known.

6.2.1.3.Path Constraint
A path constraint strateyy, for this configuration, would not appear to be required since the

predicted paths, in Figure 6-3. approach slraight-lines. Such weil behaved pa!hs may not
result in more genwal arid liighcr DC)F systems. Even for this simple system, perfect niodel
following is iiot sspcctecl hecause of tran:;ieni ide;tiiiication errors due to rapidly changing
gains, r:ieasurement delays, and use of indcpenc!er;t controllers. Thus, evaluation of a path
consfi'ainlstratsgjr is a practical exercise.

A patti constraint approach, based on the hierarchical control strategy presented in Chapter
2, is evaluated. The hierarchy is represented in Figure 6-7, where

arid the percentage feature error

E

is chosen experiineritally to be

E

= 10% . The maxinium

featurc ctiarige, AXcog-n,ax, is unity. since the irnage coordinates are norinalized to the iniage
boundaries. For these simulations, Y-axis motion is constrained by braking. In the figure, it is
assumed that the Xco9 feature is dominated by movement along !he X-axis (i.e., all areas
marked with "0" on the featureljoint assignment maps).
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Fiyu re 6-7: Hierarchy for 2 DOF Linear Kinematic System

6.2.2. Control Evaluation

The visual servoing tasks to be evaluated are represented in Figure 6-2. Figure 6-2 also
indicates the sensitivity matrices in the initial and desired views, and the associated coupling
index".

Tasks are simulated for both the forward (or approach) and reverse (or backing-

away) directions. The tasks are selected so that, in the desired view, the camera is in close
proximity to the object, as i f the robot were going to acquire the object. This is a worse case
arrangement since J changes rapidly as the camera approaches the line.
Each task is simulated at two sampling-to-bandwidth ratios by fixing the banclwidtli to
un=9.5

sec", and setting the sampling period to either T=0.033 or 0.013 secondsi1,

corresponding to

"For this configuration the magnitude of W used to calculate D(JW ), are the translational stage DC gains
P'
P
K/27p (Sections 4.3.3 and 4.4.4). Since the gains are identical for both stages, and W is diagonal. D(JW ) = D(J)
P
P
-1
"Due to open-loop reference model time constant round-off, the closed-loop bandwidth is on = 9.4 sec , when

T = 0.013
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sf,f/

= 20, when T = 0.033 sec.

sf,f/

= 51, when T = 0.013 sec.

and
The controller paramters are summarized Appendix C. After each initial adaptive learning trial,
a fixed LMFC is implemented using the steady-s?ateestimated plant parameters identified
from the initial adaptive trial. The resultant approach trajectories, at the larger sampling-tobandwidth ratio arid with the fixed featureljoint assignment, are shown in Figures 6.8, 6-9,
and 6-10. Each plot shows the adaptive control on the second trial, the fixed LMFC, adaptive
control with the path constraint hierarchy, arid the predicted path. Each plot indicates the
rise-time as the maximum of rhe X-axis and Y-axis position rise-times. Each task is simulated
for 3 seconds.
The followirlg observations emerge from tlie performance evaluation of the adaptive
controller:
1. Stability : At the higher sampliiiy-to-bandwidth ratio (fs/f,

= 51) and for the the
fixed featureljoint assignment, all simulations are stable, with acceptable
trr?nsient response, and zero steady-state feature and position errors.

At the lower ratio (fs/f,,,
= 20), which was suitable for the 1 DOF configuration,
tramsient tesponse degrades when the tasks are run in t h e reverse directions, and
wllen crossing hoirridariss of diagotisl doininnrice cl taryes.
f-’~obleins
associ;t;ed witli independent adaptive control of coupled systems are
accmituaLed, including nnt switching the leature/joint assignment at boundaries
of diagonal dominance changes, and MRAC sign sensitivity. The MRAC sign
sensitivity C ~ I J S C ?momentary
S
changes in the sign of the controller gain, which
causes rnoinentary reversals in table directions. Examples of feature/joint
reassignment and MRAC sign sensitivity are presented in Section 6.2.3.

2. Parameter Estimation : When the line stays in the field-of-view, steady-state
identification errors go to zero. The transient identification-errors approach zero
before steady-state positions are reached (Le., while the camera is still in motion),
whicli indicates that equivalent SlSO models of the coupled plant can be
identified. Sufficiently large sampling-to-bL?ndwidth ratios are then required to
track dynamic changes. Transient identification-errors remained for all examples.

Type 0 plants were identified in the steady-state, and some of the estimated zero’s
are noti-minimum phase. This demonstrates tlie need for a. control penalty and
signal biasing.
At the highsr sanipling-to-bandwidth ratio, adaptive performance in the second
trial is not significantly improved (relative to the initial trial) due to the higher
sampling-to-bandwidth ratio, and better initializations of the parameter vector.
Examples of the first trial performances are displayed in Figure 6-11.
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In the second trial trajectories, the object remains in a stationary position
between successive trials. If the object is allowed to assume random positions,
should the identifier be reset between successive trials? To examine this
question, Tasks J. H and I are run successively without resetting the identifier,
and with the identifier initialized to the values learned in Task E. This is equivalent
to the object being i r i random positions between successive trials. The results are
displayed in Figure 6-12. The responses are not as smooth as if the controller
had been reset betweeii trials. This suggests that, for a margin of safety, the
controller may be reset between successive trials.
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3. Path : Smooth motion trajectories are observed for all cases evaluated at the
higher sampling-to-bandwidth ratio (fs/f,
= 51). Such motion is suitable for
tasks requiring small corrective motions. Actual paths deviate from tile predicted
trajectory, and the maxirnuni path deviations are summarized in Table 6-1.

TASK

A

Patti
Deviation
(inches)

-0.0

G

i i i
0.006
E

0.03

0.04

0.05

J

(net)

\

ii i

0 . 1 0.23 0.23 0.83 0.3
L
K
F
/ N
/ M

( a i t s r r c , 2 0 v i ’ r y fvoiii
s i g n s u n s i t i v it y )

l a b l e 6 -1 : Maxirnuni Path Deviations
The tasks requiring relatively large distances of travel (e.g., Tasks F, M, and N)
show the largest deviations, since control signal saturation and larger
identification errors occur in these cases. In most of t h e smaller motion
examples, deviations are relatively small. Tasks L and K exhibit relatively larger
deviatiow, since the sensitivity, J, changes by a relatively large amount, which
leads to larger identification errors. In addition, the initial view coupling index
(indicated in Figure 6-2) for Tasks L and K are large relative to values for the other
cases. (The result observed here is consistent with a systematic study of
periormance, as a function of the coupling index, in Cliopter 7.) In Task H, the
initial path oscillation results from sign-sensitivity, and is discussed in Section
6.2.3. I .
Actual position trajectories are not always monotonic. If smooth motion
trajectories are acceptable for path performance, then monotonic smooth motiorl
trajectories are desirable. For exarnple, when independent controllers are used,
then non-moootonic mations generally result when initial relative displacement is
in only one degree-of-freedom. In these cases, there can be initial feature errors
for both axes, so that initial motion is forced in both axes (e.g., Tasks E, I, L, and
F). Path deviations can be reduced by using larger sampling-to-bandwidth ratios,
but typicaily with only marginal improvement. For example, when Task I is
simulated with an extrcrnely large ratio of sf,f/
= 213 (T = 0.003 sec and wn = 9.8
sec’ I ) , the maxinium deviation is 0.03 inches, compared with a dzviation of 0.05
inches at tho lower sanipling-to-bandwidth ratio. Thus, SlSO control of feature
coupled systzrns tend to have path errors at the start of the trajectory
(independent of the sampling-to-bandwidth ratio), which accounts for the
observed transient identification errors. A n MIMO controller would, in theory,
produce superior path performance.
4. Rise-Times: Position rise-times are sluggish relative to the predicted response
times. For example, while the predicted rise-time is typically t r e 0.7 sec for the
smaller inction tasks, actual times ranged from 0.84 to 1.27 seconds (except for
Task L). Saturation, control penalties, and transient identification-errors (which

appear io over estimate the gains) produce transient response errors. To
illustrate the error due to control penalty, Tasks E and J are simulated without

measurement delay (i.e., nd=O) so that the controller pole bound can be
increased to y=O.99 . The rise-times deceased to 0.81 seconds, and the
remaining time-domain error arises from transient identification error.
With measurement delay included, a larger control penalty (i e., smaller pole
boirnd) is required. While no attempt is made to optimize y for the examples
included iii the dissertation (Le., y = .E5 for all examples and for all fF/f
), it is
a
OW
observed, that as sf,/
increases, y can also be incieased. For example, if Task
J is siriiulated with -I
=0.75. and with nd = 1, the rise-time decreases to 0.82
seconds, without degradation of path.

It appears that Task L exhibits excepticmally poor time response (i e., tr = 2.1 1 sec
for adaptive control, compared with ii predicted rise-tme tr = .73 sec) as a result of
the relatively large changes in alenLl,,/aY and aXcog/aX and large value of
coupling. For exainple, in Task L, the initial view coupling index is D = 9 5 , and
J(2,2) clianges by a factor of 8.0. In Task E, for which the adaptive and predicted
rise-times are .9seconds and .68 seconds, respectively, the ir,ititl view coupling
is D = ,0008, and J(2,2) changes by a factor of 2.2.
Finally, the time response, when moving toward the line, is faster than when
moving in the opposite direction. This observation is consistent with the
predicted path rise-times.
5. Path Cor~;traint.During hierarchy level transitions, the MRAC coiltroller gains, for
each MRAC. are fixed (i.e., run as LMFC) to their curieilt values for 6 sampling
per i1;ds following the transition. It is observed that this npproixli c!,iild improve
the trrmsi::r,t response during the transiiional inic:vnl. It appears that by
perniitting the additional DOF (Le.?the Y-axis) to accelerate, before identification

proceeds, featitre changes, and thus gain estimates, are not dominated by the
axis already in motion. The iiumber of fixed cycles is determined experimentally.
The hierarchical strategy minimizes trajectory deviations when initial relative
displacement is predominantly in the X direction. At the opposite extreme, there is
no effect in cases like Task E where initial displacement is only in the Y direction.
Ir! intermecliate cases, such as in Tasks M,N,J, and H,the hierarchy degrades the
patlt relative to the predicted path, but at least drives it in a confrolled riionotonic
fashion toward the X-axis. In Task G, where the object is not centered in the
image. the h i a w c h y accentuates the path deviation required to drive the feature
center-of-gravityerror to zero.
In general, arbitrary use of the this hierarchy may or may not minimize path nonmonotonic trajectory deviations. However, i f the object is centered in the image,
then a smooth path, biased toward the X-axis, is expected.

Figures 6-8, 6-9, and 6-10 also display the fixed LMFC response. (The fixed controller is only
r u n at the higher sampling-to-bandwidth ratio fs/f,

emerge:

= 51.)

The following observations
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Stability: With the exceptioii of Task M,the fixed controllers are stable, with good
transie!it responses, and zero steady-state feature and position errors. In Task M,
the line goes OFV, and control stops. In this case, the LMFC is not adequate even
with the relatively large bandwidth. This suggests that a fixed control strategy may
not be sui!sble for tasks requiring large motions where the sensitivity, J, changes
by large amounts.
Path: Each task exhibits smooth path motion. With the exception of Task H, the
LMFC produces deviations from the predicted path which are larger than the
MRAC path deviations. Task H. which is discussed in Section 6.2.3.1, exhibits an
overall LMFC response that is superior to tlic MRAC, since the {ixcd controller is
not sign -semitive.
An additional experiment is conducted in which Tasks L, J, H and I are
implemented v:iih the s m e fixed controller. The fixed con troller gains are learned
in Task E, and the results are displayed in Figure 6-13.
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- Task J(1.01 sec)
. . . . . 7 ask H ( I .29sec)
- - 1ask I ( 1 .G5sec)
Task L ( 1 . 1 7 ~ ~ )

X

Fixed From TASK E
Figure 6-13: Singlt: Fixed Controller for Multiple Tasks

In these sxamples, path deviations are larger than those resulting when
ind ivi c! u a IIy learned I-MFCs were used (e.g., in Figure 6-13, the deviation for Task
I- is 0.35 inches. compared with 0.15 inches for the same task in Figure 6-10 and
in). Tliis suggests that a single fixed controller cmnot achieve uniform response
over a broad range of tasks.

3. Rise-Times: Generalizations cannot made concerning LMFC vs. MRAC risetimes. The LMFC rise-times are faster than the MRAC in seven out of ten trials.
The adaptive controller tends to be slower than the fixed controller due to
transient identification errors.
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6.2.3. Independent Adaptive Control Problems
Ir;

the path performance summary in Section 6.2.2, it was explained why transient

identification errors will generally occur for SlSO control of coupled systems. In this section,
other problems associated with independent adaptive control of a feature coupled system art?
clarified. These problems, which can affect transient response perfortiiance, include:
0

Adaptive Controller sign-sensitivity; aiid
Feature/j@intassignment.

A coupled contrdler would not exhibit similar problems. Algorithms for coupled controllers,

and their relative computational complexities, are advariced in Chapter 8 for future research
evali tation.
6.2.3.1. Sign-Sensitivity

It is demonstrated, in Section 5.3, that the MRAC controller is sign-sensitive. That is, the
identifier sets the sign of the estimated gains to ensure a stable negative feedback system

(assuming control of a SlSO processj. In a coupled system, the SlSO identifier sets the gain
signs, of estiniated equivalent SlSO models, to drive each identification-error to zero. It is
shown below that. momentary changes in sign can degrade performance h y causing an axis
to reverse direction anc!/or decelerate. When the estirna!ed sign switches again, it takes tine
for the system to recover from the axis reversal due to its monieritum in the opposite direction.
At the lower sampling-to-bandwidth ratio, it takes a longer time to recover since the axis can
tri:vt:l

further and gain more momentum during the longer sarnpling interval. At the higher

ratios, the system recovers faster from subsequent identification-errors.
Sign-sensitivity effects system performance in Task H. In this exarnplc, the Y-axis starts out
in the correct direction, but then momentarily reverses its motion. The trajectory and the
A

estimated gain for the length feature, b,-le,,gth(k), are disp!ayed in Figures 6-14 and 6-15 for
ratios. At the lower sampling-to-bandwidth ratio (T = 0.033 sec
the t w o s~rnplincJ-to-bandwidtti
and sf,f/

= 20), the effects of sign-sensitivity are accentuated. During the initial phase of

control, both axis start out in the correct direction (Le., in such a away as to reduce the
feature errors). Over the initial sampling interval, the axes move by

A X = -0.025 inches and AY-

0.01 inches

The change in the length feature, as specified by the sensitivity map in Figure 6-1 becomes:
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A

Sirice AY>O and AIength<@, at that instant , b, is forced to be negative, driving the Y-axis in
the opposite direction.
Strategies which can be used with the independent MRAC controller to counter these
effects, include:
A
0

Clamp sign: experiments are conducted where the sign of the gain term b, is
forced to that of the corresponding sign of the diagonal ?erm of the sensitivity
matrix. This leads to smooth and siable performance, but the generality of this
st rat ey y needs further invesiigat ion.

e Higher srlmpling-to-bandwidthratios: the higher the ratio, the faster the recovery;

and
0

Fixed control: sign insensitive.

6.2.3.2. Feature/Joint Reassignment

Trajectories which cross boundaries of change in diagonal-dominance correspond to Tasks

K and L. In these cases, a fixed feature joint assignment (Le., X-axis+-Xcog, Y-axis+-l,nStl,)
produce stable systems with acceptable transient responses, at the higher sampling-tobandwidth ratio (T = 0.013 sec and sf,f/

= 51). At the lower srimpling-to bandwidth ratio

(T: 0.033 sec and fs./fbw = 51), poor transicnt response can cause tha line to go O W . The

effects of switching the featureljoint assignment at the bounc!aries of predicted reassignment
are examined in this section. The experiments demonstrate that potentiel improvements in
performance can be gained by assigning features to minimize D(k), and thereby reduce
coupling.

If a trajectory crosses a boundary of change in diagonal-dominance, without

reassignment of features, path performance can degrade and the system can be crnstable,
especially at lower sampling-to-bandwidth ratios. The effects are more prcnounced for
systems with nonlinear kineamtics (in Section 6.3),independent of the saniplirig-to-bandwidth
ratio.
The featureljoint reassignment simulations are implemented using the analytic derivations

of JO(,,), and assummg that Xrc,is known. A fixed featureljoint assignmelit corresponding to
X-axis+- length, Y - a x i s e x

cog

The response for Task

is also evaluated.

K, at the lower sampling-to-bandwidth ratio (T=0.033 sec and

fs/fBw = 20) and with the fixed featureljoint assignment, (corresponding to X-axis+Xcog,
Y-axis+-

length),

is shown in Figure 6-16. The system is unstable with the fixed the featureljoint
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IBVS: TASK K
Figure 6 -16: Feature/Joint Reassignment (T = 0.033 and sf,f/

= 20)

assignment. The line goes OFV in the initial trial, and in second trial (not shown) exhibits even
poorer response (i.e., oscillation) befote the line goes OVF. Figure 6-16 also includes the
response for the second trial of an experiment for which fedturdjoint reassignment is
implerwnted at the switchiiig boiindary. In this experiment, contro! is halted when the camera
reaches the bmndary (and i t is assumed that control c8n be stopped instantaneously by
maniia! braking). At this point, the current state of the identifier, including the estimated
paiaieter vector and gain matrix, are held for subsequent use. The feature/joint assignment
is then switched, and the identifier is reinitialized, since the dynamics associated with each
feature from the first part also switch. Control then proceeds until the completion of the task.
At the end of the task, the identifier state is again held for use on subsequent trials in this

region. The task is run again, but with the identifier initialized to the previcjusly held states.
With this strategy, the line stays in the field-of-view, the system is stable, and the trajectory
exhibits acceptable transient performance. By switching the feature/joint assignment, the
coupling in the desired view decreases froin D = 0.95 to D = 0.39

. The improved stability is a

result of the featureljoint reassignment, and not just the stop arid then start-up again action.
This is verified by stopping the system at the boundary of change of diagonal dominance and
then restarting it, without switching the featureljoint assignment. In this example the line still
goes OFV. Improved performance is thus achieved by the apparent reduction in coupling
gained by the feature/joint reassignment.
The feature/joint reassignment experiment was also implemented at the higher sampling-to-
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Figure 6 -17: Feature/Joint Reassignment (T = 0.013 sec and fs/f,

= 51)

bandwidth ratio (see Figure 6-17). There is improvement in path performance, but the risetime is larger due to model reinitialization at the switching point.

Task K is also ev;ilur,?ed \r,Gth t h e vpposi?e fixed foature/join! sssignment corresponding to
X-axis- length,Y-axis-+Xcog. This assigrrment forces D = 1.62 in the initial view, which is
alniost two orders of magnitude larger. than for the opposite assignmertt. This system is
unstable, even at the higher sampling-to.bandwidth ratio (fs/f,,).

It could be stabilized by

running it at a very high sanipling-to-bandwidth ratio, b y reducing the sarnpling period to
T = 0.003 and fs/f,

= 220, but the transient response is poor (Le., oscillation).

Task L is also evaluated using the feature/joint reassignment strategy.

While the path

dwiation is slightly larger. the rise-time decreases. A fixed assignment corresponding to
X axiscl, Y-axist-X

cog

is also implemented. The system is stable, but the transient response

is poor (i.e.,oscillation).
Wfiile the switching strategy used in these experiments is static, in the sense that c o n t i d is
halted at the switching boundary, the potential advantage of reducing coupling by
feature/joint reassignment is demonstrated. A method for on-line estimation of J or J W is
1)

proposed, in Chapter 8, for featureljoint reassignment strategies.
This concludes the evaluation of the 2 DOF linear kinematic and dynamic configuration. The
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second part of this chapter extends this evaluation to the nonlinear kinematic and dynamic
robot.

6.3. Nonlinear Kinematics and Dynamics
The purpose of this section is to evaluate IBVS control for the nonlinear kinematic and
dynamic system of Configuration 2 (Figure 4-2). The articulated robot arrn places additional
demands on the controller, iiiclucling nonlinear and coupled kinematics and dynamics. For
the control algorithin to be suitable for an image-based system, the controller must be
adequate as a joint-level controller. The first part of this section evaluates the enhanced SP
MRAC algorithm at the joint-level, and demonstrates its ability to acvhieve stable systems with

good transient response.
The iriiage-based control system yields performances which are comparable to the linear
I\inernatic system when tasks are limited to small mcrtions. The performance differs from the
linmr kinematic system in two key respects:
0

0

For. task.s requiring largo motions, independent control, of the kinernatically
coupled systini, can produce r4atiwly kit ge path deviations; and
For :tic linear Itineni;itic sai:fiycrralion, T, fixed feature/joint assignmen! is
adequate. In contrast, tlie nonlinear kinematic r;orifiguratini-i requires a
feature/joir!t reassignnient sti ategy for general implementations, except when the
required tr-lslc niolion is small.

6.3.1. Control of Nonlinear Dynamics

Investigations by other researchers (Section 2.3.1.3) have demonstrated the ability of
independent adaptive controllers to perform at the joint level. These studies have not payed
attention requirernents for physical implementation, including computational complexity,
controllet saturation, noise, a i d maasuremerit and coniputational delays.

Morris and

Neiimnn [Mcrris 811 developed the SISO hyperstable S P MRAC taking account of these
requirements. They evaluate this algorithm for one DOF linear systems, with slowly varying
parameters (without measurnierit delay), and suggest that this controller can be extended to
control a nonlinear and coupled robot [Morris €311. Before proceeding with the evaluation
image-based conirol, this algorithm is illustrated as a joint level controller (with measurement
delay incl!ided). Exhaustive testing and evaluation of joint-level control, which is not included
in this dissertation, remains a subject for future research.
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Figure 6 -18: Adaptive Control of a 2 DOF Robot A.rm

Joint levcl control of t h e 2 DOF robot arm is represented in Figtire 648. With t h e
measurement delay, the indc;xndent cor!troller alyoritl i1nsare irnp!wuei?indncccrding to the
outline in Appendix C, with the exception that the scale factors are given by:
SF, = 0.033 = 100
and
SFT = .003= 1000
and, the identifier is initialized according to Table 6-2.

P(0)

0.033

D i a g [ l o 1 0 10 l o ]

0.003

D i a g C.1 . 1 . 0 1 .Ol]

p Thresh

T( sec)

[l

1

1.5 - 0 . 5 1

Table 6-2: Identifier Initialization: Joint-Level Control

Some of the experiments are implemented without the mcasurement delay. For
controller is implemented according to:
0

Control Signal: (3.10)

nd = 0, the
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0

Identifier: (3.4).(3.5),and (3.6)

0

Control Penalty: (A.21) with y = (3.99

0

SP Reference Model: Appendix A . l

There are simulation errors because of the numerical inlegrations which comprise the
computer simulation of the nonlinear dynamics. The relative magnitudes of error are
evaluated by simulating the step-response of each joint, witti the other joint locked in a
stationary position. In this experiment, each joiilt acts as a constant Iiwar sysieni, and the
estimated paranieter vector should equal the actual vector for the linear systems derived in
Section 4.4.5. I . This experinient is run at two sampling periods, T = 0.033 sec and T = 0.003
sec. The results are shown in Table 6-3, wl?erethe estiinated vector is given as its steady-state
vc,lue aiter Iwo consecutive learning trials. The percentage error is:
A

While the errors are relatively small, the expeiiments in Chapter 5, for which tlie dynamics are
siinulnted b y analytic equations, produce zero error.

6.3.1 .l.Joint-Level Coi>trolExamples
While exiiaustive testing and evaluation of joint-level control is not perforrned, initial
experirnentation, using ranclorrfi arm configurations, produc2 stable systems with good
transicrit rssponse. An example is preseiitcd which denionstrates lhe ability of i h e MRAC to

achieve satisfactory performance under demanding conditions which include:
1. High joint velocities and accelerations;

2. Control signal saturation; and

3. Measurement delay.
1he experiment is set-up as follows:
0

0

0

Sampling Period: The sample pcricd, T = 0.003 sec, corresponds to the value
used in present state-of-artrobots.
Reference Model Bandwidth: A large bandwidth, wn = 44.5 sec”, produces high
joint speeds (for step-inputs), and prodiices control signal saturation. This
bandwidth corresponds to a sampling-to-bandwidth ratio of fs/f,,
= 47.
Task: Run four consecutive adaptive trials (Le., without reinitialization of the
identifier between trials), with step-inputs and varying pay loa& according to:
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T=0.033 sec
w n =9 . 5 s e c
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4.75936

0.003
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3.86649

3.86659

0.002
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3.53561

1.53524
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~
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0, (Step-input:

(f,

-1
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8.47911

I

I

1.30492
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0.002

I0.0007

1-0.30492
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II

0,

(0-.9O0)

~

ac t l l C 1 1

0.47042

P

"/" e r r o r
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1.43257

.

;IC

1.43257

-0.89763

Table 6-3: Nonlinear Dynamic Siniulatioii Error
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Trial 1 :
Trial 2:
Trail 3:
Trial 4:

2.5
5.0
5.0
2.5

-21-44
44-4-27
-21-+44
44+-21

155-40

90-t 155
155-90
90- 155

This particular set of sampling periods, bandwidth, and arm configurations are also useful
since they correspond to values which are evaluated, in Section 6.3.3, under imaged-based
control.
The position responses are displayed in Figure 6-19, and the control signals and torque
components for the second and third trialsl2 are displayed in Figures 6-20 and
6-21 respectively. The components of torque are defined in Section 4.4.2 as:
Joint 1

~ , , i: ' , Inertial
:

Inertial Coupling
: Coriolis

D,,,d,U,

~,,,8',~ :

Centrifugal

-Joint 2
DI2i', :

Inertial Coupling

D,B;

Inertial

D,

:

,e',2 :

Centrifugal

The torque plots verify that the dynamics include non-negligible coupling and nonlinear
components. Examples for two trials are shown to demonstrate the different contributions
which arise from arm configuration dependence. In the second trial, the inertial coupling
terms con!tibute significantly to the net torque during the initial accelerations. As 8,
increases, D,,

(Section 4.4.2) decreases with the the cosine of 8.,

Thus, during the final

deceleration, there is a smaller contribution of inertial coupling. The opposite effects are then
observed in the third trial. The Coriolis and centrigual torques are non-negligible in both

cases.

12Each is run for 3 seconds, but only 0.5or 1 second of data are shown for clarity and detail.
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Figure 6 -19: Joint Level Nonlinear Dynamic Control

In these examples, the full-parallel errors exhibit large transient tracking errors. The
maxiii!!iin errors are summarized in Table 6 - 4 for these and similar experinleiits which are

disci!ssed below. In C:asc . I , the large error is due primarily to SatIJIation and control pcnulty,

since identification errors are relatively small. The experiment is run again (Case 21, but at a
sma!lcr bandwidth (on= 9.81 sec") to reduce the total time of saturation. The efror is reduced
by lialf! and most of the remaining error results from the larye control penalty required by the

measurement delay. It is observed that larger pole bounds, and thus smaller penalties, could

be used for these joint level controllers. The effects of the control penalty are demonstrated
b y running the experiment without any measurement delay (i.e., nd= 0),m d with the pols

bound set to y = 0.99

.

In this example (Case 3), there is a dramatic decrease in the full-

parallel error. Monientary saturation remains, and small identification errors remain. To
reduce furttier controller saturation, two experin\ents are run wilh sinaller motions. At the
larger bandwidth (Case 4), saturation remains, and at the smaller bandwidth, there is no
saturation. The identification errors are thus responsible for the remaining tracking error.
The small errors suggest that, for high precision tracking, further compensation (e.g.,
feedfoi ward control) may still be required.
A fixed LMFC is also simulated for the four consecutive tasks in (6.6). Each task is run with

the identifier fixed to the estimated parameter vector learned in Trial 3.

The LMFC
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Case 4 :

0.65)
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'
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(
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eFP-L

y

0)

Case 5 :

= 0.')9)

(nd= 0)
(

Y=

0.99)

0.9'

eFP., 0.01"

1 do

efP.? 0 . 1 4

'

Table 6-4: Joint Level Control: Maximum FP Errors

perforinance (not displayed) is negligibly different from the MRAC. Performances may be
comparzible since saturstion occurs for a significant percentage of time for both the MRAC
and LMFC. Since the control signal is the same for each con:rollcr during this periocl,'the
position responw must also tx? the same during the salurJtioii interval. To ev;:ltrate the
contributisn oi coniroller satdration, a smaller motion task is siniulnted (with 0,: 40-+45tley
arid 0,:95-~90 der)) to rechice saturation effects. The identifier is fixed to values learned I m n

tlie first adaptive trial in this configuration. In this case tl:are is only momentxy saturation.

but both fixed and adaptive performances are still comparable. .4nother possibility for
comparable performance is that, at the high bandwidth, the sensitivity of the fixed controller

to apparent external disturbances and parameter variations is small. To evaluate this, the
small motion task is run again, at the smaller bandwidth w n = 9.81 sec". The idc.n!itier is fked
to values learned from the first adaptive trial in this configuration, and at the srnaller
bandwidth. The positioti resporises, displayed in Figure 6-22, shom that the hWAC perforins
better at the lower bandwidth, consistent with the results of Chapter 5. The LMFC slill exhibits
good transient response and the overall performance is not significantly poorer than that of
the MRAC.

Another factor accouritiiig for to the satisfactory LMFC response may be

a t t r h t e d to the heavy gearing, which attenuates the changes in torque reflected back to the
motor, although it does not change their relative corttributions.
While furlher research is required for cGnclusivc evaluations of adaptive and fixed joint- level
control, tliese limited experiments have the following significance:
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Figure 6 - 2 2 : Fixed vs. Adaptive Control at Joint level
1. Consistent with work by other researchers, these experiments suggest that

independent adaptive controllers can identify equivalent SlSO plants and achieve
stable sys!ems. with acceptable transient responses. when the plant dyilamics
contain non.nerJligible dynamic: coupling and noclinear twque components.
LVhilu gearing rec?ucestho rnaynitucles of change of torque components Ieflected
back to the motor, their relatide contributicns ien?ainthe same. To the best of the
airthor's kncwledge, this the first demonstration of an enhanced hlRAC (Le., SP
M!qAC, with control penalty and measurement delay) for robot control.
2. The robot arm is controlled without a'priori knowledge of the physical system
(making this an attractive approach for industrial applications). MRAC: provides a
means to derive a fixed control law which displays good stability. Typically, fixed
control law implementations require manual tuning to achieve suitable
performance.

3 VVliile the adaptive controller can achieve sniooth and fast responses, transient
tiill parallel tracking error could not be driven to zero. Tasks which require high
precision tracking capabilities (e.g., seam welding) will require further contrcl
signal augmentation, supplied by a feedforward controller. It remains to
determine whether a coupled adaptive control law can achieve superior
performance.
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6.3.2. Sen sit i v i t y An a Iy s is
The sensitivity matrix, in (2.7),for the nonlinear kinematic configuration is

J(B) = - Jfea,(XleJ
Jar1,(8)
and the feature sensitivity matrix, Jfeat,is defined in (6.1). The arm jacobian, Jar,,, in (2.5),is

the direct kinematic solution, K(@)in (2.5) is
From (4.13),
x = r,cos(0, + 0,) + r,cosB,
y - r2sin(8, + 6,) + r1sinO1

and includes the tooi or camera nioun ting transform.
Maps of the sensitivity matrix are made for the visual servoing tasks which are presented in
this section. 1he tasks, represented in Figure 5-23, are equivalent to linear kinematic
examples with respect to both the initial and cicsired relative Cartesian coot-dinates. The
feature sensitivity niap for the srnaller motion tasks (i.e., all exczpt Tasks V and W) is
displnyed in Fiycrte 6 24. For this set of tasks, the nia!rix elements arz coniinuous and
nndcgenerate. Whcn the arm is in other configurations, which are kinematical!y degenerate
(i.e, slet[Jarm] = 0 ), the system is degenerate. For example, when the arm is fully extended
(i.e., dL,= 0 ), det[J,,I,,! = 0, which indicates the transition from the "elbow-ups" to "eibowsdown" joint configurations. At the joint level, these represent non-unique solutions, but not
affect the final Cartesian task coordinates. With respect to effects on dynamic control, such a
system cannot (in general) be uncoupled, even when using a coupled controller. Control
evaluation of tasks which might traverse such boundaries are not presented in the
dissertation
For the smaller motion tasks. sensitivity changes are similar in magnitude to the equivalent
linear kinematic examples. Over larger distances (e.g., Tasks W arid V), the changes are
significantly greater in the conlinear kinematic configuration, as illustrated in Table 6-5, which
compares these changes for Task W and the equivalent linear kinematic Task N. The table
indicates the change in sensitivity from the initial to the desired view, and compares it both as
a percentage and ratio. By either measitre, the nonlinear kinematic configuration exhibits

significantly larger changes. It is therefore expected that even higher sampling-to-bandwidth
ratios will be required for control of large motion nonlinear kinematic t3sks.
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Figure 6-24: Nonlinear Kinematic Sensitivity and Assignment Map
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TASK N

TASK W

( I i i i c a r K1iicm;itic.s)

Jl,

JZI

J

12

J

22

( IJo 111 in u d I.

K i iiuiiia t i c s )

840

9.4

4300

44

150

2.5

720

8.2

8300

84.0

6.1X106

5061

6400

ti5.0

7300

74.0

Table 6-5: Nonlinear vs. Linear Kinematic Seiisitivity Change

6.3.2.1.Feature/ Joint Assignment
The nonlinear kinematic configuration is dynamically nonlinear, and a transfer function
matrix W can be only be obtained tqi linearizing tl:e dynamics about a nominal trajectory, or

P
b y estimating equivalent linear input-output trarlsfer functions. For the purpose of calculating

a coupling index, a iii 1.xr inode; is generaied b y neglecting thc Coriolis and centrifugal

torqu,;s:

and assuming ti!e inertias arc constant for any pal ticiilar arm configuration. For

sinall motion tasks, the Coriolis and centrifagal torques al'e shown (in Section 6.3.3.1) to be

neglirjible. For large rnotion tasks, neglecting these terms is not an issue since the SISO
controllers are showrl to be not acceptable (in Section 6.3.3.2) even for control of linear
dynamic models. The transfer function matrix, from (4.14), (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17), is:

1

/<12(712s+1)

J W =-

K 2 2 ( ~ 2 2 ~ 1)
+

where

.

7,1--jl P 2 2

+

'11 A d 1 2 D 1 2

v 2 *

T

. J12%
,p
--

+jl2A,3.1J1D,,
J12*12
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. j 21 D22 + j 21 A 23 - j22 I 1 12

T21 =

.

r22r:--j22D1 I +j22A13'j21D12

j2lA22

j22A22

and the characteristic polynomial A(s) is

Tc calculate the coupling index D(JWp), the magnitude of JWp is derived using the DC gains
K, 1 , K ,2,K,;,

and K22. This is jus?ifiedsince the rnaximurri time constant of the characteristic

equation (6.7) for the arm configtirations in Figure 6-23 is 51 msec, while the observed
position rise-times range from 0.18 to 0.28 seconds. (While the feature rise-times are not
recorded, feature rise-times are even larger, according to the analysis in Sectifin 5.4.)
The feature/join! assignment map is also displayed in Figure E-24. For these examples, the
specified assignments are:

xcog +e,
and
Icngtl1+-*2

over the entire disdayed region, and this assignment also holds for all line arigles (8 .). In
oh

contrast to the linear kinelriatic configuration, this assignment does not hold over large
regions. For other arm configurations, the opposite assignment is observed. For example, in
the sensitivity and assignment maps displayed in Figure 6-25, there is a boundary where the
assignment becomes
xcog

+e*

and
length+- 8 1

As the line angle decreases. the 1s.x assignment holds over the entire displayod space. In
contrast to the I i w a r kinematic configuration, 3 fixed ieature/joint assigcment is not
predicted for large regioiis of control. The perforiiiance when crossing such a boundary, and
its effect on implementation using independent adaptive controllers, is discussed in Section
6.3.3.3.
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6.3.2.2. Path Constraint
Iinplementation of a path constraint strategy for the nonlinear kinematic configuration
requires sensitivity analysis of the arm jacobian according to Section 2.5.3

.

This analysis

shows which joint level degrees-of-freedomdominate motion in Cartesian space.
The path constraint stia!egy is analyzed for the tasks represented in Figure 6-23. A map of
the arm jacobian arid of the Cartesian/joint assignment is displayed in Figure 6-26 for the
closer range motions. This assignment map is derived by organizing JarInto minimize D (Le.,
in 1%.9),J W is replaced with Jar",).For this particular arm configuration, 0 , dominates X, and
P

from the feature sensitivity analysis of Jfeat,X dominates Xcog.

The hierarchy for this

configuration is shown in Figure 6-27.

6.3.3.IBVS Evaluation
The visual servoing tasks evaluated are represented in Figure 6-23. The smaller rnotion
tasks (i.e., all except Tasks V and W) are discussed (in Section 6.3.3.1), seperately from the
larger motion examples (in Section 6.3.3.2). since signilicaiiily different results are observed
in each. Examples of tasks which have trajectories that cross boundaries of diagonal
dominance are discussed (hi Section 6.3.3.).
Prelimiriat'y simulations, which are implemented with a reference model bandwidth of
w ~ 9 . 5
sec-' and Tz0.033 sec (or fs/f,,=20),

are stable, but exhibit poor transient

response. In contrast, when the equivalent linear kinematic tasks are implemented with these
values, sniooth trajectories result (in the forward trajectory and across regions where fixed
feature joint assignment is predicted). The problem is isolated to insufficient sampling-tobandwidth ratio required for suitable identification, and it appears that the added kinematic
couplirig is responsible. To demonstrate this, the following experiments are simulated for
Task S:
1. To verify that the nonlinear dynamics are not the source of the problem, direct
joint-level control of the robot arm (in this configuration arid with the same
bandwidth and sampling period) exhibits accepntble transient response.

2. To assure that the combination of nonlinear dynamics and kinematics do not
cause ihe problein, the visual servoing task is simulated with uncoupled and
linear dynamics according to Section 4.4.5.1 . The response exhibits poor
transient response.
3. A fixed LMFC, which does not include an ori.line identifier, is implemented using
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Take P i c t u r e

(?t=kT

<

L

Figure 6-27: Hierarchy for 2 DOF Nonlinear Kinematic Configuration
the steady-state parameter vector learned from an initial adaptive trial. The results
are shown in Figure 6-28. While the adaptive system displays a poor transinet
response, in both the first and second trials (second trial shown), the LMFC
produces a dramatically improved response (;.e., reduced oscillation, and close
to monotonic motion).
4. It is verified that the sampling period, T = 0.033 sec, is not too small relative to the

robot dynamics (i.e., the time constants associated with the characteristic
equation (6.7) are 18.1 msec and 48.9 msec, at 8,=90.2 deg), and that the
sampling-to-bandwidth ratio is the important parameter. The task is run with the
nonlinear dynamic simulation, and with a smaller bandwidth on= 4.39 sec-', so
that sf,f/
= 43. This results in an acceptable transient response.
The significance of these experiments is that a sampling-to-bandwidth ratio of at least

fs/fBW':

45 is required for adaptive control with nonlinear kinematics. In addition, these

experinieiits suggest that a fixed controller is more suitable for control when physical
iniplementation requires smaller sf,f/

ratios.
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24-21
- fixed (1.32 sc?c)
..... adaptive (1.88sec)

&

-.2

.... . . ..

I
.O

1

.2

.4

.6

.8

1.0

1.2

X

IBVS: TASK S
Figure 6 - 2 8 : Fixed vs. Adaptive: T = 0.033 sec and sf,f/

= 20

6 . 3 . 3 . f . Small Motion Trajectories

This scction includes a summary of the cotitrol performance for the small motion
trajectories represented in Figure 6-23. The evaluation is based on simulations using T = 0.003
sec and at,= 44.51 sec” (fs/f,

= 47). The smaller sampling period permits a larger banwidth

to be specified, which leads to faster speeds and accelerations. This accentuates the
magnitudes of the coupled and nonlinear dynamics, testing the MRAC’s ability to operate
under these demanding conditions. The fixed featureljoint assignment for this configuration
is described in the sensitivity analysis in Section 6.3.2.1. The experiments conducted for each
task match those for the linear kinematic configuration. That is, after each initial adaptive
learning trial, a fixed LMFC is implemented using the steady-state estirnated parameter vector.
The path constraint strategy is implemented with the controller fixed for 6 sampling periods
during the level transitions (Section 6.2.2.). The resultant trajectories are displayed in Figures
6-29 and 6-30.The torque components for the adaptive control of Task P are displayed in

Figure 6-31.I3This representative example denionstrates that there is significant inertial
coupling, but the Coriolis and centrifugal torques are negligible for these shorter excursion
tasks.

l3While eacil trial is run for 3 seconds, only 0.4 seconds are shown.
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Figure 6-29: Nonlinear Kinematic Trajectories (T = .003;fs/fBw = 47)
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Figure 6-30: Nonlinear Kinematic Trajectories (fs/f,,
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Figurc 6-31: Torque Components for TASK 0 (MRAC)

Observed performance of the small motion trajectories qualitatively niatch those of the
!inear k.inernntic confir;uration. In summary, these observations are:
1. Stability: All tasks simulations are stable, with accepatble transient response, and

zero steady-state feature and positional errors.
2. Parameter Identifica!ion: Steady-state identification errors go to zel'o. Transient
errors approach zero before the steady-state positions are reached.

3. Path: In each case, smooth trajectories are achieved, which deviate from the
predicted path. Path deviatioiis are not consistently smaller or larger than for the
equivalent linear kinematic configuration.
Tasks Z and I? exhibit relatively large deviations. which result from the nonlinear
kinematics (and not the nonlinear dynamics or the combination of nonlinear
dynamics and kinematics). To verify this, Task Z is simulated with a linear and
uncoupled dynarnic plant model according to Section 4.4.5.1 (with 7m = 0.058 sec
and 7m = 0.027 sec) with siiiiilar results.
4. Rise-times: The adaptive rise-times are sluggish, relative to the predicted
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response. As noted for the linear kinematic trials, no attempt was made to
optimize the controller pole-bound, y , which is kept constant tliroughout the
experimentation. In practice the control penalty can be reduced as the samplingto-bandwidth ratio increases, resulting in faster rise-times.
5. Path-Constraint: When the object is centered in the image, the path constraint

strategy produce smooth controlled motion toward the X-axis. While this
technique is useful for this particular set of arm configurations, more exhaustive
testing is required to determine its application in other configiirations and
geometries. Liniitaiioris of this strategy are accentuated in the larger motion
studies.
For the fixed LMFC control:
1. Stability: With the exception of Task Q, the LMFC systems are stable, with good

transient response, and zero steady-state errors. In Task Q! there is a small
oscillation toward the end of the trajectory.
2. Path: Maximum path deviations exceed the adaptive path deviations.

3. Rise-times: No generalizations can be made concerning fixed vs. adaptive rise
times. Consistent with the linzar kinematic examples, Itic LMFC tends to be faster
that the MRAC in most of the trials.
6.3.3.2. Large Moiion Travel

The experiments preseotcd in this section deinorlstrate that IBVS contiol of nonlinear
kinematic configurations, for tasks requiring large motions, may not be suitable unless
couplcd con!rollers and extremely large sampling-to-bandwidth ratios are used.. The
evaluations also show that fixed control and the path constraint hieraichy strategies are not
suitable for such tasks. With the exception of the fixed controller applicability, these
conclusions oppose those

for the linear kinematic configuration. What arc? the possible

differences between these configurations which account for these obserdions?

With

respect to the linear kinematic configuration, the nonlinear kinenlatic configuration:
1. Exhibits significantly larger changes in sensitivity over the longer distances

(Table 6-5);
2. Has nonlinear and coupled dynamics; and

3. Is kinernatically coupled.
Of these differences, it is shovm below that the coupled kinematics ultimately limit the use of
independent controllers in an IBVS system.
Tasks V and W were simulated with values of fc/f,,

and T used for the small motion studies.
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The simulation of Task V produces a smGoth stable motion. with a deviation from the
predicted path of 1.21 inches on the first trial (and 1.01 inches on the second trial). However,
in Task W, the line keeps gomg OFV due to poor stability. For both examples, the predicted
feature/joint assignment is verified to be fixed at Xcog+-Bl, using analytic measurements
along the trajectory. The ability to control Task V may be attributed to
1. Its change in J,,, which is two orders of magnitude smaller than in Task W; and

2. Its smaller coupling in the initial view (i.e., DTaskv -- -0.002 VS. DTask =0.657 .
(Chapter 13 includes a systematic study of performance as a function of coupling.)

In neither task would a fixed LMFC keep the line in the field of view.
Further evaluation of Task W isolates kinematic coupling as a source for independent
control.

It is verified (in Section 6.3.1.1) that the nonlinear dynamics, for this arm

configuration, can at least be controlled at the joint level.

Next, it is verified that the

combination of nonlinear dynamics and kinematics is not a problem. Task W is simulated with
linear and uncoupled dynamic plant models (with T

~ = T- " , .~~= 0.1 sec

in Section 4.4.5.1.), and

tne line still goes OFV. The s~mpling-to-bandwidth
ratio fs/fBW is increased to 415 by keeping
T = 0.003 sec and decreasing tlie bandwidth to on= 5.03 SEX.'. The resulting trajectory, on the

second trial, is displayed in Figure

6-32.14

Tlie trajectory exhibits a relatively large deviation

from the predic?ed path. Tl1e deviaticn is due partly to tlie presence of cmtrol sigilal
saturation in the first joint, Gut not the second. Thus,

e,,

direction, cannot drive the camera toward that axis.

which dominates motion in the X
However, it is verified that the

contribution of saturatlon to this deviation is minimal, b y simulating the task at a lower
bandwidths. At the lower bandwidths, saturation does not occur, but the camera's path still
exhibits a relatively large deviation from the X-axis of 5.3 inches (compared with 5.8 inches at
the higher bandwidth).
The hierarchical approach could not be used to offset these large path deviations. Failure of
the hierarchical strategy in tlie nonlinear kinematic configuration results from the inherently
poor trajectory performance. Over the larger distance of iravel, the constrained joint

(e,)

tended to be cyclically activited, and then braked, to keep AXcos within the error bounds.
Frequent switching, back and forth, between levels of the hierarchy results in jerky motion.
Such motiori cannot be tolerated in a practical robot because of the vibrations and

14The first trial goes OFV since the parameter vector initialization is too large, 2nd P(0) is increased to
DiagIl 1 1 11. The net time indicated for this trajectory (3 seconds) coiresponds to the maximum time that the
simulator can run at T = O.OG3 sec.

20 1

- adaptive (3.sec)

X

IBVS: TASK W
Figure 6-32: Nonlinear Kinematics: Large Motion Travel (fs/f,

= 41 5)

mechanical resonances which would result. (In the smaller motion tasks, there is only a single
transition between levels.) Further, in these large motion examples, it is difficult to select a
cotnhinatiori of controller pxameters (e.g., P(0). E , arid the number, of fixed ti annition cycles)
which would even pi oduce a stable response under these frequent switching conditions.
These experinien ts demonstrate that, independent IBVS coiitroi 01 nonlinear kinematic
configurations, which requirie large motions, can produce large path deviations. While path
deviations may be tolerable for for tasks requiring small motions, over larger regions of
control there are increased risks of collisions with other obstacles in the region, and it is more
difficult to keep the object within the camera's field-of-view. Implementations of IBVS control
of nonlinear kineinatic robots will require coupled controllers, using relatively large samplingto-bandwidth ratios.

Alternatively, independent controllers may be used if the robot

kinematics are first uricoupled by using a dynamic image-based "Look 8 Move" structure.
6.3.3.3. Feature / Joint Reassignment

Analysis and evaluation of the 2

DOF linear kinematic configuration suggest that a fixed

feature/joint assignment is satisfactory for control of such a system.

In contrast, the

sensitivity analysis in Section 6.3.2, and t h e example presented in this section demonstrates
that, when individual degrees of freedom do not coincide with the camera's frame (e.g. a
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nonlinear kinematic configuration), a fixed featureijoint assignment is not generally suitable.
The sensitivity analysis shows that the arni jacobian dominance, and therefore overall
sensitivity c!oininance, changes with the arm configu:cltion. This section evaluates motion
across a boundary of diagonal doniinancc change. 7 lie experiments suggest that, when
crossing such boundaries, a fixed feature/joint assignrrient can only be used i f the required
motion is relatively small.
A task which requires trossirig a boundary of change in diagonal dominance is represented

in Figure 6-33. The t a s k is simulated wit11 three strategies:I5
1. Fixed featiireljoint assignment : B2+Xcog

(corresponds to assignmcnt prec!icted

in desired view);
2. Featureljoint reassignment: at boundary of diagonal dominance change; and

3. Fixed fcatureljoint assignment : 8,+X
in initial view).

COLI

P

(corresponds to assignment predicted

( 1 2OobJ
.31)

(43:)
49

1'

= 050

,r

(43'15
:)

12.23

8.83

1.59

-.75

Figure 6-33: Nonlinear Kinematic Feature/Joini Reassignment Task

'The resulting trajectories for the first two strategies 8re displayed in Figure 6-34. The
featitre/joint reassignment trajectory exhibits LI snialler path deviation. In the third strategy
(not displayed), which is satisfactory for the configuratioris evaluated in Section 6.3.3.1, the

I5These simulations use the controller parameters specified tor the small motion tasks in Section 6.3.3.1,
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I
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X
Figure 6-34: Feature/Joint Reassignment (Nonlinear kinematics)

line goes OFV due to large path deviations. For all cases, Ihe fixed LMFC causes

t!le

line to

yo OFV due to large path deviations.

It would not have been suitable to implement this task using a featcreijoint assignnient
b a s x i on the sensitivity in the initial view, since the line goes OVF. In practice without an
on-line estimation of J W , the sensitivity in the initial view is all that can be determined from
P

measurements preceeding the start of control. This issue is discussed in Chapter 7. I f the
required motion is even smaller (e.g., small corrective tasks), measurement of JW,
preceeding the start of control may be satisfactory. For example, the task in Figure 6-33 is
redefined so that the initial and Final arm positions are separated b y only 0.3 inches (i.e.,
47-46

8,

degrees, and 8 , is 43 degrees in both initial and final views respectively.) When this

task is simulated with

8 , +Xccg, the resulting trajectory, which still crosses the diagonal

dominance boundary, is stable and displays an approximately straight line motion.

6.4. Summary
The purpose of this two part chapter is to evaluate independent adaptive control of coupled
two DOF systems. Visual servoing, of a line in space problem, uses two basic configurations:
1. A linear and uncoupled kinematic and dynamic robot, for which the robot's
degrees-of-freedomcoincide with the camera's reference frame; and
2. A nonlinear and coilpled kinematic and dynamic robot.
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While iniage-based control is emphasized, preliminary evaluation

Gf

joint-level control of tlie

nonlinear and coupled plant dynamics is also included. To the best of the author's knowledge,
this is the first demonstration of an enhanced MPAC (Le., SP MRAC, with control penalty and
measurement delay) for robot control.
The main conclusion which emerges from this evaluation is that an image-based "teach-byshowing" strategy. using an adaptive control approach, can be used to coritrol robots. Since
this approach cannot be used to control path, it appears to be best suited for precision tasks
which require small corrective n;otions (e.g., precision assembly, for parts ayciistion arid
mating alignment). However, predicted postion trajectories, for at least this simple line in
space problem. are smooth and approach straight-line. This motivates continuing future
rescarch to evaluate more general configurations.
VJtiila independent control of the coupled systems achieve stable performance. with
accepta!,le

transient response, and zero steady-state error, potential limitations of this

ap proac h iI I c Iude :
0

Independent control!ers produce deviations fl.om the predicted path. While
stendy-state arors yo to zero, deviations arise from transient iclentification-c3rrors
occurir:g dlir in3 tlie intial phases of control. Path clevistiom a w rt?lalivelysmall,
with the aception of the large mcjtion nonlinear k.inematic'inzits. For these tasks,
indeperiei?tcaitrol is judged not to be suihble due to increased I-isks of obstacle
collisorl, arid the requirement of extremely large sampling-to-bnndwith ratios
(which may not be suitable for a practical implenientations.)
Indr:pendent joint-level control of a dynamically nonlinear sild coupled robot,
using an enhanced SP MRAC and with measurement delay, is stable with
acceptable transient response. The control problem associated with the large
motion nonlinear kinematic tasks is then isolated to the nonlinear kinematics (and
not to the dynamics).

0

Independent control requires a featureljoint reassignment strategy for a general
system. While a fixed assignment is adequate for the linear kinen:a!i configuration
(using a scifficienlly large s),f/
the articulated arm confiyurcltian requires a
reassignment strategy, unless motion is constrained to small movements.
Boundaries of featureljoint reassignment are successfully predicted b y
niiniriiiziny the coupling index D (2.9).

a Since the MRAC is sign-sensitive, independent control of a coupled system can

cause momentary large reversals in the axis directiori. Large sampling-tobandwidth ratios can minimize tliese effects.
These limitations suggest potential performance advantanges which can be gained b y using
coupled controllers.
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Evaluation of a path coristraint hierarchy shows that arbitary use of this hierarchy may or
may not minimize nonnionotonic path deviations. This strategy produces a smooth controlled
path biased toward the X-axis, except for the large motion, nonlinear kinematic tasks. For this
configuration, the large path deviations could not be offset because it is difficult to select a
coinbination of controller parameters which would yield a stable system under the frequent
switching conditions, and the motion is too jerky for practical systenis.
Finally, the M R A C is used to derive fixed LMFC controllers. Relative to lhe adaptive
approach, the fixed controllers exhibit better transient response at lower sainpling-tobanJ\~idthratios. and teiid to have faster rise-times. They produce larger path tlevaitions; are
only suitable for small motion the tasks which have small sensitivity changes; and, a single
LMFC is not suitable for a broad range of tasks.
Only two control features were available for the 2 DOF configuration. In Chapter 7, IBVS
contrcjl is extended to a three DOF system, and control is evaluated for multiple candidate

fwtures. Edaluatiori of a single task, with different control features, provides a consistent and
systeiralic study of pcrforinance as a function of the coupling index D(JWp).
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Chapter 7
Evaluation: Three DOF
7.1. Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate adaptive image-based SlSO control of the 3 DOF
configuration described in Section 4.2.3.The simu!ations described extend adaptive imagebased control to a multi-DOF system which models a real cor:fiyuration. The evaluation
focuses on the feature selection process described in Section 2.5.2. The diverse path and
time performances, resulting from using different feature subsets, emphasize the importance

of feahire selection. 7 he coupling index D(JW ) is demonstrated to be a suitable discriminant
P

function for selecting anlong candidate feature subsets. By selecting features which minirnize
this irldcx. improved system performance (inchding both putli and time response) is achieved

as T)(JVJ ) clecreas;;.i. These results are consi:jtenr with tliose observed in Chapter 6 for the
P

related issue of featurdjoint assignment, which uses D(JW ) to minimize apparent system
P

coupling. Thc SlJitabilty of using this iridex as a measure of coupling becomes an important
aspect for implementations of general image-based systems, which will have to select and
assign features.
The evaluation also illustrates the hierarchical and fixed control strategies. The hierarchical
approach not only constrains path motion, but also facilitates the use of SiSO adaptive
control by making performance less sensitive to coupling. Adaptive learning trials can he
used to synthesize SlSO fixed controllers, whose performancs begins to degrade as changes
in sensitivity become larger.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, the candidate features are defined, and
measurement of the system sensitivies is described. The small-signal evaluation, in Section

7.3, uses tasks requiring small motions so that changes in the magnitudes of the feature
sensitivity,

J, and thus changes in the coupling index,

D(JW ), are
P

also small over the

trajectory. This provides a convenient task for analyzing and evaluating adaptive control
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performance as a function of coupling sincc D(JW 1 remains essentially constant. Larger
P

motion tasks, with significant chages in J, are evaluated in Section 7.4 to investigate the
suitabilty of selecting features based on coupling in the initial view, and also to show
examples of fixed and hierarchical control. The coritroller parameters, for the simulations
described in this chapter, are summarized in Appendix D.

7.2.Candidate Control Features
The feature selection process (in Section 2.5.2) asks: How should a subset

CJf

n control

fcaturcs be selected (n = 3), from a set of m features, where m>n? In Section 2.5.2,it was
proposed that the selection may be based on minimization of D(JW ). In this section, m
P

candidate leatures (where m =7) are defined for the control evaluation in Sections 7.3 and
7.4. Measiirenient of the corresponding sensitivities is then discussed.

The cube (in Figure 4-13) is sitting in a stable position on top of the turntable (Le., one of the
cube's sides is !;at), and its image is displayed in Figure 7-1.

Fiyu re 7 - 1 : Cube Image
In the figure, each plane or node16, is referenced by the displayed number (eg. node G, 4,or
1). It ISassumed that the vision s y s t m can distinguish the image regions associated with

e x h node (i.c.qcoiinected regions [Agin 791). The vision system can extract the image area,
A,, and centroid, (Xccg-I,Ycog-,), of each ithnode. Combinations of these features, such as

relative areas:

16The origin of node is ielated to a graph structure rcpresentatioq of the image [Sanderson 82)
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A

,.A-

ret.'aj-Ai

Ai

+ Ai

and sums of areas:

A i + i & A i ~ AI .
can also be considered for selection. It is initially assumed that the features from only nodes 4
and 1 are available, and the candidate features are:

There are thus p(7,3)=210 candidate subsets of ordel-ed features. To limit the number of
coinbinations which are evaluated in the dissertation, feature subsets are sclectecl which
include one of each type feature: a center-of-gravity, an area ot sim of areas, arid a relative
area feature. This combination is chosen because the 2 DOF evaluation (in ChaC?ter 6) has
already demonstrated that the COG and length of a line, analogous to the centroid and area of

a plane: can be used to control depth aiid position. The relative area featlire IS added in
consideration of the additional orientation DOF. Feature/joint assignment is described (in
Section 7.2.2) after the discussion of sensitivity measureliwnts (in Section 7.2.1).

7.2.1. Sensi:ivity Measurements

Frsceding the start of control, it is straightforward to measure the magnitude of J W (i.e.,
P

IJW 1) i r i the initial perceived image. With this measurement, the coupling index, V(JW ), can
fJ

P

be calculated for selection and assignment of an initial feature subset. The magnitude of JW

P

can be measured by independently evaluating J and IWpl. The robot transfer function matrix

is

(7.1)

The magnitude of Wp is evaluated by assuming that the the open-loop plant time constants,
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T

~ are
,

small relative to the closed-loop time constants. Thisis justified since the closed-loop

position rise-times, observed in the simulation examples, range from 0.16 to 1.4 s e c ~ n d s ' ~ ,
while the plant time constants range from 0.041 to 0.091 seconds.

When, lWpl is

approximated by its low frequency gain characteristics:
K
in
J
(
)
2np volt
IW (jw)l
P

2

w'

1

0

K
in
A(-) 0

0

0

0

2np volt

d
360K (
deg)

0

2nq

volt

This assumption simplifies the calculation of lWpl when the exact dynamic model is not
known. In this case, each term in (7.2) can easily be be measured as the magnitude of the
impulse response for each joint. For the experiments presented in this chapter, the values
used for Km, p, and 9 ,were derived in Chapter 4. In (7.2), since w.' is a common factor, the
evaluated radian frequency is set to w = 1. For higher closed-loop bandwidth systems, it

would be appropriate to evaluate (7.1) at the closed-loop bandwidth wn.
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moving each DOF by a small displacement and then

measuring the accompanying feature changes:

"The feature control variable rise.times. while not recorcd, are even larger according to the analysis in Section
5.4

21 1

AX

-(in.’)
AY

AA

AX

-(in.’)
AY

AX
A8

a(de0-l)

AA

-(deg”)

(7.3)

A8

The magnitude of the joint displaceinents (Ax,Ay,AO) are selected by sirccesive iterative
reduction until successive values of each element of J satisfies
Ji-Ji4

x 100% < 0.01 %

Ji

In (7.3), the dimensions of each element are functions of only the joint variable. since the
features are normalized to the screen and are dimensionless. Each element of IJW I thus has
P

the same units (volt .’). This is imperative to be able to compare the relative magnitudes of the
sensitivities.
Since the magnitude of the sensitivities can change from the initial to the final image, so can
D(JWp).and the selected feature subset can change along the trajectory. Ideally, it would be
convenient i f the I olative relationships between !he coupling index of each suliset remained
constant along ttie trajectory. Then, only off-line measurements of the sensitivities, made
preceding the start of control, would be sufficient. The 2 DOF evaluation has already
demonstrated that feature/joint assignment can change during control for a nonlinear
kinematic system. The 3 DOF evaluation shows that the selected features may also change.
Thus, in a completely general image-based system, lJWpl might be estimated on-line. To
evaluate the use of D(JW ) to discriminate among several feature candidates, small motion
P

tasks will be specified so that J and D(JWp) do not change significantly over the trajectory.
Thus, measurement of the intial view couplings are suitable. The use of intial view coupling
measurements for larger motion tasks are evaluated in Section 7.4 .
7 . 2 . 2 . Feature/Joint Assignment

All simulations are implemented using fixed featureljoint assignments corresponding to
Xcog+X-axis
A +Y-axis
Are,+- 8-axis

(7.4)
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For each candidate feature subset evaluated, it is verified that these are the assignments
predicted according to minimization of D(JW ). A case where these assignments do not hold
P

will also be discussed.
The evaluation in Chapter 6 demonstrated that minimization of D can provide a suitable
featureljoint assignment for a 2 DOF system. For three and higher DOF systems, the question
arises: If J W is organized to minimize D(JW ), but partitioned (2x2) matrices of J W are not
P

P

P

each minimized independently, can control problems arise? For the particular 3 DOF
simulations, evaluated in this dissertation, such organizations do not occur. That is, it was
verified that the three partitioned matrices, which result by canceling one DOF and the
corresponding feature on the diagonal of the IJW I matrix, each exhibit a minimum in
P

coupling. The partitioned matrices are:

where

Kx=k
y

=J

K

2np

(inholt) and KO=-

360Km

(deglvolt)

2877

Future research must verify whether minimization inconsistencies between the entire
sensitivity matrix and partitioned (2x2) sections will occur for other configurations. And, i f so,

will these limit the use of independent controllers?
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7.3.Small Signal Evaluation
In this section, a task requiring small motions is specified so that changes in the magnitudes
of the sensitivity, J, and thus coupling index, D(JWp), are also small over the trajectory. The
task is specified to have a net displacement of A X = A Y = 0 . 1 inches for the translational
stages, and A B = 1 degree for the rotational stage. In these examples, the coupling index
D(JW,,), for each candidate subset, varies from 0 . 0 1 to 2 percent from the initial to desired (or
final) view. Thus, calculation of D(JW ), using measurements of IJW I in the initial view, can
P

P

be used to evaluate performance of the different candidate feature subset selections.
The system performance is evaluated by comparing both path performance and time
response. It was shown in Section 2.5.2.2, that if J is constant, the predicted path (;.e., that
which occurs if perfect model following were achieved) of the translational stages is straightline motion. For the examples included in this section, changes in sensitivity are typically less
than 1 percent. The predicted path can therefore be approximated by a straight-line. As
D(JWp) decreases, we anticipate improved model following capabilities of the SlSO

controllers, and thus closer to straight-line motion. Path performance will be evaluated by
compariiiy D(J'N,)

versiis the actual distance traveled, where a straight line path

corresponds to 0.144 inc!ies.'' Time domain performance is evalliated as a function of largest
position rise-time of the three axes.
The task simulations utilize a cube, with its desired image displayed in Figure 7-1, as the
control object. The configuration parameters in Table 7-1 are defined in Figure 4-3.

Focal Length F = 35 mm
a = 45degrees
R = 30inches
h = 5inches
T . = [-.50 0 (in.), 0 0 0 (Euler-angles)]
oh
Desired X-Y-8 stage positions = -5(in), 0. (in), 30. (deg)
Initial X-Y-6 stage positions = -.4 (in), .1 (in), 31. (deg)
Table 7 - 1 : Small Motion Task Configuration
The image of the object in the initial view is not displayed since it appears essentially the same
as in the desired view.

'*(Ax2

t

AY*)''~ =0.144
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A modification of the aforementioned configuration will be used to discuss a case for which
the feature/joint assignment specified in (7.4) does not hold. In this example (which is
dicussed below), the cube is placed on one of its edges by setting
lobi
= [-.5, 0,0,0,45, 01

The camera angle and position are modified to a=O and h = 0 .

The remainder of the

parameters remain as in Table 7-1. The image of the cube in this position is displayed in
Figure 7-2.

Figure 7 - 2 : Cube on Edge
Results of adaptive control simulations, using a representative set of feature subsets, are
summarized in Table 7-2. Discussion of these results will follow explanation of the table
entries.The table includes the feature subset and the performance on the second adaptive
trial using that subset. It was verified, for each trial, that the actual distance traveled are
smooth paths and do not oscillate about a trajectory. The 8-axis trajectories all exhibited
smooth motions with negligible overshoots varying between 0.01 to 0.4 percent. Displays of
sample trajectories will be included with the discussion. The table indicates the coupling
index associated with each feature subset. Additionally, the coupling indices for each of the
are calculated. The rnaximum value for each
partitioned (2x2) matricies, ( 7 3 , (7.6) and (7.7),
The significance of this index will follow in the
subset is indicated, in the table, by D2x2-max.
discussion of the results. Except for the final experiment, all examples refer to the image
displayed in Figure 7-1. These 17 candidate feature subsets are representative of the 108
possible combinations. Of these, the first 12 correspond to all possible combinations if
features from only two nodes (i.e., nodes 1 and 4) were available. The remainder are examples
of combinations using features from all three nodes.
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F e a t u r e Subset

,

Pe r f o rinance
D

1.69
1.69
1.04
1.04
1.69
1.69
1.04
1.04
0.82
0.82
0.81
0.81
-0.38
-0.33
-0.22
0.76
0.46

11 1

I

I

4.1

11

0.61

D ~ x ~ - m a x

1.64
1.64
0.99
0.99
1.64
1.64
0.99

G.99
0.76
0.76
0.76
0.76
-0.54
-0.54
-0.53
0.70
0.37

I

0.56

11

0.270

I

0.163

Table 7 - 2 : Small Motion Task Summary
The last example, which uses the image of the cube on its edge (Figure 7-2), presents a
situation for which the featureljoint assignment specified by (7.4) does not hold for all of the
image's candidate feature subsets. This example is included to clarify the featureljoint
assignment issue. In this case, the featureljoint assignment for the feature subset specified in
Table 7-2, f = [XCog.,, A,,

corresponds to (7.4). However, if the candidate subset had
then the sensitivity becomes

been f = [Xcog-l, A,,

3.97E-3 2.91 E-5
-3.78E-5
0.
1.69E-8

0.

which shows that the relative area feature, Are,-4,5, must be coupled to the Y-axis. The column
organization of J, which minimizes D(JWp), for this case is
3.97E-3 -1.78E-4
-1.50E.4

0.

0.

1.69E-8
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The important observations which emerge from the small-signal evaluation are:
1 . Stability: The simulations provide further verification of the extension of SlSO

adaptive controllers to achieve stable dynamic control of coupled systems. The
systems are stable, with acceptable transient responses, and zero steady-state
positional errors.
For example, Figure 7-3, shows three representative
trajectories. The diverse path and time performances, as a result of using
different feature subsets, emphasize the importance of feature selection.
2. Feature Selection: The coupling index, D,(JWp) is a suitable discriminant function

for selecting candidate feature subsets to improve system performance. Plots of
coupling index versus path and time performance, for each experiment listed in
Table 7-2, are displayed in Figure 7-4. Minimizing D(JWp) over all potential
candidates produces a fast, straight-line response. The feature subset which
maximizes D(JW ) yields the slowest response, with the largest path deviation.
P
As D(JWp) decreases, both path and time performance improve.
Local
inconsistencies are observed, with non-significant differences in performance.
Order of magnitude decreases in coupling yield substantial performance
improvements.
Further analysis reveals that the coupling index of the overall sensitivity matrix,
D(JWp), reflects the dominant internal couplings. Plots of D2x2-max
are displayed
in Figure 7-5. Plots of D(JW ) and D2x2-max
are similar. Using either coupling
measures would have predicfed the same selections. The significance of this
observation is that for other configurations and task., one of these measures may
turn out to be a more sensitive discriminant function. Future research
investigations should iriclude evaluations based on both measures to determine
which is ultimately more significant.
The small-signal simulations and evaluations show the importance of feature selection, and
the suitability of the coupling index to accomplish this. The following section, which includes
examples requiring larger motions of travel, extends these results to tasks for which variations
in J are significantly larger.
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Figure 7-3: Sample Small Motion Task Trajectories
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7.4. Large Motion Evaluation
The small-signal simu1atior:s provide a convenient means for analysis and evaluation of the
suitability of minimizing D(JW ) to select features. In practice, actual tasks may require larger
P
motions which result in time-varying sensitivities. Significant changes in D(JW ) can
P

therefore occur, from the initial to the final view. Selecting features based on minimizing
D(JW ) in the initial view may not assure that these are the best selections along the
P

trajectory. The alternative is to estimate D(JW ) on-line and then implement an on-line feature
P

reselection strategy (Le., analogous to the feature/joint reassignment procedure in Chapter6).
This becomes a more complex strategy. The evaluation included in this section uses
examples of large motion tasks to investigate the suitability of selecting features based only
on coupling in the initial view. This section also includes examples of the fixed and
hierarchical control strategies.
The evaluation uses examples based on two task configurations. One configuration, which
uses the cube as the control object, is represented by the images displayed in Figure 7-6. This
task requires net trajectory displacements of AX = 2.5 in., AY = 2 in., and At? = 30 degrees.
These magnitudes are typical of those that

observed

in the Flexible Assembly

Laboratory [Sanderson 83b] when the 3 DOF configuration is used in a static "look and
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t--Desi r e d Image

1

I n i t ia 1 Image

Focal Length F = 35 mm
a = 45degrees
R = 30inches
h = 0.5 inches
T . = [-0.5 0 0 (in.), 0 0 0 (Euler-Angles)]
obi
Desired X-Y-f) stage positions = -0.5 (in), 0 (in), 30 (deg)
Initial X - Y - 8 stage positions = 2 (in), 2 (in), 60 (deg)
Figure 7-6: Large Motion Task Images (Cases A, E,C, and D)

move" mode to locate and orient random electronic components. A second task, which uses
the pyramid (Figure 4-13) as the object, is represented by the iivages in Figure 7-7.

A
Des i r e d Image
Focal Length

I n i t i a l Imaqe

F = 35 mm
a = Odegrees
R = 20inches
h = Oinches

Tobi= [-0.5 0 0 (in.), 0 0 0 (Euler-angles)]
Desired X-Y-8 stage positions = 0.5 (in), 0 (in), 40 (deg)
Initial X-Y.8 stage positions = 2 (in), 24 (in), 60 (deg)
Figure 7 - 7 : Large Motion Task Images (Cases E and F)
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Although such a large trajectory (Le. AY = 20 in.) is not anticipated for applications with this
type of configuration, it is useful to show examples which further accentuate sensitivity and
coupling changes.
The evaluation does not include calculation of the predicted path, since compact analytic
equations for the feature transforniations become complex to derive for higher DOF systenis
with solid objects.

Future investigations could derive predicted paths by nt:merical

integration methods, using estimates of J measured along small increments.

For the

examples presented, it is anticipated that, as D(JWp) decreases, there will be relative
improvements in time response, and path deviations from a monotonic trajectory will be
reduced. That is, i f J were diagonal (Le., D =
along the trajectory (Le., Jii*O),

-00)

and a single valued function of position

then for critically damped features, the path must be

monotonic. A summary of system performance for the two tasks is shown in Table 7-3. The
table lists performances of both the initial and second (i.e.,subsequent)adaptive trials, and for
fixed and hierarchical control. The fixed controller is implemented by fixing the adjustable
gains identified in the first adaptive trial. Tlie hierarchical performance is indicated for the
second adaptive hierarchical trial.

Sample plots for two cases are displayed in Figures

7-8 and 7-9.
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Table 7-3: Large Motion Task Performance Summary
Comparison of the coupling indices for the first two cases, A and B, reveals that the feature
subset, which minimizes the coupling, can change from the initial to the desired views. If the
feature selections were limited to these two candidates, then an on-line feature reselection
strategy may be useful.

A completely generalized image-based system, using SlSO

controllers, may therefore require this capability.

For cases A and 6 the magnitudes of
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Figure 7 - 8 : 3 DOF Trajectory (Case D)
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Figure 7-9: 3 DOF Trajectory (Case F)
D(JWp) are relatively large in all views. If more potential candidates are available, then the
possibility of finding a subset with relatively small coupling values, over the trajectory,
increases. If D(JWp) remains small, then reselection strategies may not be crucial. The cases
listed do not produce examples with both small couplings and predicted reselections. These
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evaluations do suggest that feature subsets, which have initial view couplings that are an
order of magnitude smaller than for other candidates, show significant improvements in
performance.
The performance features for each control strategy are summarized as:
1. Adaptive Control: Adaptive control yields stable system performance when the

object stays in the field of view. The cube goes OVF in both the first and second
trials of Case A. This feature subset has relatively large values of coupling. For
Case C, where the coupling is smaller, the cube goes OVF only in the first trial,
but with improved second trial response.
The controller which uses the feature subset with the smallest initial view
coupling (i.e., Case D for first task, and Case F for second task), produces the
best performance for each task. They exhibit the fastest rise-times and the
shortest distances of travel. Their trajectories also approach straight-line
motions. The deviations from a straight path are on the same order of magnitude
observed for the 2 GOF linear kinematic configuration. Further, their first and
second adaptive trial performances are virtually identical. The cases with larger
coupling show significant changes between these two trials.
Rise-times associated with the second task (i.e., pyramid examples) are much
larger due to control signal saturation in the Y-axis controller. This also affects
the initial part of the trajectory and may partly acccunt for the absence of a
straighter path there.
These examples reinforce the suitability for using D(JWp) as a feature selection
discriminant function. These results also suggest that the selection may be based
on the initia! view coupling, i f potential candidates have relatively small coupling
values (e.g., D(J Wp)<O.)
2. Hierarchical Control: This strategy produces system performances exhibiting two
important characteristics. First, the path is constrained, for each case, regardless
of the magnitude of D(JWp). After most of the relative X-axis motion is achieved,
the turntable begins the orientation phase. Then, after most of the orienting
motion is achieved, the depth control begins. This strategy prevented the object
from going OVF.

Second, both the time and path performances of each case are virtually identical.
This characteristic does not result from the trajectories being fGrced to pass
through regions with reduced coupling. It was verified that the coupling values, at
the positions where each controller becomes active in the hierarchy, are not
significantly smaller than in the initirl or desired views. This strategy does
however tend to cause changes in any feature to be dominated by only one DOF.
That is, as each controller becomes active, the majority of motion for the
previously activated controller has already taken place. This facilitates the SlSO
identification.

3. Fixed Con!rol: Fixed control gerforniance is not significantly different than for the
adaptive approach. However, the larger motion task begins to accentuate fixed
controller inadequacy for larger gain changes. For example, the rotational stage
response for case F exhibits large overshoot (Figure 7-9).
Fixed control of the smaller motion task is adequate since the sensitivity changes
associated with the these cases are relatively small. For example, in Case D, the
percentage change of ax
/ilX is only 4 percent from the initial to the final view,
cog
in coinparision with the 40 percent change for the 2 DOF example represented in
Figure 6-6. The reduced gains for the 3 DOF configuration result from larger
focal lengths and larger relative depths between the camera and object.
Considering the relatively small gain changes and large closed-loop bandwidths,
it is not surprising that the fixed and adaptive responses are similar. For the larger
motion pyramid task, for which gain changes are an order of magnitude larger
than for the cube task, fixed performance begins to degrade.

7 . 5 . Summary
The 3 DOF evaluation provides further verification of the extension of SlSO adaptive control
to achieve stablity, with acceptable transient response, of feature coupled systems. The
coup!iiig index. D(JW ), is demonstrated to be a suitable discriminant function for sdecting
P

among

several candidate feature

subsets. The

evaluation

shows

that

significant

improvements are achieved in both time and pa!li performmce as D(JW ) c!oc!eascs.
P

For

small-sisnal tasks, the predicted path is straight-line. For larger motion examples, which have
time-varying sensitivities, the observed paths approached straight-lines as D(JWp) decreased.
The generality of achieving straight-line paths, for other tasks and configurations, remains to
be evaluated in future research.
The hierarchical approach not only constrained the path, but also facilitated the use of SlSO
controllers for even large coupling values. Thus, the hierarchical approach becomes a
conservative and safe strategy for IBVS implementations.
Classical control theory does riot provide an effective means to synthesize fixed SlSO
controllers for coupled and time-varying systems. The adaptive approach provides a means
for synthesizing the fixed SlSO controllers. Fixed controllers achieved performances similar
to the adaptive approach.
degrade.

As gain changes become larger, fixed performance begins to
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1. Overview
In this chapter, the author summarizes the research and contributions of the dissertalion.
Future directions for research are suggested, including MlMO control, implementation issues
(including higher DOF), and comparative evaluation of position veisus image based control
approaches. Preliminary investigations into some of these areas are described.

8.2.Conclusions
-i
his dissertation provides insight and analytic too!s

for the analysis, rfcsign, and evaluation

of vision based dynaric r o b t control spteins. 'These cjo~,ls21.2nchievud by:
1. Orymiriny a:d

categorizing previously imp!err:erited and prcposed visual servo
control system; into well-defined classical coijtrol structures; arid,

2. Analyzing, designing, and evaluating a control system for the image based
approach.
The

control

reqiiirements

for

the

IBVS

"teach-by-showing"

strategy

(including

nonlinearities, coupling, unknown parameters, delay, noise, saturation, path control, and
feature selection) art? analyzed in Chapter 2. An independent MRAC zdaptive controller, a
coupling index, and a path constraint hierarchy are proposed to satisfy these requirements.
The SlSO enhanced SP MRAC adaptive controller is derived for systems with delay in
Chapter 3. Fixed coiitrollels are synthesized by fiving the adiustalde gains of t h e adaptive
controller.

Guidelines for selection of controller parameters are provided.

Fixed versus

adaptive control is evaluated (in Chapters 5 through 7), using computer simulations, for
systems with increasing complexity to determine the relative contributions (to system
performance characteristics) of delay, noise, kinernatic and dynamic coupling, and feature
coupling.
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SISO adaptive control of coupled conlinear IBVS systems is shown in simulation to be
stable, with acceptable transient

response, and zero steady-state errors.

System

performance (including time response and path deviations) improve when features are
selected and assigned by minimizing the coupling index D. When the feature sensitivities are
constant and coupled, the predicted position trajectories are straight-lines. The predicted
trajectories for the 2 DOF configurations are either straight-line or approaclt straight-lines.
For the 3 DOF configuration, the ohserved trajectuies approach straight-line as the coupling
index decreases. The generality of such observations must be evalitated in future research.
Deviations from the predicted paths are acceptable for both small and large motion tasks,
which use a robot with linear uncoupled kinematics. For large motion tasks, with an
articulated arm, kinematic coupling leads to unacceptahly large path deviations. The
hierarchical path constraint strategy is used to guide the robot in a predictable fashion in
Cartesian space (i.e., moving first in a centering X direclion, then moving in thc depth Y
direction). The generality of this hierarchical approach remains a topic for future research.
Since path cannot be controlled directly, with the "teach-by-showing" IBVS approach, the
author recoininends that IOVS can be used for tasks for which exact path is not critical (e.g. in
precision assembly, for parts acquisition and mating), and could also be useful to increase the
accuracy of position-based approaches.
Fixed LklFC controllers are stable, with acceptable transient response. Comparative
evaluation of fixed v3. adaptive control shows:
1. A fixed controller, tuned for one task, may not be suitable for another task. A

single adaptive controller is suitable for a range of tasks.
2. Fixed controllers are suitable for tasks with small sensitivity (or gain) changes

(e.g., small motion tasks). Adaptive controllers are capable of tracking large
sensitivity changes.

3. Fixed control exhibits superior noise performance, and superior stability at lower
sampling-to-bandwidth ratios. Fixed control performance becomes sluggish as
the specified bandwidth decreases.
The contributions of the dissertation are:
1. Formalization Gf dynamic visual servo control of robots, by organizing and

categorizing them into well-defined classical feedback control structures. These
structures are classified as either position-based or image-based, and control
either open-loop robots or incremental kinematic robot systems (with internal
joint-level compensation, and kinematic decoupling). The formalization facilitates
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the control sysiem design by showing the role of computer vision as a feedback
transducer (thus affecting closed-loop system dynamics, and requiring a visual
servo controller), and stating the static and dynamic characteristics (of the robot
and vision) which must be compensated. The categorization, of different visual
control approaches, provides a common framework for future comparative
evaluations.
2. Introduction and demonstration (by simulation) of a novel "teach-by-showing"

imaye-based approach. In this approach, the visual servoing task is specified by
taking a picture of an object in the desired relative position, and extracting the
image features in this view. Explicit knowledge of object positions, relationships
between features and positions, and robot dynamics are not required. This
simplified approach could facilitate the integration of computer vision into factory
environments, aiid increase feedback accuracy (required for precision assembly)
by eliminating inaccuracies associated with feature interpretation.
3. To the best of the aiithor's knowledge, the analysis, design, and evaliration of
IBVS is the first in-dcpth study of dynamic rc;bot ccntrol using visual feedback.
Previous studies, appearing in literature, have been limited to ad-hoc control or
single DOF systems.
4. The important contributions resulting from the IBVS analysis, design, and

evaluation are:
a. The extension of an enhanced SP MRAC to control of systems with
measurement delay and rwnlinear gains. For such system, the dt:lay
requires a control penalty enhancemeni to a.).iiii%e acceptable stability.
The contrcl perlaity is also req:iired to assure 2. locally stable controller,
since the hyperstable identifier can identify iton-minimum phase zeros
resulting from ths nonlinear gains. Referencc signal biasing is required to
drive steady-state full-parallel errors to zero, since the identifier can identify
type 0 plants when controlling type I plants with nonlinear gains.
Sufficiently large sampling-to-bandwidth ratios are required to track
nonlinear gain changes.

b. To the best of the author's knowledge, the dissertation includes the first
demonstiation (by simulation) of the enhanced SP MRAC for direct jointlevel control of a robot arm. Similar algoritlims have appeared in literature
to control simulations of nonlinear coup!ed robot dynamics, but have not
utilized the enhancements and stability viewpoints required for
implementation issues of saturation, noise, and delay.
c. Identification of limitations and applicability of SlSO control of coupled
systems, including :
0

Introduction of an index to measure system coupling. The ability of
the SlSO controller to track the reference signals degrade (and path
deviations and rise-times increase) with increasing values of the
index. This index is shown to be a suitable discriminate function for
selecting and assigning features for control.

0

Identification of a sign-sensitivity (Section 6.2.3.1), which degrades
transient response. Large sampling-to-bandwidth ratios are required
to minimize this sensitivity.

0

Observation that steady-state identification and tracking errors
approach zero, but path deviations, for IBVS, and tracking errors, for
joint-level robot control, will always occur with SlSO control of
coupled systems. Transient errors are reduced (but not driven to
zero) by increasing the sampling-to-bandwidthratio.

d. Demonstration of the adaptive approach as a means to synthesize fixed
controllers for nonlinear and coupled systems. Fixed controller design is a
formidable engineering task, for such systems.
e. Preliminary analysis of the relationships between path trajectory and
feature based control. This analysis encourages future evaluation of inore
general systems by showing that (for critically damped reference feature
signals, each witli the same time constant):
0

For coristant and coupled feature sensitivity (i.e., Jacobian of the
features with respect to positions), the predicted paths are straight
lines, irrespective of the number of DOF.

0

For the 2 DOF line-in-space configuration tasks (for which the feature
sensitivities are not constant and change dramatically over the
trajectories), the predicted paths are straight lines or approach
straisht line motion.

0

For the 3 DOF confiyuration, the observed path deviatioiis from a
straiyht-line decrease as features are selected to reduce the coupling
index.

Using a path constraint hierarchy, path motion can be constrained along
selected DOF, but the generality of this approach remains a topic for future
research.
The imaye-based "teach-by showing" approach is analogous to the basic robot control
"teach-mode" operation. In the author's experience, the "teach-mode" straiegy for robot task
definition has greatly facilitakd the incorporation of robots into the industrial environinent by
providing a simple means fcw task training. Similarly, the author hopes that the "teach-by
showing" spproach will have the potential of simplifying applications of visual servoing.
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8.3. Suggestions for Future Research
The purpose of this section is to suggest directions for future research, including MIMO
control, physical implementation (including higher DOF), and comparative evaluation cf the
position and image based approaches. Preliminary investigations into some of these issues
are also described.

8.3.1.MlMO vs. SlSO Adaptive Control
The dissertation isolates problems of SlSO control of coupled systems. including signsensitivity, featureljoint assignment, and transient tracking errors. An MlMO controller may
not exhibit similar problems, and may reduce transient tracking errors. Analysis, design, and
evaluation of MIMO control is a fruitfiil area for future investigations. While the major
implementation trade-off between MlMO and SlSO control is computational complexity, the
author believes that a basic problem of MlMO control will be the additional complexity of
selecting and initializing the controller parameters, which must be empirically chosen. In this
section, an enhanced MIMO MRAC controller is proposed, an3 related issues c.f on-line
estimation of J and J Wp (for SlSO featurdjoint assignment) are described.
The mathematical fci!ndation for an adaptive MIL10 controlier

CBII

be found in [Borison 791,

and parallels the development of the SlSO controller in Chapter 3. For MIMO control, the
model of the plant under control, described by the (m x m) transfer matrix H(z-’), witti nd
output measurement delays, is

The system, H(z”), is identified by applying the hyperstable adjustment mechanism [(3.4),

(3.59,
and (3.6)]m times to estimate m parameter vectors. For MIMO control, the dimension of
the information vector and paraineter vectors increases to (2nm x 1). The information vector
and each parameter vector are used to predict each ouput [Borison 791. Calculation of the
control signals require matrix inversion operations to invert the vector of identified outputs.
And, calculation of the control penalties requires evaluation of the characteristic polynomial
of an inverted matrix of estimated gains.
The computational complexity of MlMO versus in independent SlSO controllers is
summarized in Figure 8-1. The purpose of the comparison is to show that MIMO control
requires more computations than the SlSO approach. For MlMO control, the computational
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complexity of the adjustment mechanism increases by a factor of m2 as a result of the
increased length of the information and parameter vectors. The number of computations
indicated in Figure 8-1 for rnatrix operations is a conservative estimate, and does not account
for the possibility of more efficient matrix inanipulation algorithms. The salient feature is that
complexity of MlMO coritrol is order ni3n2, versus mn2 for SlSO control. As computer
hardware beconies faster and less expensive, the computational differences between these
approaches wi!l become less significant. The SlSO approach may still remain attractive for
factory environments due to its modularity.
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Figure 8 - 1 : MlMO vs. SlSO Computational Complexity
8.3.1 . l .On-Line Sensitivity Estimation

For linear kinematic robot confiyuratiot-is, it appears that off-line measurement of J W (prior
P

to the start of control) is sufficient for calculation of the coupling
features. General implementations

Gf

D, to select and assign

SlSO control, of coupled systems, will require on-line

estimation of JWD for selecting featureijoint assignment. In the dissertation, a a low-
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frequency assumption is made to evaluate W ( j w ) (for the purpose of calculating th3 coupling
P

index D). Since the low-frequency robot gains car) be measured off-line, only J need be
estimated on I ine.
~

The author suggests that either J or JWp can be measured on-line using the MlMO
hyperstable adjustment mechanism, described in Section 8.3.1
., with the parameter matrix
(i.e., the matrix of the m estimated parameter vectors:
p+JW

P

/?&[fi:l....Ifll,]) replaced with p+J

or

. For estimation of J. the information vector bezomes the robot joint displacement

chariyes gt-bq (n :< l), and 3
,l: is (n x 1). For estimation of .JWp, the inforrnatiori and
parameter vectors remain (2nni x 1).

8.3.2. Implementation
The evaluation of computer simulated IBVS control (Chapters 5, 6, and 7) demonstrates the
feasibility of this approach, and encourages hardware implemcntatioris. The 3 DOF
configuration (in Chapter 7) can be implemented with hardware currently available in the
Robotics Institute Flexible Assembly Laboratory [Sanderson 83bI. The author is c~irrently
developing hardware and software to imp!ement an acltornated PC board insertion task
(depicted in Figure 1-2).using IEVS control. To image lhs lead tip. a special!y configured
fiber optic senscr [Agrawal 831 is being fabricated (to i.eplcce the CCD carnera), to acliieve
high sampling rates, high resolution, and low noise, . This system will use a 3 DOF Cartesian
robot .

IBVS implementations, using real robots and sensors, raise control issues relating to robot
mechanical structure, sensor resolution, and extension of IBVS control to higher DOF. These
issues are discussed below.
8.3.2.1. Robot Mecliaaical Structure

Physiccl characteristics of the robot (and actuators), which may place additional constraints
include structural resonances, dynamics
on the sampling period selection (Section 3.6.2),
which are characterized by complex poles, and torque offsets required to ovcrconie static
friction at low velocities.
It has been suggested [Paul 811 that to avoid resonant excitation of non-rigid structures

characterized by a structural resonant frequency wo, the sampling period should be
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If the robot dynamics exhibit complex poles at a f j w m a x , the sampling period of the MRAC

discrete time hyperstable identifier is required, by the Nyquist sampling theorem, to be
71

T<-.
0)

niax

If the vision system cannot extract features at a rate fast enough to satisfy the resonance and

Nyquist constraints. the author suggests augmenting the IBVS coiitrol with joint-level velocity
feedback controllers, which would sample at higher rates (e.y., using tachometer feedback)
than the main IBVS feedback loop. The velocity controllers (which could be adaptive) would

be tur,ed to dainpen structural resonances and place the poles of the minor loop feedback on
the real axis, to satisfy fhe Nyquist constraints. High-gain velocity feedback overcomes torque
off-sets (or equivalently actuator voltage off-set) by amplifying the small velocity errors.
8.3.2.2. Sensor Resolution

Spatial resolution of llie sensor (e.g., discrete pixel quantization of a CCD camera) is
manifested as nieasiireriient noise. 1-ow-passfiiteriny of the measurement signals car: reduce
the noise amplitude. Th2 author suggests the following strategy to further reduce these
effects. Wheii the spatial resolution of th? senscr (denoted by R) is Icss than the distance
traveled during a sampling interval (i.e., H<Vr,,T),

then fix rhe MRAC adjustable gains (at their

current vzlue) to create a fixed LMFC controller, since the LMFC is less sensitive to noise.

8.3.2.3.Extension t o Higher DOF
The 2 and 3 DOF configurations, evaluated in this dissertation, are practical for specific
tasks. Implementation of more general systems (e.g., with other featirres and 5 or 6 DOF)
remain to be analyzed for the relationships of feature control to world coordinate paths, and
evaluatccJ for the extension of SlSO control to higher DOF.
At thc outset of this research, the author conducted preliminary experiments of IBVS control
using simulations of a 5 DOF articulated arm. While this system was not investigated in-depth,
it served to demonstrate IBVS feasibility, and to gain insight into the control issues which are

addressed in this dissertation. The system consisted of:
1. A 5 DOF articulated arm (with kinematic structure similar to the Cincinnati-

Milicron T3), modeled with constant linear uncoupled dynamics.
2. A camera (as rncdeled in Section 4.5) is mounted to the last joint (or endeffector).
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3. The task is to posi!ion the end-effector relative to polyhedral objects (Section
4.5). Extracted features iricludc both areas and centroids.
4. The controller consists of 5 SlSO fixed proportional controllers, which are

nianually tuned.
5 . Feature selection and assignment, and path constraint hierarchies were specified

using empirically (i.e., no coupling index was used).
The controllers could be tuned (using empirical gain adjustments arid feature selections) to

achieve stability. with acceptable transient response and zero steady-state positional errors.
The Cartesian paths were not derived (Le., only the joint motions, and initial and final relative
positions were riionitored). The proportional gains suitable for one task were not acceptable
for anothcr task. It was difficult to tilne the system for large motion trajectories (Le., the
response was sluggish for low proportional gains, oscillatory for high gains, and it was
difficult to keep tlie object in the field of view.) Featureljoint assignments and the path
constraint hierarchy had to changed with varying robot arm configurations.
8 . 3 . 2 . 4 . Posiiion vs. Image Based Control

Approaches to visual servo control are categorized (in Chapter 2) into either position or
image based structures.

The c:ganization of visual servoiny into well deiiriel classical

control strictures pi~ovidesa frarnewuk for desigiiiny and conip;ii ii-fcj the different control
approaches.

A n analysis, design, arid evaluation of position based systems, and their

comparative evaluation with iniaye based control, would provide a complete set of design

tools for iniplementation of dynamic visual servo control systems.
Since each approach will have tradeoffs, the author suggests that they may be used to
augment one another. For example, position based approaches have the advantage of
directly controlling path, while inaccuracies of the required interpretation (i.e., of features to
world-space coordinates) decrease closed-loop accuracy. Augmenting position based
control with IBVS, by
1. Deriving the control signal b y adding both position based and image based

control signals; or
2. Initially controlling gross positioning with position-based control; then switching
over to IBVS for fast and accurate fine control

seem to be natural combinations.

The author hopes that the proposed research and implementations will enable IBVS control
to become a practical system for robot control.
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Appendix A
MRAC Without Measurement Delay
The purpose of this appendix is to explain and present a concise derivation of the MRAC
controller developed by Neuman and Morris in [Neuman 801.
A block diagram for a SlSO process under discrete compclter MRAC control is shown in

Figure 3-1 [Neuman 801. An MRAC system comprises three basic components:
1. Analog plant under control;

2. Full-parallel reference model; and

3. Adaptive controller
The reference model transfer function M(z-’) specifies the desired closed-loop resporise of
the sampled plant output, y(k), to a reference signal r(k). The adaptive controller is a digital
feedback controller. The controller gains are adjusted to drive the closed-loop response of
the system to that of the reference model. The controller uses both plant and model input and
output information to generate the control signal u(k).
At the heart of the MRAC is the controller adjustment mechanism. If the full-parallel (FP)
output error is defined as
e:&)

= x(k)-y(k),

(A.1)

the adjustment mechanism must be designed so that
1. eEqk) asymptotically approaches zero, and
2. The closed-loop system is stable.

Adjustable controller design is based on the identification-error method [Neuman 801.The
plant input-output information generates estimates of the plant parameters and are used by
an identifier to predict the plant output. The identification error is
e,D(k) = y(k)-t(k)

(A.2)
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where the identifier output t(k) is the predicted plant output. This error drives the adjustment
mechanism which updates the estimates of the plant parameters. In turn, these estimates are
used to adjust the controller gains. The adjustment mechanism is designed so that e,D(k) is
globally asymptotically stable for a SlSO linear system. The controller is then designed to
guarantee the asymptotic stability of the full-parallel error.

A . 1 . Reference Model
The discrete time reference model should generate a realizable output, x(k), for an analog
process under computer control. Thus, the model can be specified by the cascade of a

digital-to-_analog
converter (DAC), an analog process, and a analog-to-digitalconverter (ADC)
with the desired response characteristics.

If the analog process model is mth order, with m, zeros (m,<m), the discrete model transfer
function is [Neuman 79a]

-- b;z.'

+ ... + b;,z-"'
0

-1

l-a,z

(A.4)

, .O

-...-amz

The sampled data FP model output can thus be characterized by the mth order difference
equation

m

m

i=1

i=1

where the delay operator q.' is defined by
(q-')x(k) & x(k- i) .
For example,

c

[

m

b,q.'] r(k) = b,r(k-l) + b2r(k-2)+ ... + bmr(k-m).

i=l

The model is a full-parallel model since (A.3) is recursive.
Reference model structures have typically been specified by critically damped, second
order systems [Landau 791 for a wide variety of adaptive control tasks. The closed-loop model
can be generated by assuming that a type I second-order linear plant, Gmode,(s),is under
computer control (Figure A-l), and the proportional gain KPcrit is tuned to provide critical
damping. The open-loop plant transfer function is
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Kmode,= model gain constant
- model time constant (sec)
'model -

x(k)
ADC

I

-

Computer

Figure A - 1: FP Reference Model

Neuman and Morris specified the reference model in the 2-plane. The derivation presented
here differs by first showing an analog plant model in a feedback control structure. This
approach facilitates development of a reference model when measurement delays are
included (in Chapter 3).
The equivalent z-transform model of Figure A-1 is shown in Figure A-2.

Figure A - 2 : Discrete Reference Model

In Figure A-2, the digital transfer function
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Wnlodel (2.1) = [

l -z.’]*Z

] t+kT )
{ [L - I ( Gmodel(S))
S

models the cascade of the DAC, analog process G(s), and ADC[Neuman 79a].
second-order type I analog model in (A.6),

where, for the sampling period T,

The closed-loop transfer function of Figure A-2 is
Kpcllt[blz’l + b,z- 2]

w

( 7 - 1 j =--.-

cL

1 + [Kpcritb,-a,]z-

~

1

+ [KPcrlth2+ a,]z

-2

For critical clamping, the yain !e:m KPcrl, mist satisfy

The difference equation of the closed-loop model becomes

For the
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A . 2 . Plant Model Structure
For the identifier to track the plant output, the structure of the plant must be defined. If the
plant under control is assumed to have an equivalent nth order I/O structure (Section 2.3.1.3),
with n, zeros (nl<n), then the corresponding discrete-time model is the nth order transfer
function
W(z.

Y(z-')

1

B (2.1)
0

)=-A

U(z-')-AP(z~')

-

b ,z-'

+ b2z.* + ... + bnz'"

l-alz' 1 -a2z-2-.....-anz-"

where the {a,} and {b,) are unknown parameters. The sampled plant output, y(k), can
therefore be modeled by the nth order input-output difference equation

i=l

i= 1

In vector notation, (A.9) is

y(k) = fiT*(k-l)
where

fl'&(b

,...bna,...a,,)

is the (2n X 1) parameter vector; and

(A.lO)

@ ( k - l ) i [ u ( k - 1...
) u(k-n)y(k-1)...y(k-n)lTis the (2n X 1) information vector

A . 3 . Controller
A Series-garallel (SP) identifier with adjustable parameters tracks the plant output. The

identifier output t(k) is calculated according to
(A.11)
i =1

i=1
A

A

where {bi} and {a,} are estimates of the process parameters

of an equivalent SlSO linear

system.

The identifier is series-parallel since it is non-recursive. A full-parallel identifier produces
unbiased estimates of the process parameters in the presence of noise (assuming a control
signal sufficiently rich in frequency content), but at a slower speed of convergence than for a

SP adjustable model. In addition,

A

an FP identifier requires good initial guesses for {bi} and
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A

(ai>. In contrast, the SP identifier produces biased estimates of the plant parameters. In

MRAC contrcl, it is shown below, all that is required for FP errors to approach zero
asymptotically is an eauivalent inputloutput model which matches the input/output
characteristics of the plant.
In vector notation, (A.11) becomes
t(k) = z ( k - l ) ! + ( k - l )
A

where bT(k-1) is the estimated parameter vector. The identification error becomes
e,,(k)

=y(k)-t(k)=

[ BT -a
"T ( k - l ) ] $ ( k - l ) .

In the next section, an adjustment mechanism is presented to guarantee asymptotic stability
of e,#).
When the identification error converges to zero, the identifier becomes an equivalent inputoutput model of the plant. The adaptive controller is then constructed by solving for the
control signal u(k) required to force the identifier output t(k + 1) to follow the reference signal
XR(k). By inverting ( A . l l ) , the control signal becomes

1

u(k) =

-{

XR(k)-

b,@)

[

"

A

bi(k)q-(i.l)] u(k)-

2

[

:i(k)q-(i-l)]

(A.12)

y(k)}

i=1

i=2

It is now shown that true estimates of the plant parameters are not required to produce an

asymptotically stable FP error. True estimates may not occur whet):
1. Parameter estiri1at;s

become biased in the presence of noise;

2. The frequency content of the control signal is poor; and

3. As demonstrated in this dissertation, when the plant being identified is nonlinear,
time-varying, or part of a coupled system.
If the reference model signal is chosen to be the output of the one-step ahead FP model,

(A.13)
i=1

i= 1

then, upon convergence of elD, the identifier becomes
t(k+ 1) = XR(k)= x ( k + 1)

or,
t(k) = x(k),

and the FP error is
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(A. 14)
Thus, the FP output error is asymptotically stable if the adjustment mechanism can assure
asymptotic stability of the identification error, regardless of errors in the true parameter
estimates!

A . 4 . Adjustment Mechanism
A

The adjustnient mechanism used for estimating

can be designed from either parametric

optimization or stability viewpoints. Optimization techniques, which are based on costfunction minimization, were first applied to adaptive control [Whitaker 61]. These include the
gradient descent and least-squares methods. As applied to adaptive control, these methods
have drawbacks which require reliable initial estimates of the plant parameters [Price 701 and
result in low adaptation speeds to guarantee local stability [Kokotovic 661. In contrast, the
stability viewpoint, which is inherent to the design goals
guarantees asyri1pto;ic stability of e,D and thus e:Pat
initial

pararneter

estimates.

This

of closed-loop control systems,

higher adaptation speeds, regardless of

approac.h, which

includes Lyapanov's second

method [Narendra 741 and Popov's hyperstability theorern [Popov 631, prescribe stability

of the nonlinear,

criteria for nonlinear, time-varying , closed-loop systems. The output e,

time-varying, closed-loop adjustment mechanism drives the parameter update, and is
designed to be asymptotically stable. Landau, who was the first to apply hyperstability to
MRAC [Landau 691, claims that with respect to the Lyapanov approach

"

.... More general

results were obtained using the hyperstability approach, pel haps, because it is more
systematic." [Landau 741
The hyperstable adjustment mechanism [Landau 791 specifies the following identifier when
the plant is assumed to be linear with slowly varying parameters:
A
A
1
b(k) = e(k-1) + -P(k-l)e(k- l)S(k)

A

s(k) =

e,#)
1

+ (l/A)eT(k-l)P(k-l),(k-l)

--[-1s(k)

1
1
P(k) = -P(k- 1)

h

A

e(,k)

P(k-l)*(k- l)PT(k-l)P(k-1)

(A.15)

(A.16)

(A.17)
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where P(k) is a (2n X 2n) adaptive gain matrix, s(k) is the a'posteriori error (which is the error
signal after the parameters are updated at the kth computational cycle), and elD is the a'priori
error signal. The fading factor A ( O < A < l )

weighs past values of the input/output samples by

the progression
1, A , A2 ,.....Ak.

If A = 1, new information is averaged with all past data, minimizing overreaction to
measurement noise. If A<1, old data is weighed less, and the mechanism can track the
even
I when the parameters are slowly time-varying.
parameter &
The adjustment mechanism in ( A . 1 5 ) - ( A . 1 7 ) approximates the optimal recursive weighted
least-squares algorithm which is derived from the minimization of the cost function
k

J(k) = ( w / 2 ) c AielD2(k-i)
i=O

This approach is referred to as the hyperstable least-squares adjustment mechanism.

A . 5 . Enhancements
Performance of the basic MRAC alGorithrn can be significantly iniproved by the addition of
numerous enhancement strategies [Neuman 79bl. Neuman and Morris present a detailed
analysis of enhancement mechanisms [Morris 791, and recommend an enhanced error
identification MRAC algorithm. These enhancements include:
1. Control Penalty;

2. Series-Parallel Reference Model Signal;

3. Augmenting Error Filter; and
4. Auxiliary Fixed Control.

The augmenting error filter must be used with caution since it increases the high-frequency
gain of the feedback controller, thus amplifying noise arid reducing the stability margin. To
use the auxiliary fixed controller requires that the system operate around a known and
stationary operating point, which in general does not hold for IBVS systems. Thus, only the
first two enhancements, which are described below, are used in this dissertation.
Control Penalty

A control signal penalty is obtained by multiplying (A.12) by the positive scaler n(k)
(O<n<l). This penalty is introduced to
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1. Reduce the magnitude of the control signal and thereby the effect of reduced
marginal stability due to control signal saturation;
2. Reduce control signal noise; and

3. Insure a stable and bounded control signal.
Experimental evaluation of MRAC, by Neuman and Morris, demonstrates that control signal
saturation in the DAC can occur quite often when controlling low-passsystems, such as robot
joint actuators. The feedback path of the FP controller' can be characterized as a high-pass
filter when the process under control exhibits a low-pass frequency response. Measurement
noise is amplified and the control signal quality deteriorates.
Guaranteeing the asymptotic stability of elD does not insure the asymptotic stability of eoFP
when a control penalty is used.The identification-error becomes

goes to zero, the FP error is related to the control signal according to

If e,,(k)

A

b, (k)
eoFp=-(l-n)U(k-l)

(A.18)

n

If the control signal becomes unbounded, the FP error is not asyrnptotically stable. This can
occur if the actual or estimated plant has non-minimum phase zeros lying outside the unit
circle. The computations below illustrate that the poles of the adjustable controller are
determined by the estimated plant zeros. Thus, when the zeros lie outside of the unit circle,
the controller poles become unstable. In addition, the control signal can become quite large if
the plant zeros are not accurately estimated. This often occurs in actual implementations
A

when b, is underestimated due to measurement and signal transmision delays through the

ADC and DAC converters.
To specify the control penalty, a lower bound ,b
,

A

is placed on the magnitude of b,(k) used

to calculate the controller gain. The value of n(k) is specified according to

(

A

1 if

It remains to choose b,

b,(k)2bLB.

so that u(k) remains bounded. To accomplish this task, the Jury
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stability conditions are applied to test the iocation of the controller poles {pi} at each
computational cycle. When pole magnitudes exceed the design parameter y, where O<y<l,
the value of ,b,

is increased (thus reducing n ) until the poles lie within a circle of radius y in

the Z-plane.
The controller characteristic equation is determined by taking the Z-transform of (A.12) with
the contrd penalty enhancement included. The control signal is

and the controller characteristic equation is
(A.19)

Thus, the estimated plant zerm determine the controller poles.
The Jury conditions are applied to (A.19) for a second-ordei system (n = 2) by expressing
the characteristic eiluaiiori in positive powers of z as:
h

(A.20)

To test for Ipl<y, apply the transformation z = yz* to obtain
A

For this characteristic equation, the Jury condition is:

and the control penalty is calculated according to

n(k) =

I

1

if

A

h

Ib,/b,I<y

Series-Parallel Reference Model Signal

(A.21)
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Neuman and Morris have shown that increasing the control penalty of the FP MRAC (to
suppress noise and increase the stability margin) can lead to a highly oscillatory closed-loop
response. An enhancement which further reduces the high-frequency gain of the feedback
path (thus reducing noise amplification and producing a closed-loop system which does not
exhibit a highly oscillatory response as the control penalty is increased) is the Series-parallel
(SP) reference model signal enhancement. The SP reference model signal, which improves

performance at the expense of slower tracking of the FP model, is implemented by replacing
the recursive component x(k) of (A.13) by a non-recursive filtering of the process output y(k):
rn
rn
O -(i-l)
(A.22)
=
biq
r(k) +
a>-('.')] y(k).

[

]

i=1

[

i=1

In contrast to the control penalty, this enhancement leads to an asymptotically stable FP
output error
(A.23)
where
...

...

If the FP model specifies the stable filter

[l/A",(q-')],

the FP output error is asymptotically

stable if e,D(k)is asyinpi\itically stable. Transient identification errors produce slower tracking
of the reference model due to this filtering effect.
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Appendix E3
Dynamic Equations for 2 DOF Arm
This appendix presents the derivation of the dynamic equations of nwtion fol the 2 DOF arm
described iii Section (4.4). The derivation is based on tlie Lagrange-Euler forrnulation for rigid
body structlires[Paul 811.

The Lagrangian function L is first defined as the differance

between the kinetic energy K and tlie potential energy P of ttie system:
LAK-P
The dynamic equations are then

a aL aL
F. = - --I
at aqi aqi
where qi and q, are the generalized positicn and velocity coordinates. Fi is the corresponding
force or :orquc acting

Cri

the iih joint. For iiri nrticulakcl rcbot arm, y , k B i , ancl fl coricsponds

to joint torque. If an n DGF manipulator is described by a set of homoymeous transforms
(Ai). then (B.l) becomes

where
Tk&Al

A,

... A,

The pseudo-inertial matrix, Ji, of ttie ithlink is:
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r

'Iixx+ Ii
2
1.

J.I-

+ lizz

1.

'ixz

I.I X X -I.IVV + I .IZZ

1,

mii

IXY

2

IXY

I.
lixz

lYZ

miY i

lYZ

I.
Ixx

+ I . -I.
2Ivy

Izz

mi'

where the first and second moments are

I x x =J (y2 + z2)din; I
I

=

J

m
xy i and

xydm;

J

Izz= J (x2 + y 2)dm;

Ixz=

xdm;

zdm

m=

J

dm

i-.

ri IS the homogeneoils vector defining the position of the center of mass of link j relative
2

to the jth coordinate frame. g defines the gravitational field. And, mi is the mass of the it" link.
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For the arm in Figure 4-9,
the {Ai} rnatricies are:

0

1

0
0

10

0
1 1

0

0

0

1 1

where
C,+COS(BI)

SI&sin( Oi)
Thus,

T, = A 1
t-

c12 3

T2 = A 1A 2 = S 12

2

c12

0

0

Lo

o

r2C12+rlC1

O

r2S12+r1S1

1
0

0

0
1

where

c11 & C 0 S ( O i + 0 , )
S +sin(O1 + 0 . )
'I

I

The partial derivatives of t h e T transforms are:

1 0

0

OJ

0

1
a V @ l

0

0

0

0

10

o

o

oJ

9

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

25 1

r
--

ao2aol

-

1

1

-c12

-%20

SI2
q
2 O00

0

L o

O

O

-r2c12

-r2Sl2 ;
0

0 1

aT2
2-

aelae2

-c12

512

%2

-'12

0
0

0
0

0
0

O
O

0

-r2c12

-r2S12

0

O

O 1

0

-r2C12.rlC1

0 -r2SI2-rlS,
0
0
0
0

The J, and J2matricies are calculated for t h e links in Figure 8 - 2 and Figure B- I .

r/

m r2

Figure B-1 : Link # 2

Figure 6 - 2 : Link # 1
Since the each link consists of a point mass, located at the orgin of it's coordinate frame, and

a thin rod in the X-direction, all of the interial components in the Y and 2 directions are zero.
Thus,
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I,

- ,,I

- ,,I

- ,,I

= my = m f = 0

The mass of the portion of the link modeled as a thin rod is
mr = pV

where p is the density and V is the volume. If the rod cross-sectional area is A, then
dm, = pAdx

Thus,

and,

2
Thus,

r

I

0

J2=

1

0
0

0 O
0 0

0

For J, (refer to Figure 8-2):

I , -= ,I , .~
,~ = 1
-r

.I

=

x’dm

x2dm

-r
1

[%(5)2 + mc(rl
12 k

=r

+ Jo

l/k

+--I
‘1

2

] +mrlr;
3

[% imc(1+-+-)]
1
1

2

l

k 3k2

3

And,

l/k

1

r
xdm = - ( r , + L ) m
2k

-- mrl r~
2
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Thus,

r

l 3
r',[%

+

=I

+-+-)I

mc(-l 1
1
k 3k2

0
0

J1

o

o

0
0

0
0

-rl[Q+mc(i
2

1
+%)I

0
0

The gravitational components are defined next. If gravity acts in the Xo directioti, then

G=[g 0 0

O]T

To find the center of mass of the second link, r2-eq,set the first moment.
net mass times r2-eq.Thus,

--mr2r2 - (mr2-1- mp2)r2.eq'
2

and hence
2-

r2 = [r2.eq o o llT.

Similarly for link 1

and hence

Equations (B.3) and (B.4) become:

F, = D l , B ; +D12812+D1128'18'2+D,228'~+D1
F,=D,,~,
where

+ D ~ ~ ~ ; + D ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ + D ~

s

xclm, equal to the
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m
m
[A+--?+m
3 3k

D 11

=:

D,

= [mp2+~
3 ] r ~ + r 1 r 2 c 2 [ 2Q + m p2

p1

+ m r 2 + m ]r:+2rlr2~,[5+m
P2
2

p2

] + [y+mP2]r:

]

m
D~,, = - 2 r , r 2 s 2 [ 2 + mp,]
2

3

D1** = - r 1 r 2 s 2mr2
[ y - + InP2

gc [$I+
m

Dl

=

D
,,

=

-51rlS,

mpl 2k

m
[mp2+ 2

3

D=, = rlr2S2[%+

2

D,

1r z
m
p2

]

71

= Yr2S12[mp2+ mr2

+

[3,,

+ r1sl] mr2+

[r2Sl2

t

rls,

] mp,)
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Appendix C
2 DOF Controller Parameters
The independent SP MRAC controller, for the 2 DOF configurations, is outlined in this
appendix.

The same controller parameters are iised for both the linear and nonlinear

kinematic configurations. All simulations and control structures inc!ude a measur-ernentdelay
(Le.. nd = 1).

Independent adaptive and fixed controllers are implemented in Chapter G

according to:
1. Control signal : (3.10)

I=

2. ldcntifier : (3.4),(3.5),and (3.6) with
0.85 . Tke identifier is initialized according
to Table C-1, arid the initial signs of b,(O) and b,(O) are selected according to the
sign of the corresponding diagonal elements of the sensitivity matt ix. The values
in Table C-1 arc?identical to those usecl in the single degree-of freedom examples
(in Table 5 1 ) , with nn exceplion at the sampling pcviod T =: 0.003 sec. The gain
matrix initiliziltion is ir,creased. to yield acceptiible response for &he noliliiiear
robot configuration.

3. Control pendty : (3.12), with y = .65
4. SP Reference Model : (A.22). The reference model bandwidth ,on,is specified for
each set of examples, while T is varied to evaluate the effects of changing the
sampling-to-bandwidth ratio (fs/f,).
The open-loop reference model time
constants are selected according to the methods outlined in section 3.6.1., and

the discrete model parameters are generated according to the method outlined in
Syction 3.3.3.
The same closed-loop bandwidth is specified for each
independent controller.
5. Scale Factors :

6. LMFC : The fixed controller is implemented by fixing the gains of the adjustable
controller to the staedy-state values identified in initial adaptive trials.
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T(

0.033

D i a g [ l o 10 80 8 0 3

2500

0.013

Diag [l 1 1 13

100

[+l

fl

1.5 -0.51

10

[+-1

fl

1.5 - 0 . 5 1

SCC)

[+lo + I O 1 . 1 -0.11

1

1

X cocJ FI?;ILU~C C o n t r o l I e r

0.003

a y [ . l . : .01 ,011
- -I eDni- - - - - y t l i F u ~ t u r rC o n t r o l lev

n ~ a gI t 1 1 1 3

Table C- 1: Identifier Parameter Initialization (2 DOF)

1
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Appendix D
3 DOF Controller Parameters
The simulations in Chapter 3 are implemented with the sampling period T = 0.003 (sec) and

a bandwidth u n = 4 4 . 5 1 (sec"), or fs/f,,=47,

as in the 2 DOF evaluation. The MRAC

controller is implemented according to the outline presented in Section 6.2 with the exception
of the identifier initialization and scaling factors. The identifier is initialized according to Table
D-1.

T ( sec)

P(0)
Xcog

0.003

p Thrash

i(0)

& A r e 1 Feature
Controllers

1 .01
- -.Ol]
- _
-D i-a g -C.1- .-

1

10

[kl

fl

1.5 -0.53

Absolute A r e a Feature
Controllers

D i a g C . 5 . 5 .1 .l]

Table D-1 : 3 DOF Parameter Initialization (T = 0.003 sec)
The initial adaptive gains, P(O), for the absolute area identifiers (Le., Ai or Ai +i) are larger than
for the other features. When all feature identifiers were initialized with the lower gains,
P(0) = [0.1 0.1 0.01 0.011, the area controller would exhibit poor transient response and result
A

A

in s g n : t ~ , . ~ ] f s g n [ b ~ . ~It~was
] . observed throughout this research that, when this occurs,
improved transient responses can be achieved by increasing the initial adaptive gains for that
feature, assuming large enough sampliny-to-bandwidth ratios.
A

A

The initial parameter vector gain initializations [b,(O) and b2(0)] were reduced from the
values used for 2 DOF configuration. In the 3 DOF configuration, the camera will be mounted
at a relatively long distance from the turntable, which significantly reduces the magnitudes of

J,and therefore plant gains.
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The scale factors are assigned according to

-SF

Feature
xcog

Area (Ai or Ai+i)

1o3

lo6
1o4

The path constraint hierarchy, described in Section 2.5.3, is represented in Figure D-1 for
the 3 DOF configuration.

@t=kl

(

lake Picture

[ E = 5 % ) j

*Restrict Y & @axis

*Control X & S a x i s
w / X c O y& A r e l respectively

YES

*Restrict Y - a x i s by brake

\

1

>

*Control all DOF

-
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111

Figure D-1. the feptrires which dominate each DOF follow from (7.4). During transitions

between levels of the hierarchy, the identifier for each controller is fixed for three sampling
periods according to Sectioii 6.2.3.3.
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